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The purpose of this doctoral dissertation was to explore the. use and
effectiveness of a simulation technique in promoting faculty participation in college

government. The college selected for the study is a private, liberal arts institution in

the Midwest which is operated by a Roman Catholic religious order, has a student

enrollment of almost 1.100, and 81 full-time faculty members. Several measurement

instruments were used to obtain data about the faculty, their current participation in

governance and areas of desired participation, and their descriptions of an "ideal"

college and of the actual college. The simulation' materials used in the experiment

were adapted from Clark C. Abt's "An Education System Planning Game." During

simulation sessions, faculty members assumed faculty and administrator roles and

proposed ways of implementing their participation in governance as suggested by

lists Of data that were developed for the sessions. Their revised proposal was
submftted to ein Ad Hoc Committee which developed a new decision-making body, the

College Council, which replaced the former Administrative Council and provided for

more representative involvement in decision-making by faculty, students.. and

administrators. Study findings indicate, that the simulation technique can be a key

method in strengthening the possibilities of "community" government as a pattern of
organization for a college. (WM)
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CUTTER

PARTICIPATIVE40VERNENT EXPEDITED MOM SIMATION

Colleges, as well as other educational establishments, are bee,

ing challenged today to introduce changes in their current governmental

patterns. But, for'all the criticisms being leveled at institutions of

higher learning, few constructive means are presented as viable plans

which would permit varying modes of action*

Simulation methods provide dramatic, and yet efficient procew

duress for trying out alternative patterns of operation* Because of

this characteristic of simulation, it can help the persons involved dew

cide which plans are most workable and most acceptable to both the

groups urgently pressing for change, and to the establishment itself*

This study employs a simulation method for just such a situaw

tion. However, before the technique and its results can be discussed,

it is necessary to review college governmental patterns and relate them

to new trends for organizational decisionwmaking.

Traditionally, the values of academic freedom have provided the

ground rules for college decisiononaking practices. To preserve this

freedom, colleges have endeavored to build up a practice of community

as the fundamental basis of organiaation01 But, with their expansion

attracted to bureaucratic patterns as a more efficient means of managew

of buildings, faculty, students, and curricula, colleges have been

sation (New Torkt McGraw ok o*,
1John D. Millett,Thekead411.Ccemunap.ImptL4amm.21.ftEl.

1

$ P. L.
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ment. In taking on the principles of big business, colleges tend to

lose those features which distinguish them from the industrial organi-

zations which surround them. But collegeo are not organizations like

governmental ageneies or secular businesses. Interestingly enough,

this trend towards bureaucracy in college government is gaining momen-

tmn just as the bureaucratic organizations are coming to realize the

importance of involving their many employees in company management.

The Ohio State studies, particularly, showed how far behind

even the military and industry the university administration ia in

achieving some kind of more participative and less authoritarian

administrative relationships.1

Gibb thinks this is due to the fact that the product of higher

education is so difficult to measure. Because of this ambiguous situa-

tion, the

. university has preserved a historical isolation from social

pressures; and administrative behavior is often strangely medieval

and out of touch with the vigorous demands of democratic growth.

The university, strangely, is sometimes a citadel for autocratic

adridnistrative behavior.z

Anderson, questioning the tendency of colleges to assume more

and more bureaucratic dimensions, poses theee questions among others:

19/15 bureaucracy to prevail and freedom to be restricted? Could commum

nity become a viable pattern for university organization?"3

"Community" is not easy to define, but since it is necessary to

limit its meaning for the purpose of this discussion, it will te concep-

Ameammerrinam11111 pag.....11111ftwilM111.ftlibrINIMPANNIIIIrep111111110

ljack it. Cibb, "Dynamics of Leadership," in In Search of Lead-

ers, ed. by Go Kerry Smith (Washington, DoCe: American Association for

Iffriher Education, 1967), p* 614.

2Ibid., p. 64.

3G0 Lester Anderson, "The Organizational Character of American

Colleges and Universities," in Ihe.piltiflicittalpinimp....titig,

ed. by Terry F. Lunsford (Boulder, o ora o: es rn nters om-

mission for Higher Education, 1963), p. 19.
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tualised as an aggregate of highly specialised persons who make policy

decisions and operate through committees and discussion. Hence, peoplem

power, not any selfmpower, is important to promote solidarity and perm

sonal relationships. Within this contexts however, "individual members

of communities 0 0 have operational autonamy."1 And so, for the puns

poses of this study, "community" is equated with wgroupmparticipmtive"

government.

In order to stem the trend of further tareaucratisations it bem

comes urgent to find ways to let college faculties and administrators

experimmts not only in their quest for efficient management, but also

to maintain and strengthen those qualities which characterise them as

institutions of higher education. The need for developing ways and

means of engaging college faculty members in college government ins sugm

gested by Algo H. Henderson2 in 1963 at the Eighteenth Annual National

Conference in Higher Education; by T. R. 13Connells3 in the same year

et the Fifth Annual Institute on College Self Study; and byWaltAmE.

Sindlingeril. in 1964 at a meeting of the Institute of Higher Education.

Even Man J. Corson (1960), who tends to be more conservative about facm

ONOWNWIMMINO

lAnderson, "Organisational Character," pi. 15.

2Algo D. Henderson, "IMproving Decision Neking Through Re+,

search," in Current DUMB in Higher Education, ed. by G. Kerry Smith

(Washington, D.C. American Association for ifigher Educations 1963),
pp. 15546.

3T0 R. McConnell, NNeeded Research in College and University

Organisation and Administrationsw in 11!!!1111:1LIAInMLikAlltLJEYA,-
14.2p, ed. by Terry F. Lunsford
Ciikission for Higher Education, 1963)s p. 115.

4Wa1ter E. Sindlingers *involving Faculty Members in Institum

tional Policy Formulations" in Cooperative LonwoRange Planning in Libm

eral Arts Colleoes, ed. by Earl J. %Grath (ienefork: bureau of fteatio

ca ions, vac ers Colleges Columbia University, 1964), 14 75.
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ulty participation in the government of colleges, calls for case studies

of how faculties and administrators work tosether.1

Purpose of the Study

It is the purpose, then, of this study to explore the use of an

innovative method, simulation, as a method for promoting faculty partic-

ipatiora in college government. Simulation is best defined for the pur-

poses of this study as an enactment of a problem situation in an abbre-

viated time period during which the participants must develop workable

and acceptable solutions to the problems.

More specifically, the aim of this research project is twofdldt

1. to use a simulation method as a sensitising technique, and

2. to measure its effectiveness in actively engaging a college
faculty in administrative planning and decision-making.

The major question explored throughout this research project is:

How effective will simulation be in promoting faculty participation in

college government? The results of the investigation should produce

the answer to this major question by answering the following specific

ones:

1. Now do the Faculty of a particular College view the *ideal"
and the actual patterns of College government?

2. To what extent do the Factaty presently participate in Colo'
lege government?

3. Is a simulation method effective in bringing about change
in participation in College government? Can it be effec-
tive?

4. Doss a simulation method adapt itself to use by the College
Faculty?

1John J. Corson, Governance of Collo es and "Universities (New
York: MeGraw-Hill Book Co., P P. 117.
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Review of the Literature

The theoretical bases for "Community" or wgrouposparticipative"

government .as a pattern of college organisation are discussed by

John D. Millett in The Academic Community, and by Ge Lester Anderson,

James P. Dixon, and Burton R. Clark in The Studr.g.Academic Adminis-

.

tration.

Millett explores the idea of "ccomunity" throughout the history

of higher education and sees "Community" as the most viable government

pattern for colleges?

Anderson summarizes the organisational realities of colleges

and univereities; he perceives collegiality, a possible opposed mode of

organization to bureaucratic organisation, as the dominant pattern, and

"Community" as "en academic mythology*" Be hopes, however, that some

never forms can emerge based on consultative and cooperative terms

which coincide with the definition of "community" used in this discuses

sion*2

Clark reviews the trend of organisational patterns of college

government as they move from the characteristics of "community" to buo

reaucratic coordination, segmentation, and professionalisation; all

these developments, according to Clark, are "weakening the faculty as a

whole and strengthening the faculty in its maw parts*"
3

Dixon supplies a taxonomic account of the authority structures

of college and university governments* Because of the complexities of

114illett, Acacias_ tramtunitz

2Anderson, hOrganisaticeal Maracter.

1111111I

3Burton R. Clark, "Faculty Organisation and Authority," in The

Study of Academic Administration, ed. by Terry Lunsford (Colorado,

Astern Interstate emission tor Higher Education, 1963), pp* 3741.
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organisation in educational institutions, he calls for research within

these institutions, before they lose

their capability for unique administrative behavior and

blindlyenslave themselves to the obscene stereotypes which.govern

the more ordinary and less complicated social institutions.4

A study by Lasarsfeld and Thielens investigated some experi-

ences and attitudes of college teachers. One finding of the research

which supports the present position is that superior quality colleges

have greater faculty participation, rather than trustee dominance, in

administrative decision..making.2

The most extensive study on changes in administration is the

one tlf Demerath who conducted a quasimexperiment on administrattve

style at the 'University of North Carolina. The President of the Vni-

versity introduced bureaucratic practices to provide for more efficient

government. Some of the Faculty in 1956, disturbed by this action, ap-

pointed a committee, called the Faculty Council, to determine Faculty

reaction. Results of a questionnaire completed by the Faculty proved

that they were very dissatisfied with administrative practices. The

Faculty Council, having decided to be more than vigilant, preeented

tailed recommendations to the Administration. Although the Faculty

acted as a change agent, it was lift to a new Administration to bring

about change. The results of a 1960 replication of the first question-

naire showed significant changes of Faculty influence on policies,

1Jamos P. Dixon, sThe Authority Structure: Legality and Real*

ity,N in The $t..% of Academic Administration ed. by Terry F. tunsford

(Boulder, o o w a rn n rs te . salon for Higher tducaticn,

1963)0 p. 346.

2Pau1 F. Lasarsfeld and Wagner Thielens, Jr., The Academic Mind

(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1958), pill 171.



university excellence, and personal satisfactions*1

Studies of this nature are few in higher education; in general,

research in the area of group interactian and participation in decision"

making has been done among the largest business corporations.

One of these management researchers is Rensis Likert, Director

of the Institute for Social Research. In his book, New Patterns of

Yanagemsnt, Likert synthesizes the research and investigations which

show the greatest benefits to management and to the members of the or"

ganization. His research summaries prave that participation by person"

nel leads to organizational loyalty, which in turn, leads to healthy,

productive organizations*2

Etzioni reports research which showa that organizational effi"

ciency is not determined by anyone's physical capacity, but by social

capacity. According to Etzioni, the psychological rewards of partici"

pation in decisionomaking bring about greater motivation towards goal"

achievement and self"satisfaction in one's work.3

Research by Sears, Roebuck and Company proves that the morale

of personnel and the efficiency of operation "are closely related to

the degree the organization is integrated." Greater decentralization

of administrative responsibilities seems to provide "for improved atti"

tudes * * and greater individual responsibility and initiative among"

personnel. This integration of management encourages

ANIMINNIr ./00/01

1Nicholas J. Demerath, Richard W. Stevens, and R. Robb Taylor?

Power Presidents and Professors (Newlrark: Basic Books, Mc., 1967),

Pp.

2Bennis Likert, New Patterns of Mena ement (New Ibrk: )&Graw

Hill Book Co., 1961), pp. ,

3Anitai Etzionig. ?Worn, Organigatione (Englewood Cliffe,
PrentioetsHall, inc., 1961in- pp. 3240.
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the development of individual self-expression and creativity
which are so necessary to the personal satisfaction of employes Ind
which are an essential ingredient of the democratic way of

Nay other management studies could be reviewed to show the immo

portance of ngroupoparticipative* management, but this is not seen as

necessary to this study. The results of many of these studies are sum*

marised by Richard 0. Morrow. /n his interesting slimy of empirical

evidence supporting group activity, Pborman relates these results as

advantages to a colleger

1. improved quality of decisions;
2. reduction in the number of decisions made by executives;
3. creation of a reservoir of potential executive talent;
1. providing an outlet for the creativity of sUbordinates;
5. increase in initiative, interest, loyalty, productivity,

responsibility, and self-reliance among subordinates
6. greater identification with the organization by staff mum

bers;
7. reduction in turnover by staff members;
8. greater readiness to accept institutional changes on the

part of subordinates;
9. reduction in the number of grievances of staff members;

10. greater eaee in management and improved human relations.'

Now, since the literature justifies the interaction of facul-,

ties with each other and with the adMinistration, the task of finding

suitable methods is necessary.

Henderson sees an

unusual need for creative imagination, foresight, and cour-
age in the building of group, morale. .1 It demands a sensitive
awareness to the trends in the evolution of our democratic society
and knowledge about the facts or haw to obtain the facts bearing
upon the future directions of our institutions.,

MIPOINlimmarliftroliiimmirsiamiwirriDommorerilmorearmirsolloa

lames C. Wortlxy, ItOrgsmizational Structure and Nmploye Norale,
in Organisational Decision Making, ed. by Harms Alexie and Charles Z.
WIlson (nglewood Cliffer Prenticemitall, Inc., 1967), pp. 29-39.

2
Ric1Iard O. Poorman, "Faculty Participation in Decision &king

in Administration of Higher Education," ............LTheOatlisjNgueNLonsll....2!2AIPA

68 (ft, 1965), p. 295.

3Algo D. Henderson, Policimep
New Yorks Harper & Bros., s PP« 22Oi.



Richard Wynn, in an analysis of the use of simulation from

19594964, states that

Subjects ffn simulation activities7 riport a high degree of involvem
sent. They don't just talk about'how the problems might be handled.

they actually solve problems.l.

Wynn points out further advantages in the use of simulationt

1. A variety of solutions are developed;
2. ?Retakes are profitable since persons can learn from them

without cost as contrasted with the cost of mistakes made
on the job;

3. Information ia more readily available, since long time
spans are compressed into short periods;

4. The whole picture of an event can be seen in context in a
short time; and

5. The opportunity for introspection on the way you operate in
a group. Limitations, according to ItiryTMI, are few; they inm
elude the time and expense involved, and the uncertainty of
transfer.2

College governmental procedures should include new forms of de**

cisionemaking such as simulation which ars less subjective than the

many intuitive methods used in the past. Rourke and Brooks state that

innovations like simulation techniques will

. permit an 6ective comparison of alternatives in terms of
. specified goals iih47 give ths institution considerably greater efm

ficien and fairness in its internal operation. * . no longer

usZ
cai7 an educational institution Affore the luxury of rulem

ofmth proceduresd

Participation and integration are the key words in "community,*

management research, and finally in simulation. It would seem wise,

then, to employ this device as an innovative practice to promote faculty

1Riohard Wynn, NSimulation: Terrible Reality in the Prepare-
tiom of School Adminietrators, Phi Delta Kaman, 46 (December, 1964),
p. 171.

23111,416, pp. 27143.

3Franoie L Rourke and Glenn So Brooks, The ?Material Bevan".
tion in Migh. r Nduoation (Baltimore: The John Hopicine- Pres:41.0664
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participation in college government; this may result in a strengthening

of "Community" as an organization*1 pattern of college government.

Msthodology

Determining an adequate design for measuring innovative prac-

.ticee which are actionftoriented is a difficult task. Very simply, this

study could be called a "OnemOroup Pretest0oPosttest Design"; but it is

not as static as the design may infer. An actionbased study which is

openmended has many variables which are inter-related. The most popu-

lar change model used today-is the Ouba-Clark linear change model;
1
it

confines the researaber to a closed, horizontal operation. This model

is not suitable for this type of study since it would prohibit any in-

novations until the research findings had been completed.

Model

The model for this study is an adaptation of the Oideonse out.'

put model. This model "illustrates the essential differences between

research and development activities, and shows how the two can be

related to one another."2 The Oideonse model is especially valid for

studies such as the present one since it allows for the initiation of

various types of actions occurring at any point am-...ng the three planes.

This heuristic approach

implies that while there may be a strong logical flow from

the production of knowledge through the development of processes to

their installation in operational settings, there my be just as

strong a flaw backwards as operational problems define development

programs, which, in turn, reveal the need for certain basic infor-

Nation and theory,"

1E. G. Chiba and D. L. Clark, "An Examination of Potential

Change Roles in Education" (mimeographed paper, 210(1), pi, 8.

2Hendrik D. Oideone, "Research, teveloc,t, and the *prove.,

sent of Education," Science, 162 November, 1960, p. 5141.

3/bid



The three planes are shown in Figure 1. The lower plane is

representative of the activities (review of the literature and the

questionnaire) of the "Research" which provides the "Knowledge" neces-

eary to produce a variety of findings.

The middle plane, "Process" and *Development," has as its oblo

ject the production of materials and techniques needed for the project«

In this case, the simulation materials were developed to accomplish the

objectives as determined by the Faculty.

The top plane, "Operations" and "Production," describes the ac-

tivities of the Committee which compiled the final proposal for reorms

ganisation.

The many arrowed lines show the interyyrelationships of the vary.,

ions "initiatives" and "outputs." It is possible to enter the diagram

at any point and see which "initiatives" and "outputs" are necessary

for this research study.

This model is open in such a way that the beginning and the end

are found at the same point; 441. Need for Reorganization" Is in the

top plane, but so is the conclusion, "10. Production of Output." This

"Output" and "Reorganization" in their final development have a name,

*The Council of the College."

ln order to achieve this end, the many phases between "Output"

and "Reorganization" have to be completed. To list these horizontally

would be a mistake because of the dependence of any one "initiative" or

"output" on other "initiativeeor Woutputei" For example, the "output,"

Simulation Session II,is dependent on these "initiatives"r

1. Review of the Literature,

24, College Organization Questionnaire, and

3. Simulation Materials.
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Fig. lee-Node' of the usa of simulation for promoting faculty par-

ticipation la 80.11.0 government.*

2. Search for Method

Committee
Work

rid

10. Production of Output 0

9. Installation of
New Process

The
Council
of the
College

1. Need for Reorganisation

3. Developmentlof Simulation Mhterials

1.46

8. Completion of
Simulation Development

Materials
4\

Simulation
Sessions

7. Incorporation T and //
of New
Findings

5. Ouidale from
Findings ig. Development of Sp.cifications

Review of
the Literature

6. Initiation of Research

College
Organisation
Questionnaire

0 An Initiative A An Output F Findings

*Adapted from Oideana "Rieearch, Development)" p. 542.
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The pyssibilities for transfer and feedback offered by the

Oideonse model made it the most appropriate one for this study.

The bcalege, operated by a Roman.Catholic religious order, is

located in the HI:Wiest. At the time of the study, there were 81 full-

time faculty members. Of this number, 61 completed and returned the

questionnaires.

Measurement Instruments

Because simulation has rarely been used with college faculties,

no proof of its effectiveness or efficiency is available. In order to

evaluate the Simulation Sessions, several instruments were needed.

Since the objective for using simulation had been to promote "commu-

nity" or "groupsparticipative" government, it WAS considered necessary

to obtain:

1. Information about the faculty,

2. Description of an 'Ideal" college,

3. Description of the 'factual" college,

4.1 Present faculty participatian in college government, and

5. Areas of desired faculty participation.

The Professional Profile provides personal descriptive informa-

tion about the Faculty; this VAS used to cross-sort and analyse the da-

ta from the other sections of the Questionnaire.

The College Description Profile measures the degree of "group-

participativew government experienced at the College before the Simulase

tion Sessions, after the Sessions, and at an "ideal" college.

The Faculty Participation Profile (FPP) measures the degree of

participation in operation at the College before and after the Simulaft

tion Sessions, as well as the degree to which the Faculty believe thsy

should participate, and the extent to which they would like to partici-

pate. The PPP also provides a list of problems which was used as the



base of operation for the Simulation Sessions,

A rather lengthy section, added to the three Profiles already

discussed, helped to establish some reliability and validity for the

total instrument.

Some of the Faculty gave a title to the measurement instrument;

they called it the "College Organisation Questionnaire.* This title

was used in later references to the instrument in communication with

the Faculty and Administration of the College.

In an attempt to obtain objective measures of Faculty partici»

pation in College government, a Check»List derived from the American

Association of University Professors (AAUT) 1966, *Statement on Governm

ment of Colleges and Universities*1 was developed. It was intended to

measure the correspondence of the Collegels poliay with the AAUP sug-

gestions of Faculty participation before and after Simulation Sessions.

These instruments are found in their entirety in Appendix B.

EXperimental Treatment

The Simulation Exercises of this study involved three sessions.

The first lasted about five hours. Before the meeting, the Faculty

were oriented to the purposes of the activities. The Faculty were the

only participants at this first meeting. They were divided into sever-

al teamar Faculty Teams (not more than eight members), and an Adminis-

trator Team (not more than six members).

The meMbers of the Faculty Teams played the roles of various

faculty "types,* e.g., a faculty member who plans on a career at the

college, a faculty member who is only seeking rank and status before

011111111.111111,
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moving on, a faculty member who is also a member of the religious order

that operates the college, etc.

?he Administrator Team was composed of Faculty playing the

roles of the Administrators. They were equipped with data provided by

the actual Administrators. The latter were also available at their

phones to assist the Adminiatrator Team in their appraisals of solu-

tions proposed by the Faculty Teams.

Each Team had a list of areas in which the Faculty expressed a

desire to participate; in addition, each had a summary of the AkUP

"Statement of Government of Colleges and Uhiversities."

The proposals developed during the first Simulation Session

were refined and clarified in the second Simulation Session.

The third Session took the form of a conventional academic com-

mittee whose task it was to find the best ways to implement the proposm

ale developed and clarified in the first two Sessions. This final plan

was then submitted to the Faculty as the organizational plan for the

coming academic year.

The materials used during the Simulation Sessions are included

in Appendix A.

Analysis of the Data

Organizational descriptions of an *ideal" college and the Col-

lege under study are preaented in charts and tables.

In order to determine the extent of present Faculty participam

tion, two scores are usedr

1. the weighted areas of concern, and
2. the raw score and the mean given in answering a direct

queation about actual participation in College government.

TO determine Faculty desire for participation, two other



measures are used:.
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1. the raw score and the mean given in answering a direct ques-
tion; and

2. the difference between the Faculty's actual participation
. and the extent to which they would participate.

The raw scores checked by the Faculty are used, as well as the means,

to discover measures of ',ideals participation; the differences between

"ideal" participation and actual participation are tabulated. The dif-

ferences between "ideal" participation and the degTee of participation

to which the Faculty would coludt themselves are also tabulated.

To discover any change, the three College Description Profiles

are compared using a rank correlation and the Fmtest or the independent

tmtest. The Faculty Participation Profiles are compared using the rem

lated tmtest. The Check-List data Obtained during interviews, are comm

pared in a subjective, qualitative manner.

The Simulation method's effectiveness is described in frequency

tables with data from the questionnaires completed after the Simulation

Sessions and from personal interviews.

In all cases data are analysed for all the Faculty who returned

the questionnaires and for various submgroups of the respondents.

These submgroupe consist of sex, contractmstatus, age,"conservativeand

Utelviogroups.

Assumptions

A key assumption of this study is that both faculty members and

the administration are interested in maximising the role of the faculty

in participating in the planning and administering of policies which

govern them.

Other assumptions includes

1. Given an opportunity, faculty members will take an active
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role in the governance of a college.

2. Persons involved in a simulation activity experience fewer

personal risks in making decisions and suggestions than they would in

regular otommittees.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses of this study are:

1. The results of the College Description Profile and Check-

List will show that the College under study has fewer qualities of

ogroupsparticipative" government than an "ideal" college.

2. The results of the Faculty Participation Profile will dem-

onstrate limited Faculty participation and a desire for greater partici-

pation in the College government.

3. The results of the College Description Profile, Faculty Par-

ticipation Profile, and Check-List, completed after the Simulation Ses-

sions, will show degrees of change towards greater Faculty participation

in the College government.

4. The College Faculty will rate the Simulation Method as an

effective device in stimulating and facilitating interaction and partic-

ipation in College policy and decision-making.

5. Once a person has had a positive experience with a simula-

tion technique, he will find it easier to continue similar positive ex .

periences in real life.

Found in Chapter II of this research study are a discussion of

the general findings; an analysis of the nCollege Organization QUestion-

mires' completed before the Simulation Sessions; the development of the

Simulation Materials and their use; an analysis of the abbreviated form

of the *College Organization Qtestionnairen completed after the Ses-

sions; and a discussion of the problem of change.
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Summaries of the problem, methodology, general and specific

findings are included in Chapter III. There are also discussions of the

weaknesses and strengths of the findings and of the study itself and a

presentation of different approaches for similar studies.



CHAPTER II

THE GENERAL FINDINGS

Reporting on the development of the Simulation Session Materials

and the Sessions would be premature until some pertinent data are pre-

sented. Therefore, discussions of the College, its Faculty, and the re-

liability and validity of the "College Organization Qfikestionnairen make

up the first part of this Chapter.

Then, in order to provide a detailed picture of the College as

it is described by the Faculty, the responses to the pretest, the 11Col-

lege Organisation Questionnaire" are analyzed and discussed.

Having completed this background information, the Simulation Ma-

terials and the Sessions can best be described. This makes up the third

part of this Chapter.

Following the discussion of the Simulation Sessions, the results

of the posttest are analysed to determine any changes in the Faculty de-

scription of the College and to measure the effectiveness of this par-

ticular use of Simulation.

Finally an attempt is made to evaluate these findings in view of

a theory of change.

The College and Its Faculty

In order to conduct an experiment of this nature, a college

which deecribes itself at great length as a "community" had to be used.

One whose Bulletin begins by stating that

4, . it Lehe Col lege7 is above all a community of scholars, a com-

19
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munity of persons bawad intimately together in their efforts to pen-

etrate reality and respond to its values1

seemed to offer an appropriate setting. This seemed especially true

since the Faculty were attempting to write and implement a noltzlie-

ual that would be more in line with the standards of the American Ass°.

ciation of University Professors than the one currently in use.

Briefly described, the College selected is a private, liberal

arts college operated by a Roman Catholic religious order; it is lo-

cated in an urban setting in the Midwest. Its enrollment at the time of

the experiment was close to 1,100 and there were 81 full-time Faculty.

Of these 81, there were 60 under contract and the other 21 were members

of the religious order and, therefore, not under contract. This latter

group are called non...contract throughout the discussion of this study.

The use of simulation in expediting the efforts of the Faculty

and Administration was explained to both groups as a possible method

for the restructuring of present administrative committees and functions.

It was further explained that simulation could help promote greater

mgroupeiparticipative government. Having received permission to conduct

the experiment,2 the measurement instruments and Simulation Materials

were refined.

tIn2Ytion YIEWAStat

The *College Organisational Questionnaires* were sent to the

Faculty of the participating College two months before the data of the

Simulation Sessions. In order to maintain anonymity (since it would be

necessary to ccapare the same personle respenses an a similar instrument

1Colle e Bulletin 19660.68, pp. 507. (Fbr reasons of anonymitY,

the name or tne co ege ls not included.)

2Letter from the President, October 17, 1967.
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given after the Simulation Sessions), each Faculty member was asked to

identify himself by using a six-digit code number of his own choice on

both the first and second forma of the sCollege Organisational (Inaction-

naire."

Shortly after sending the Faculty a followup letter reminding

them to return the forms, it was learned that several Faculty had de-

cided not to return the forms due to the personal information which was

requested; there was some suspicion that they might be identified.

Therefore, another letter was sent to inform the Faculty that returned

questionnaires would be acceptable without personal data responses.

Of the 81 sent out, 61 or 75 per cent were returned. The data

in Table 1 show that mean differences and per cents between the sample

and the total population are significant at the .05 level in only three

categoriess

1. Average years of teaching in private colleges other than the

present College;
2. The per cent of the age group, 20-30; and

3. The per cent of non-contract females.

The first difference mgy be due either to some respondents who

conaidered teaching in threewyear diploma nursing programs equal to

teaching in private colleges, or to incomplete data in the Faculty

files. It may be conjectured that the second aignificant difference is

due to a feeling of not belonging on the part of the more youthful nem

ulty. The third significant difference is due to the fact that although

only 21 non-contract females received ths questionnaire, 23 respondents

identified themselves as non-contract. This agy have been done to in.

sure anonymity. Non-contract is used throughout the discussion of this

study as a synogym for the Faculty who are also members of the religious

order that operates the College.
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TOM 1

COMPARISON CV MEANS AND PER CENTS ar SELECTED TRAITS

ar THE TOTAL FACULT! WITH THE FACULTY WRO

RESPONDED TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE&

Total
Faculty
/141

Respondents
No61 s

Man years at present college 6.40 6.56 0.2D

Mean years at other prtvate
colleges..... ...... 0.64 l.55 3.82

Mean years at public colleges 0.59 0.67 0.26

Mean total years in higher edu-
cation.... * ....... 7.63 8.52 m0.89

Per cent of males . . . . 37.04 29.51 .11.21

Per cent of contract females . 3704 32.79 00.691_

Per cent of non-contract females 25.93 37.70 2.10p

Per cent of age group: 20.430 10.84 1.64 4.31

Per cent of age group: 3145 51.80 57.37 0.87

Per cent of age group: 464, . 41 37.47 37.70 0.04

P < .05 (1.96) for comparison of sample and population means.

P < 05 (1.65) for comparison of sample and population per cents.

aFour Faculty did not answer all the personal data questions.

bThis s is significant beyond the .05 level. This s is calm-

lated for 23 who identified themselves as nonalcontract; however, there

were only 21 non-contract females on the faculty. The s calculated

for 21 is 1452 which is not significant.

There is also the possibility that the four respondents who did

not answer all the personal questions caused the differences. At any

rate, the sample seems sufficiently representative of the total popula-

tion to eonsider the data valid.

The Faculty genera137 consider themselves as moderates in the

personality traits listed in Table 2. However, in the areas of "liber-

alism," "non-conformism," and *independence," a relative majortty rate

themselves three to eight times higher than they do in the more "con..
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servativeareas; in "management" versus "unions," the Faculty ratelmanm

agement"twice as high as "unions." If this is a "true" description, it

should prove valuable in conducting an innovative experiment like the

use of a simulation method.

TABIS 2

SZIFft.DESCRIBED PESSCHAL CHARACTERISTICS
ar To mum

Ra..........me (._2U.t...m...._ati

N r S.D.1 and 2 3 4 and 5

7 24 30

Conservative Liberal 61 3.44 .85

15 27 19

Introvert . . Eztrovert 61 3.10 .93

9 24 28

Conformist . . Won-Confonsist 61 3.26 .89

25 20 16
Subject-oriented Personse(Mented 61 3.25 1.15

5 15 42
Dependent * Independent 61 3.85 .96

25 22 12

Management * . . . . . . . Unions 59 2.68 .92

yaidandRellability
-of the Bast rument

It ie felt that the content validity of the College Descrip-

tion Profile (CDP) is established because the olcommmItty" and wbureauw

cratic" qualities used in the MP ars taken directly from Anderson' and

Clark2 in their discussions of college organisational characteristics.

lAndereon, anisatioWeharacer) pp. 5010; 1447.

2Clark, "Faculty Organisation," pp. 4341.
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Both these men are highly respected in the area of higher education.

At the time of this study, Dr. Clark was Associate Researdh Sociologist

at the Center for the Study of Higher Education located at the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley; Dr. G. Lester Anderson was Vice-President

for Educational Affairs at the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Ti determine concurrent validity, a scale similar to a "Conan-

uun of processes" developed by Likertl and a "groupmperticipative gay.«

ernment scale," constructed from Likertis "Organisational and Perform-

ance Characteristics of Different Menagement System Based on a Compar-

ative Analysis,"
2 were added to the College Description Profile«

A factor analysis of the variables of the second scale, "group-

participative government mule," and of the "Community* variables taken

from !The Study. of Academic Administration is summarised in Table 3.

The only "community" characteristics that do not emerge as positive

components of any of the seven factors are the first one, "Roles are

not too differentiated," and the fourth one, "Administrators come from

the faculty," 'which is similar to the first one.

The seven factors are arbitrarily named and are probab1y best

described in this manner:

Factor It Democratic Decision Practioss

It includes these characteristics frau the sections:

1. "Decision-Maldng Process":
College-wide decision-naking.
Decision makers well aware of faculty problems.

Decisions made at levels shore information is moet adequate.

2* "Goal-Settinet
Goal-setting established, by group participation.

1Likert, tatalagat, pal 243.
2Ib14., pp. 223.33.



TABLE 3

FACTOR LOADINGS (VARIMAX ROTATION) or THE
GROMPARTICIPATIVE GOVERMINT WM"

AND lecommumr VARIABLES (2.058)*

Characteristic I YI m rr o vex vn h

Nbtivational Forces
1. FacilEy feel' responsibil-

ity for college goals . 78 .75

2. Favorable, cooperative
attitudes throughout the

college 40 75 .70

3. High satisfaction with
regard to faculty status 60 57

Communication Process
1. Mhch giarliVaRian 054 .71

2. Upward, downward commu-
nication 58 .75

3. Comunication can be
opedly questioned 77 .75

4. ?Lich upward communication 54 .71

5. Faculty take great ini...
tiative in upward commn0,
nication 0 52 .80

6. Good to excellent faculty
communication . I

71 77

2kt:emotion Manama= Process
1.-ftiend1y, confident inter-

action . . * 59 77
2. Ahch coop. teamwork 63 .75

PlcillitingAIIIIL!EPIIIII
1;--trcill'ITIfe-41-&dion..

making . 61 .75

2. Decision makers well
aware of faculty problems 67 .69

3. Decisions made at levels
where information is most
Adequate 64 .69

4. Decioiamwmaking based on
group patterns . 0 56 .70

Goalossetting established by

group participation * 0 49 .81

Performance

179M-6.--Criumpr 54 73
2. Excellent teaching 714 .69



TABLE 3--Continued

Characteristic I II III rv V vx 'VII h2

"Community"
1. Roles not too differen-

tiated *

2. Purpose more than the

graduate .

3* Representative, demo-

cratic structure
4* Administrators come

from the faculty * .

5. Concensus is important
6. Personal relationships

between faculty and ad-
ministration .

7. aompanr of equals .

8. Groupooriented faculty
9. Personal relationships

between faculty and
students

10. Administrators often res
turn to faculty posi-
tions

11. Faculty know each other
well . *

72

57

81

87

70

m70

46

$1

.72

53

*74

.70

.61

.73

.71

.63

.81

.67

.58

Variance .... .... 11.4 2.6 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.2

-

1.0

Decimals omitted*

aOnly the highest loading per row is reported.

3* "Community":
Representative, democratic structure;

Concensus is important.

Factor II: %mom' RelationshibmiLlnmalikadminE!Att-
1717WEUTEUTents

It includes only Characteristics from the section *Community":

Personal relationships between faculty and administration.

Personal relationships between faculty and students*

Factor III: Intercommunication

It includes these characteristics from the sections:
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1. "Communication Process*:
Much upward communication.
Faculty take great initiative in upward communication.
Good to excellent faculty communication.

2. ."Performance":
Excellent teaching.

3. "Community":
Roles not too differentiated (negative).
Group-oriented faculty.

!act_r Coopsrative Attitudes

It includes only negative loadings from the sectionst

1. "Motivational ForcesP:
Favorable, cooperative attitudes throughout the College.

2. "Communication Process*:
Much group interaction.

3. *Community":
Faculty know 'each other well.

Factor V: Administrator and Facult Relationships:

This factor also has high negative loadings only from the sec-

"Community"
Administrators come from the faculty.
Company of equals.
Adminiatrators often return to faculty positions.

Factor VI: Mbtivation Resultin from Interaction:

It includes characteristics from the sections:

1. "Motivational Forces*:
Faculty feel responsibility for college goals.
High satisfaction with regard to faculty status.

2. "Communication Proem:et
Upward, downward communication&

3. "Performance":
Low turnover.

Factor VIIt Coomalindesleislatinet

It includes characteristics from the sections:



1. "Communication Process":
Communication can be openly questioned,

2. "Interaction Influence Process*:
Friendly, confident interaction.
Much cooperative teamwork.

28

3 "DecisionwMaking Process":
Decision-making based on group patterns.

4. "Community":
Purpose more than the graduate.

The Pearson productsmement correlations listed in Table 4 are

all significant beyond the .01 level. The correlations most important

in establishing the validity of the deft:1.1/210n of "community" and,

therefore, of the "College Organization questionnaire" are the correla-

tions of the sum of the variables of "community" with the sub-groups of

the "groupmparticipative" variables. These correlations range from

.862 for the "Sum of Community" and the "Total of Commmmity and all

SubmGroups" of the "Continuum of Processes" to .693, 592, .664, and

.649 for the "Sum of DecisionwMaking Process," the "OoaleaSetting Profs

cees," the "Sum of Communication Processs," and the "Sum of Interacie

tion Influence Processes," respectively. Correlations of the "Sum of

Ccemmmitym and the "Sum of Motivational Forces" is .577 and .342 with

the "Sum of Performanee Characteristics." Theta significant correla-

tions provide further evidence of the validity of the newly developed

measurement instruments.

Vilidit of Definition of "Camaunity"

In Chapter I, "community" is defined

as an aggregate of highly specialized persons who make policx

decisions and operate through committees and discussion. /n7
is equated with group-participative government. above, p. 3.1"4"

The factor analysis provides evidence that this is a valid defm

inition. Studying the factor analysis (Table 3), it is seen that
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TABLE 14

PEARSON PRODUCT-MCMENT CORREIATIMS OF THE "CONTINUUM
or PROCESSES," THE "SUM OF CONNUNITY," THC SUMS.
or THE SUH-GROUPS or THE NGROMPART/C/PATIVE
GOVERNMENT SCALE* (34.8), AND THE TOTAL OF

"COMMVNITY" AND ALL THE "SUBmOROUPS"
(P6o)

Characteristics

1. Continuum of
Processes 456 398 444 426 484 485 325 520

2. Sum of
Community 0 577 664 649 693 692 342 662

3. Sum of Main".
tional Forces 677 561 546 671 508 764

4. Sum of Communi".
cation Processes 724 710 792 612 912

5. Sum of Interaction
Influence Processes 679 708 522 814

6. Sum of Decisions*
Making Processes s 0 0 * * 0 0 0 0 791 524 859

7. Goal4etting
. Process . f. 558 878

8. Sum of Performance
Characteristics lo 629

9. Total of "Communi-
tyn& all "Sub-Groupsn 0 0 0 6 0 0

Decimals omitted.
P < .01 (.325).

"Community Characteristics" have high factor loadings which correspond

with some or all of the loadings of the adapted Likert "Grouparartici

pative Government Scale" characteristics* The two which have negative

characteristics,

1. "Roles not too differentiated"; and



2. "Administrators come from the faculty,*

apparently no longer have mach relevance with modernaday college "comm

munity" or "groupopmaticipative" entlets, government.

The fact that all the qualities of positive "group0participam

tive" management correlate so highly (significant beyond the .01 level)

with the "Sum of Community" substantiates even more the use of "group*

participative" government as a synonym for "community."

The data in Table 5 also demonstrate the validity of the defim

nition; the various items of each submgroup of the *group-participmtive

government scale" and the College Description Profile are generally

significant beyond the .01 and/or .05 levels. This further validates

the use of "groupmparticipative" govermment as a synonym formtommunity.*

Again, as in the factor analysis, all the correlations of

"Roles are not too differentiated" are negative; nor are the correla-

tions of "Administrators come from the faculty" significant.

Reliability of the Colle
riptionPrle

The CDP included both positive and negative selections. The

explanation for completing any of the three College Description Prom

files ("Ideal" College, the College before and after the experimental

treatment) are similar to these instructions for the CDP used to *stab«.

lish the profile of the College before the Simulation Sessions were

heldr

41 pick the characteristic that best describes the organisation-
al pattern of the college in which you teach; place this letter in
the first square in the righUhand column. Then find the oharac-
teristic which is most obviously missing at your college and place
this letter in the twelfth square in the right-hand column. Then
find the next characteristic most descriptive of your college and
place its letter in the second square at the top of the rightothand
column. Continue this process until you have the six qualities
most characteristic of your college's organisational pattern in the
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TAMS' 5

2SARSON PRODUCT=MOHENT CORRELATIONS OF THE NOROUP-PARTICIPAT/VE

00VERNMENT SCALER VAR/AHLIS AND itcommumn CHARACTERISTICS
(J58)

Characteristicsa 1

Motivation 1 $0359

2 .307
3 .224

Communication 1 431
Items 2 -349

3 -358
4 -536
5 -481
6 6.14.51

Interaction 1 m322
Inflummenvc. 2 \433

Decisionm 1 .387

Wing 2 0429

Process 3

4
m317

o78

Coalftaetting -457

Performance 1 413
2 .465

t

324 217 .038 361 206 378 394 165 405 054
137 435 030 252 265 272 251 114 313 321

277 337 184 291 030 365 185 015 472 157

307 253 097 373 m014 422 460 026 463 297

483 408 186 551 445 573 410 117 548 228

323 275 030 40 028 513 262 003 460 198
406 496 0003 583 218 521 489 182 511 209

351 409 183 530 0080 534 524 m012 561 103

260 370 -152 287 195 305 383 235 225 437

461 436 031 406 324 10 289 262 392 362

480 426 451 535 280 499 532 122 488 267

423 492 MI6 574 219 595 40 202 466 162

284 466 082 501 0061 501 244 414 594 279

373 401 144 532 238 479 322 009 544 016

356 248 063 413 293 507 424 340 427 237

431 540 029 616 181 698 536 075 524 339

230 189 -124 406 009 199 212 .154 079 4003

385 329 282 314 226 383 489 211 231 179

2 3 4 6 7 8 I 9 10 11

Decimal points omitted.
P < 05 (259).
p <01 (336)
aSub.4characteristics are the same as those listed in Table 3.

bis Roles are not too differentiated.
2. Purpose is more than producing the wgraduate or knowledge.

3. pepresentative, democratio structure,

4. Administrators come from the faculty.

5, Constneus is important.
6. Personal relationships between administration and faculty.

7. Company of equals.
8. Faculty are groupooriented.

9. Personal relationships between faculty and students.

10. Administrators come and return to the faculty.

11. Placulty 'usually know each other well.
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first six squares of the.column an the right, and the six least dem

scriptive ones in the lower set of squares, 7 se 12. (ipp. B. I.)

*en the results were tallied, the answers were weighted in

this way: * letter placed in the first square received six points, a

letter in the second, five, and so on through the first six. The same

method was used in weighting the answers placed in the lower set of

squares.

It vas felt that rank relations found for these positive and

negative sections of each OP would indicate a certRin amount of con-

sistency and reliability for the instruments.

The rank correlations for the two sections of the "Ideal,' Cola

legs De6cription Profile (CDP) is .90, a very high reliability. Rank

correlations for the College OP given before and after the experimen-

tal treatment are lower, .546 and 437, respectively. HOwever, all

three rank correlations are significant beyond the .01 level.

In attempting to find reasons for the two lower rank correla-

tions, the scores of the second and third profiles were separated by

sex and contract-status. Rank correlations were then found for this

cross-sorted data; these rank correlations are listed in Table 6.

The consistency of the rank correlations among the three sex

and contractmstatus groups is rather similar for the College OP coma

pleted before the Simulation Sessions. But the rank correlations for

the two parte of the CDP completed after the Sessions are quite differa

ent between the male and th two female groups (contract females and

non-contract female members of the religioqs order). The rank corm

relations of the CDP given before the Simulation Sessions ars signifim

cant beyond the .05 level for the male and contract female Faculty and

significant beyond the .01 level for the nonmcontract Faculty. The

......11./.664111014
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rank correlations of the postSimulation CDP are significant beyond the

4001 level for the male Faculty, significant beyond the 05 level for

the non-contract female Faculty, and just below mignificanee for the

contract feliale Faculty.

UBLE 6

RANK CORREIATIMS FOR PC6ITIVE AND NEGATIVE
CIRRACTRISTICS er TR COL=
DESCRIPTION MILES (CDP)

Coll. Desert tion Profiles

Contract Female

Non4ontract
Mule a

Decimal points emitted.
P < .05 (.368).
P < .01 (.521).

The Du &al method of profile analysis was also used to provide

correlations of the positive and negative sections of the three College

Description Profiles. These correlations range from very high to high

similarity for the Ideal CM high, moderate, and little Similarity for

prewSimulation College (CDP1 and high to moderate similarity for the

postuaimulation CDP. Theee correlations are listed in Table 7.

The reliability of the GDP, then, seems to be well ostablished,

Ilitrank I. Du Max, PA Quick )irthod of Analysing the Similarity
of Profiles, N Journal of Clinical Psycho:loch 2 (19)*6), pp4 8043.



especially in the case of describing anuidearcollego.

TABLE 7

pRarnis ANALYSIS ar THE Fannon AND NEGATIVE
CHARACTERISTICS or THE CCUIGE
DESCRIPTICN norms (m)

Ideal
CDP (A)

Ptemaimulation
CDP (B)

Post.Simulation
CDP (B.2)

3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

1. Male 18 60 55b 731' 09 00 27° 36° 36° 55b

2. NonesContract 23
60 82a. 18 ob 27c 60

Female

3. Contract Fe-
male

20 82111 60 60

4. Total 61 . $

Decimal points omitted.

aVery high similarity.

b
High similarity.

0
Moderate similarity.

Following this description of the College Faculty, and the pre.

sentation of evidence establishing the reliability and validity of the

instruments, the analysis of the data can begin.

College Organitation QUestionnaire Responses

Tho Faculty of the College rate "community" characteristics

higher than wbureaucratic" characteristics. In the first College De.

scription Profile each respondent was asked, having read through a

list of modifiers, to place the litter if the one trait most &scrip .

tiv* of an "ideal" college in the first square, the one least doscrip.
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tive in the bottom 114uAr0, the second most descriptive of an *ideal*

college in the second equare, and so on.

The weighting process described above was used to establish raw

scores for each variable; means were them coaputed. ften these means

are ranked according to the totals, it is readay observed in Table 8

that of the 23 characteristics, the first 11 include eight of the 12

characteristics of "community"; in fait, of the very first six, which

are much higher than the others, five are "immunity"' characteristics.

Only two "bureaucratic" characteristics have an average greater than

.50 ccapared to eight of the *community* averages with averages ranging

from .70 to 3.80. Two "bureaucratic" characteristics received no

scores. According to these results, it can be said that the Faculty of

this College do perceive "community" characteristics, rather than "bum

reaucratie ones, as more descriptive of an "ideally college.

Table 8 also lists the average choices by sex and contractoostam

tus groups. The rank correlations among the groups are not very differs*

ant. The lowest rank correlations, 474 and .8111aro among the male

and female groups. The rank correlation for the contract and nonNoonm

tract female Faculty is .867. All these rank correlations are signifilis

cant beyond the .05 level.

Because three groups are involved in this analysis, the Ftest

is used to compare the averages. Significant differences among the

groups occur for only two characteristics: "Purpose is the graduate

(B)" and ',Faculty members know each other well M." In both cases,

the male Faculty have much higher averages than the two female groups.

There are several other differences among the Ficety groups,

however. ln addition to the two characteristics mentioned above, the

male Faculty also have a higher average for "Personal relationihips(0)."
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AVMS RATINGS or NITZAW CCUNGS CHARACTSIMITCS BY FACIILTT

SSI AND CONTRACTISTATUS GROUPS

36

Characteristic

Female

Nonm
fie. Contract
N018 11,13

Contract
1020

Tota
10061

People intrinsically imporm
tent . * * C 3.28 635 3.65 MO 1.45

Community of scholars . C 2.56 3*56 3.70 3.31 1.22

Representative democratic
structure * * 0 2.44 3.22 240 475 .91

Purpose more than the grad-

uate . 0 C 2.83 1.70 2.65 2.3,P, 1.34

Formally established rules
and regdlations governing
administrative decisions B 141 1.26 2485 10111 .86

Personal relationships C 1.83 1417 1.05 1.33 106

1

Olearocut division orlabor B .94 1.09 .30 .79 1.97

Groupworientod faculty . . C .62 *70 95 .75 .34

Importance of consensus 0 4.28 *91 .90 .72 146
libeling of togetherness C .50 .70 .90 .70 .44

High degresof specialisation B .39 1.13 .45 .69 1.40

Businesssaike relationdhips 13 .72 .48 .25 .48 .77

Purpose is the graduate * B 1.17 43 .20 .46 4103

Hierarchy of authority B .56 *30 *25 .36 .39

Clearly-circwascribed aum
thority 010.... B .44 .22 45 .36 .49

Faculty members kntw each
other well * . 0 *83 .00 25 .33 3.46

Selfmoriented faculty D 06 .00 .45 .26 2,39

Administrators impersonal in
contacts with faculty and
other administrators B .22 .04 000 .08 .94

Informal ccammonication * . 0 .17 .00 .05 07 1.53

importance of tradition 0 .00 .00 .20 .07 247
Holes not too differentiated C *00 .04 .00 *02 .82

Bureaucratic organisation B .00 .00 .00 .00

Faculty impersonal toward
students ........ H 0.00 OM 0.00 0. .

0 Oommunity
D Bureaucriv.
P < .05 (3.16); df;p2,58.
rho: Mlle and Nonmeontract ai1e

Mile and Oontract lamas *7/4

Contract and NonmOontract Female .867
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The contract female Faculty hame averages higher than the male

and nonoucontract Faculty for *Formaly established rules and regula-

tions governing administrative decisions (B)" and "Selfmoriented faculo,

The two contract Faculty groups have higher averages than the

nonocontract Faculty for "Purpose more than the graduate (C).* In ado.

dition to this differenoes the nonsioontract Faculty have higher aver-

ages for *People intrinsically important (C)," "Representative demo.

cratic structure (C)," and "High degree of specialization (B).*

Both female Faculty groups have higher averages than the male

Faculty for "Community of scholars (Oland *Importance of consensus

The male and non-contract female Faculty have higher averagss

for "Clearmcut division of labor (B)."

None of the differences between tha two age groups, :A.45 and

46 and over, in describing an *ideal" college are significant. These

data arelisted in Table 9. (Data obtained from the age groups 20.130,

are not listed since only one questionnaire was returned from this

group.)

Some of the averages are near the level of significance. The

younger of the two age groups considers the characteristics "Community

of scholars (C)," more important in describing an *ideal" college than

the older group does.

The older age group considers these characteristics more impor

tants "Formally established rules and regulations governing actninis-

trative decistras (B)," and "Feeling of togetherness (C).*

The rank correlation calcdlated for the two age groups is .957;
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this is significant beyond the .05 level.

TOM 9

AVERAGE RATINGS ar "IDEAL' COLLEGE CHABACTEH1ST1CS
SBY FACULTY AGE GROUT

Characteristic

3145
Nm35

46+
H*23

Total
1m58

People intrinsically important . C 4003 3.52 3.63 .62

Community of scholars 0 0 0 C 3.71 2.87 . 3.38 1.69

Representattve democratic structure C 2.60 3.09 2.79 .86

Purpose more than the graduate . . . . C 2.46 1.96 2.26 .77

Formally established raes and regula.0
tions governing administrative &Jct..
sit= * 'leis.. oe B 1.C6 1.96 1.41 1.84

Personal relationships 01041 600 C 144 1.43 1.26 .60

Clearweut division of lator . . . 8 .74 .91 .81 .45

Group-oriented faculty 0 077 .74 .76 M9
importance of consensus . 6 0 6 6 C 671 083 076 .26

Feeling of togetherness . C .49 .00 .69 1.51

High degree of specialization 6 . B .77 .65 .72 27
Business-like relationships . . . 4, . B .40 .65 .50 079

Purpose is the graduate . 6 6 . B .51 043 .48 .22

Hierarchy.of authority . . . . 0 B . .29 .30 .29 07
Clearl;y-circumscribed authority * . . B ,35 .36 .10

Faculty members know each other well C .37 013 .28 .92

Selfmoriented faculty * 6 . * 3 .26 .04 .17 1.06

Administrators impersonal in contacts
with faculty and other administrators B «11 .04 .09 .49

informal caumunication * co e .11 .00 .07 1.35

Importance of tradition 60000 * a .06 .09 .07 .30

Roles not too differentiated . * * C .03 .00 .02 .81

Bureaucratic organization 6 0 C B .00 .00 .00

Faculty impersonal toward students . B 0.00 0.00 0.00

C Community.
B m Bureaucracy.
P < .05 (2A0); d4157.
rho m

Speculating that there might exist a difference of opinion about

an "ideal" college among selfueltbeled "conservatives* and *liberals,"

two groups were formed from the information reported earlier in Table 2.

Those faculty members with a score of 14 or less are arbitrarily consi&
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ered Nconservativen and those with a score of 19 or more are arbitrar-

ily considered nliberal." However, the data in Table 10 show no sigm

nificant differences between their descriptions of an sideal" college*

TABLE 10

AVERAGE RATINGS OF MEAL' COLLEGE CURACTERIST1CS

BY CCVSERVATIVE AND LIBERAL FACULTY GROUPS

Characteristic

Conservam
tive Noll

Liberal
No14

Tatal
Nui25 t

People intrinsically important C 5.00 329 604 1.92

Community of scholars . . C 3.29 2.58 2.84 .53

Representative democratic
structure . C 2.36 2.86 2.64 .64

Purpose more than the graduate 0
I

1.36 2.07 1.76 .72

Formally established rules and

regulations governing admin-
istrative decisions . B LW 1.57 1.52 .16

Personal relationships 0 1.18 1.43 1.32 .34

Olear-cut division of labor B 149 4.64 .84 .74

Groupmoriented faculty . . . C .45 .57 .52 .25

Importance of consensus C .64 .29 .44 .77

Feeling of togetherness . C 1.18 .50 .80 1.18

High degree of specialization B 1.09 .86 96 .31

Buaineassilike relationships B .18 .71 .48 1.23

FUrpose is the graduate B .64 57 .60 .10

Hierarchy of authority * . B .36 .29 32 .20

Clearly-circumscribed author,.ity. ... B .64 .21 .4o 1.16

Faculty members know each
other well ek 0 000 .29 .16 1.14

Selfmoriented faculty * . . B .09 .36 .24 .65

Administrators impersonal in
contacts with faculty and
other administrators B .00 29 .16 .88

Informal communication . 0 .00 .07 .04 .88

Importance of tradition * C .00 .00 .00

Roles not too differentiated C .00 400 .00

Bureaucratic organization . B .00 AO .00

Faeulty impersonal toward
students 0 0 0 * B 0.00 0600 0.00

,

C is Community.
B Bureaucracy.
P < .05 (2.06); df,
rho (excluding last four) w .836.
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The tootest for "People intrinsically important (C)* is very close to

significance. It is interesting to note that the *conservatives" have

the higher average for this characteristic.

The rank correlation for these two groups is 836; this rank

correlation is quite similar to the ones found for the other Faculty

subftgroupe, and is significant beyond the 45 level.

The Faculty of the College, then, are quite consistent in their

agreement on the qualities that are descriptive of an *ideal* college.

And, in all subogroups, there is a general conseneus that *community"

characteristics are more important than *bureaucratic* ones.

Actual College

The Faculty, in describing the College, assign much lower yaw

nes to the characteristics that they ranked high for= widuallt col-

lege. Although the *community* characteristic, *People intrinsically

importantsw is first in both ratings, the total average for the College

is 2.06, about half the total average of 3.80 computed,for an *ideal*

college.

Table 11 shows sex and contractastatus breakdowns of the Facul-

ty responses on the College Description Profile for the College. Again,

the rank correlations among the various groups are not very different;

all these correlations are significant beyond the .05 level.

One of the F4ests, for the College characteristic, "Clear-cut

division of labor (B)," is significantly different (beyond the 05 lev-

el) among the three groups. This difference is caused by the high ratio

ing given it by the nonocontract Faculty.

The non-contract Faculty also have higher averages for "Formal-

ly established rules and regulations governing administrative decisions

(B)" and *Representative democratic structure (C)* than the contract
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MIME RAMOS CIP COL/EGE CHARACISRIST/CS BY

FACULTY SIX AND CatTRACT.STATOS ORM

Characteristic

Female

Non.
ContractiContract

Nm18 Wm23 Nm20
Total
Wawa

People intrinsically impor-

tant . * . . * C 1.39 2.17 2.55 2.06 1.00

Community of scholars . C .83 .87 .65 .79 40
Representative democratic

structure 9 C 961 1.48 015 .89 2.33

Purpose more than the gradm
nate o41, C 1072 14110 1.05 1.49 .64

Formally established rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions B .22 .91 055 .59 1.31

Personal relationships C 1.78 1.00 2.40 1469 484
Clear.ocut division of labor B 4,61 1.43 .05 74 443
Oroupecriented faculty. 4, C .61 .48 054 .04

1Mportance of consensus . 0 C .06 .57 .50 .39 1.67

Feeling of togetherness . C 048 AO 43 .03

High degree ofspecialization B .11 1.09 .95 .75 2.59

Husinessmlike relationships B .28 .65 .30 .43 .64

Purpose is the graduate B *94 .78 100 .90 .07

Hierarchy of authority B 2.28 1.74 2.00 1.98 45
Clearly-circumscribed aum

thority .* B 00 .35 40 .16 .95

Faculty members know each
other well ....... C 1.94 1.61 *BO 1.44 1.47

Selfweriented faculty . .72 1.13 1.45 141 .74

Adhinistrators impersonal in
contacts with faculty and
other administrators B .56 .61 .20 46 074

Informal commnication * 0 067 .48 40 .44 .69

Importance of tradition 0 033 .22 .90 .48 2.22

Roles not too differentiated 0 49 61 .20 .56 1.44

Bureaucratic organization B 1.56 .65 1.60 1423 2.32

Faculty impersonal toward
students . B 046 0.00 0.00 0.02 140

C Cbmmunity.
B m Bureaucracy.
P < .05 (3.16); d42s58.
rho: Male and Non0Contract Female m .637

Mhle and Contract Female m .641

Contract and lonmeontract Female m .623



Faculty do.

Both the contract and non-contract female Faculty have higher

averages than the male Faculty for these three characteristics: *Nom

ple intrinsically important (C)," "Importance of Consensus (C)," and

*High degree of specialisation (B)."

The contract female Faculty also have higher averages for "Perm

sonal relationshire (C)* and "Importanoo of tradition (0)." Both con.*

tract groups have higher averages for *Boles not too differentiated (0)*

and *Bureaucratic organisation (B)." Tae male Faculty have higher aver.

ages for "Hierarchy of authority (B)* and *Faculty meibers know each

other well (C).*

Greater differences begin to appear between age groups. The

rank correlation is .467; this is mesh lower than any of the rank cork»

relations previously calculated for the ratings of the College Descripm

tion Profiles by Faculty stholgroups. Consensus on an *ideal* college

seems fairly mutual for all snbogroups; the correlations ranged from

.774 to .957. Sven the correlations for the College by sex and conm

tractostatus are all in the six hundredths. But, opinion on what the

College is like appears to be much different when viewed )y age groups.

The data supporting these statements are found in Table 12.

Several of the differences are significant beyond the .05 level.

They include these characteristics which are given higher ratings tYy

the age group, 31645: "Personal relationships (C)," "Faoulty members

know eadh other well (0),P and *Roles not too differwntiated (10)"; and

these which aro rated !Asher by the age group, 46 and overt "Business-

like relationships (B)," and "Purpose is the graduate (B).* Two others

which are near significance are rated higher than the older age group;

they are "Clearly-circumscribed authority (B)" and "Administrators



personal in contacts with faculty and other administrators (B)."

TABU 1.2

AMOR RATINGS OF C0L1ZOB CHARACTZRISTICS
BY FACULTY A03.0110016

Characteristic
3145
035

46+
023

Total
1I058 t

People intrinsically *portant C

Community of scholars . . . C
Representative democratic structure C
PUrpose mmme than the graduate * C

2.31
.51
.66

1.57

1.96
1.13
1.35
1.35

2.17
.76

.93

1.148

0.51
1.43
1.48
39

Formally established raw; and regula-
tions governing administrative deci-
sions * * B .54 .74 .62 .52

Personal relationships . ... C 2.20 1.04 1.74 2.21
Clearmaut division of labor . B .49 1.00 .69 1.19
Groupporiented faculty . . . . . C 056 .43 .57 .54
importance of consensus * C .43 .39 .41 .12

Feeling of togetherness C .43 .43 .43 .02

High degree of specialisation B .54 1.17 4," 1058
Businessmlike relationships . B *11 .74 .36 2.24
Purpose is the graduate . B .49 1.48 .88 2.00
Hierarchy of authority 4 we* to 0 B 2.06 1.61 1.88 .70

Clear lime ircumsoribed authority B .00 .43 .17 1092
Faculty members know each other well 0 2.03 .61 1.47 2.53
Selfmoriented faculty . B 1.23 1.00 1.14 .45
Administrators impersonal in contacts
with faculty and otheradministrators B .17 .70 638 1656

Informal comerunication * . . * C .37 .61 .47 .70
Importance of tradition * . C .69 .22 .50 1.52
Roles not too differentiated . . C .97 .00 .59 2.97
Bureaucratic organisation . * * B 1.29 .78 1.09 .92
Faculty impersonal toward students * B 0.00 0.00 040

0 0 Community»
B Bureaucracy.
P < .05 (2.00); df, 57.
rho 0 .467.

Although the *conservative,' and "liberal" groups are in close

agreement concerning the description of an sidealw college, they view

the College in a much different way. The rank correlation in Table 13

is only .293, much lower than any rank correlation yet obtained.



TABTZ 13

AVERAGE RATINGS OF COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS BY
CONSERVATIVE AND LIBERAL FACULTY GROUTS

44

1111111111.1111111111

Characteristic

Conserves.

tive Nen
Liberal
Nolit

Total
Nal25

People intrinsically important C 2.64 1.43 1.96 1.15

Community of scholars . . C 1.09 .50 .76 .97

Representative democratic struc-
ture * * * * C 1.18 .43 .76 1.13

Purpose more than the graduate C 1.82 1.14 1.44 075

Formally established rules and
regulations governing adminisw
trative decisions 8 .91 .50 .68 .70

Personal relationships . c *45 2.07 1.36 1.95

Clearftcut division of labor . . B .00 .21 .12 .88

Groupseriented faculty C .45 .64 .56 .28

Importance of consensus C .36 .64 .52 .50

Feeling of togetherness 6 0 C .91 .36 .60 .81

High degree of specialisation 8 2.18 .43 1.20 3.04

Businessolike relatianships . B .00 *43 .24 1.22

Purpose is the graduate B 1.00 .86 .92 .17

Hieraraq of authority B 1.73 2.07 1.92 .36

Clearlyouciremmacribed authority B .91 .00 .40 1.83

Faculty members know each otherwell C 4,64 2.29 1.56 1.89

Self-oriented faculty 40 B 1.27 1.36 1.32 .10

Administrators impersonal in
contacts with faculty and
other administrators 0 . * B .45 *57 .52 22

Informal ccammnication * C .36 .86 .64 .88

Importance of tradition . . C .09 .71 .44 1.52

Roles not too differentiated 0 .36 .93 .68 .98

Bureaucratic organisation . . B 027 1.07 .72 1.26

Faculty impersonal towardstudente 6 . B 0000 04100 0.00 .

C Community.
B Bureaucracy*
P < 05 (2.06); df, 24.
rho 111 293J

There is one significant difference (beyond the .05 level) for

"High degree of specialisation (B)11 whidh is rated higher by the "con'.

servatives0 One other difference near the significance level rated

higher by the "conservatives," is "Clearly-circumscribed authority (B)0
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TOo other differences, also near significance, are rated higher

by the "liberals"; they are "Personal 'relationships (0)" and wFaculty

members know each other well (C).*

Since both the rank correlations.of the age groups and of the

"conservatives" and "liberals" are so much lower than any of the other

ones, it would seem that the two are related. In so far as the ages of

the 14 "liberals" are concerned, they are almost equally divided; eight

from the younger age group, 3145, and six from the age group over 45.

Of the 11 "conservatives," however, only three are from the younger age

group and eight are from the older group. The average number of years

in the field of higher education for the "conservatives" is 14 and the

average for the "liberals" is eight. There is little difference among

the "liberals" in relatian to sex and contract-statue; five *re males,

four are non-contract females, and five are contract females. Among

the "conesrvatives," however, there is only one male, three contract

females, and eight non-contract famalee. Half of the "liberal" group

attended the Simulation Sessions, whereas only four of the "conserva-

tives" attended the Sessione. These data are listed in Table 14.

The first hypothesis of this study, The College has few quali-

ties of "community" in comparison to an "ideal" college, ie verified by

the results reported in Tables 8443. This hypothesis is discussed

again under "Experimental Hermits."

Desired Eilell.q.DIESOM1192

In order to determine the areas in which the Faculty were most

interested in participating, they were asked, in completing the Faculty

Participation Profile (PPP), to list the five most important areas in

which thwy felt the faculty should participate. They, then, were asked
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to rank these five according to their importance; and finally, they

were asked to check the degree to which the Faculty of the College were

presently involved in these areas* To develop an index of desired inm

volverent or "Concern," the ranks were mtltiplied by the reverse of

present involvement.

TABLE 114

DESCRIPTION OF "LIBERAL" AND "CONSERVATIVE" GROUPS

51045 46

Average Tears
in College
Teaching

Female
cnii-"i7-.1

Contract
Simulation
SessionsMkle ontract

Liberal

_

Nal4 8 6 8 14. 5 7

Conserva-
tive Non 3 8 14 13 7 4

Total
11025 11 14 11 6 7 12 n.

Table 15 shows that the greatest number (61) of the Fawalty

are concerned with "Departmental Organisation end Election of Chairho

men." ftwever, the highest "Concern" mean, 21.29, is for participation

in "Curricular programe and offerings" end the second highest, 15.6h,

is for participation in "Educational policies." The next four, "Facul4i.

ty welfare01 "Departmsntal organisation and election of chairmeej

"Faculty promotion and tenure"; and "Administrative policies and major

changes," have similar means* These data are found in Table 15*

Although all the Faculty who returned completed questionnaires

are concerned about practical participation in College government, es-

pecially with departmental organisation, there are strong feelings
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expressed by as few as eight, to as many as 35, about areas of overall

College government.

TABLE 15

AVERAGE RANK VALUES arum or

MIRED FACULTY PARTICIPATION

Area

Concern
7 S.D.

Curricular programs and offerings 0 0 35 22429 10.77

Educational policies . O 0 0 14 15.64 7.78

Facety welfare 1, 0 0 4 18 13.22 8.51

Departmental organisation; election of

chairmen .. * . *40.. 61 1345 4.55

Faculty promotion and tenure 20 11.25 8.40

Adminietrattve policies and major

changes * . * 17 10.29 7.70

Academic stnndards of the cellege . * * 15 9.67 7.03

Student life 00.11.000 0 0 0 A 18 9.28 6.16

Selection of administrative officials 12 7.67 8.72

Budget planning wow.* . 6 13 7.46 631
Evaluation of faculty * * * 8 7.25 4.27

College growth and development * 16 663 5.38

~111.014MMO1~~1MI.MOINIMINIOANNIENIMIMININIVIIIIIIIMISUMM

ln the second hypothesis of the study, it was statel that the

results of the Faculty Participatior Profile (YPP) would demonstrate

limited Faculty participation in, and a desire for, greater participa-

tion in College government. This is certainly proved whew the results

of the PPP are considered. Of the 61 reporting, 28 rated their partic-

ipation as low (1 or 2) and only four rated it aa high (6 or 7) on a

scale of one to seven. In rating their awn desire for participation in

College government, only 14 rate it as lot (1, 2, or 3) compared with

34 who rate it as high (5 60 or 7) on the same continuum of seven.

Further discussion of this hypothesis is found under Mxperimental Row

sults" which follows the section on "Experimental Treatment."



Experimental Treatment

New that Faculty descriptions of an 'Ideals college and the

College have been analysed, the materials developed for the Simulation

Sessions and the Sessions themselves ean.be discussed. The complete

sets of the Simulation materials ars found in Appendices A. / through

A. IV.

Development of Materials

The materials needed for use in this xperimmt were developed

using Clark C. Abtls sin Education System Planning Gemos1 as a model.

It was necessary to develop Role Descriptions, Team Objectives, Start.

ing Instructions, Sequence of Activities Chart, and Planning and Scor

ing Forms for the first two Sessions. Eight Faculty Roles and six Ad.

ministrator Roles were developed, as well as a summary sheet of all

Roles which provided all players with useful information. These Roles

included professional and personal characteristics. (See Appendix.i.

for the roles.)

Simulation Session /

The Faculty Teams' objective was to compete for the greatest

net Faculty .. Participation product, that is, for the best total plan

for "group-participative government. The Administrator Team was to

identify as many realistic objections to the Faculty plans as possible.

Within the Teams, ewSh meleber competed to have his solution or hie ob .

jection chosen as the Team solution or objection.

The instructions outlined the steps necessary to expedite plan-

ning efforts during the activities.

1The Simulation Materials used in the first Session were dowel

oped using as a modelt Clark C. Abt's sAn Education System Planning

Games (xeroxed paper, n.d.).



The Sequence of Activities is best portrayed in Chart 1.

Chart Lommeimulation Session la

Period Faculty Teams Administrator Team

1

2

3

Each Team proposed ways
of implementing Fatculty

participation in College
government as suggested
!arcs the lists provided
to then.

Faculty Teams clarified
their proposals at re-
quests from the Adminis
trator Team for more in
formation.

Faculty Teams defended
and explained their
plans to the Adminis-
trator Team.

The Team prepared criter-
ia to evaluate the desir-
ability and consequences
of the plans which would
be proposed by the Facul-
ty Teams.

Administrator Team eval-
uated the proposals and
introduced further prdbm
lens.

Administrator Team deter-
mined which plans were
better and why.

aflaterials ueed for this session are found in Appen-
dix, A. II.

Planning Forms Twovided Faculty Teams with a breakdown of prob.,

lea areas to be solved, and the Scoring Forms provided the Administra-

tor Team with a general scheme for judging the Faculty proposals.

These problem areas were developed from the results of the question-

naire given earlier to the total Faculty.

/n addition, Final Return sheets and summaries of the 1966

American Association of University Professors (LICUP) "Statement on Gov-

ernment of Colleges and Universitiesel were distributed to the players.

All theae materials were submitted to the Abt Associates, In-

corporated for recommendations and suggestions. The revisions in-

cluded adding personal statements to the Faculty Roles and proWding a

detailed time schedule for the Sequence of Activities.
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Two mekbere of Abt Associates, Incorporated, using the devel-

oped materials, conducted Simulation Session I.

Many Faculty had already made it clear that they would like to

participate, but would not if Administrators were present. Therefore,

only Faculty were invited to Simulation Session I. Departments cooper-

ated so that at least one person from each area would be involved. Ac-

cording to Abt Associates, the maximum number for a good session is be-

tween 30 and 35. Faculty members from all departments participated;

there were 30 in all.-

The data in Table 16 prove that the group of 30 who took part

in Simulation Session I were representative of the total College Facul-

ty. None of the differences between the means and per cents of the to-

tal Faculty and the Simulation Sessice I Participants are significant.

TABS 16

COMPARMCN or MEANS AND PER CENTS ar SELECTED TRAITS ar
THE MAL FACULTY W/TH THE FACULTY WHO POTICIPATED

111 THE SIMULATION SESSIOIS

Trait
Total
No81

Simulators
11u30 s

Mean years at present college 6.40 7.07 0.70
Mean years at other private colleges .64 .63 a 805
Mean years at public colleges . .59 .03 4.1.86
Mean total years in higher education 7,0 7.73 ,10

Per cent of males 0 7.04 36,67
..., .04

Per cent of contract females 704 30.00 - .80
Per cent of non-contract females 5.93 33.33 .93

Per cent of age group: 200130 . . 10.84 3.33 .1.32
Per cent of age group: 3145 * .140 56.67 .54
Per cent of age group: 46+ . . ;7.47 40.00 0,29

P < .05 (106) for comparisons of sample and population means.
P < .05 (1.65) for comparisons of sample and population per

cents.
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Daring Simulation Session I, the Factlty used the may develm

oped materials to come up with compromise proposals that would provide

ways and means for the implementation of the many areas in which the

Faculty wanted to participate. Date from the first 30 returned quesm

tionnaires were used to determine the problem areas.

These final proposals and solutions were used to develop the

materials for Simulation Session II.

Simulation Session /I

The same roles were used for the Simulation Session II; Team

Objectives and Instructions were similar to those for the first Session

except that proposals for Facultymparticipation in College government

were already developed. Storing Sheets were merely ballot forms which

provided space to rate these ploposals. Again, Final Return sheets

were used. The proposals, criticiems, and answers to the criticisms

developed at the Simulation Sesoion I were also in the package; these

provided the base for the activities.

These materials were also reviewed by Abt Associates, Incorporm

ated; no revisions or additions were suggested. (Weather conditions

prevented the Abt personnel from attending and conducting Simulation

Session II; when ane arrtved, however, she assisted in the dembriefing

and evaluation of the sgame0)

The Sequence of Activities differed somewhat; they are dem

scribed in Chart 2.

The proposal (Appendix A.IV.) developed during Simulation Seem

sion II was sent to the Administration of the College. The President

then communicated with the Facultys

Before me are the results of the thinking of both administra-
tors and faculty relative to the Simulation Sessions conducted 51
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this camp17. 4. It is for us--again in accordance with the 1966
"Statement immeto jointly design:, approve, and establish those struc-
tures and procedures that best express how this College can be gav-
erned in this phase of its history.

Currently the Administrative Council in under study by four
faculty and four administrators. This ad hoc committee was charged
with developing what should be the best participative process for
this College. The simuliftion materials will be a notable asset in
its deliberations. .1

Chart 200013imulation Session /Ia

Period

1

2

3

14

Faculty Team Administrator Team

Briefing; introductions.

Faculty Team read and
considered propooLls that
were acceptable to the
Administration. The Team
decided which proposal
was best and what changes
they were prepared to make

Team gave a tan minute
presentation of its final
acceptable plan.

Team wrote in final scores
for each plan on their
scoring sheet.

Same

Adminiotrator Team pre-
pared criteria for eval-
uating Faculty plans,
considering trade-offs,
feasibility, etc.

Same

Same

anaterials used for this session are found in Appendix
Ao/II.

Session II/

/n fact, the abave-mentioned Ad Hoc Committee had suspended its

activities until such time as the materials developed during the Simu-

lation Sessions would be available to them. Having received the materi-

als, a meeting was scheduled; the author of the Simulation Sessions was

invited as a guest, and then was asked to assume the role of Consultant

hetter from the President, April, 1968.
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to the Committee. This Ad Roc Committee maintained the role idea in

that the members actively assumed respobeibility for representing defi-

nite groups within the total College* Chart 3 shows briefly the delib-

erations of the Ad Roc Committee.

Chart 3.6,4-6Activities of Committee on Reorganization of College
Government.a

Session Deliberations

1 The proposal, revised and refined during Simulation Session
1/, waa studied and considered as the starting point of a rew
organisation of the former Administrative Council*

le A Committee was appointed to develop an organizational
chart which would reflect the philosophy of the materials de-
veloped during the formal Simulation Sessions.

2* A Committee was appointed to draft a proposal for a Coun-
cil which would incorporate the suggestions of the Sessions.

3. A Mbmber was asked to develop a PERT for implementation.

aran or a propoui. ror a ouncii was consiGerea; some
minor changes were suggested.

2. An Organisational Chart using a cireular organisational
pattern which suggested much groupAnteraction was presented
and endorsed.

3. PERT was approved and sent to the President.

Proposal was completed, submitted to the Administration, and
Faculty for approval.

aMaterials developed during these meetings are fbund in Appen-
dix Lim

Using the materials which resulted from the Simulation Sessions',

the Committee was able to draft a first proposal, and, with some refine-

ment, the final proposal: The Council of the College.

This final proposal was given tentative endorsement by the Fac-

ulty Senate, subject to final approval by the total Faculty and Admin.-
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istration. The responsibility of The Council of the College was sum-

marized in these words: "This body shall be a decision-making body,

having responsibility to make policy, subject to the approval of the

President and the Board of Trustees, in all areas that concern the Col-

lege as a whole. The members of the Coanail include the President

of the Colleges the Vice-Presideni,k the Academic Deans the Registrar,

the Dean of Student Services, and the Controllers in addition to six

faculty members (five elected, one elected by the Faculty Senate), and

two student members. -One of the students is to be the ftesident of the

Student Council and another student elected or appointed by the student

body. (App. A.117.)

The Organisational Chart deemed prerequisite to final approval

by the Faculty Senate is presented in an abbreviated forA in Figure 2.

Experimental Results

When the tots/ College Faculty had had an opportunity to con..

eider and vote on the proposals The Council of the College, an abbrevim

ated form of the nonage Organisation Questionnairelt uas sent to them.

It included the Faculty Participation Profile, the College Description

Profiles the "Continuum of Processes" and one now sections a rating

scale which would provide data to help measure the success of the Sinus.

latiaa Sessions.

College Description Profile

The average ratings of tha characteristics of the College after

the experimental treatment are presented in Table 17; these data are

separated according to Faculty sex and contractostatus groups. The

greatest similarity of choices, a rank correlation of .737, occurs be.

tween the male and contract female Faculty. The similarities among



Fig. 2Organizationa1 Charta
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F8A30Facu1ty Student Advisory Board

alhe detailed Organisationel chart, constructed by the Ad Hoc Committee,
is found in Appendix A. XVI
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TABLE 17

AVERAGE RATINCAS at COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS AFTER SIMUIATICK
BY FACULTY SEX AND CONTRACT.STATUS GROUPS

Characteristic Nile
Nm18

Female

Non.
Contract Contract

11023 11020

Total
II61

People intrinsically impor-
tant S 6 a C

Community of scholars C
Representative demmcratic

structure . .

Purpose more than the gradmuate 6 C
Formally establishd rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions B

Parsonal relationships C
Cloarmout division of libor B
Oroupmoriented faculty 0
Importance of consensus 0

Feeling of togethorness * C

High degree of specialisam
tiaa . B

Busineesmlike relationships B
Purpose is the graduate B
Hierarchy of authority B
Clearlymoiroumscribed au.
thority .... B

Faculty sombers know each
other wall . C

Salf.oriented faculty * 0 B
Administrators impersonal

in contacts with faculty
and other adainistrators B

Informal communication C
Importance of tradition 0

Roles not too differantiated 0
Bureauoratio organisation B
Faculty impersonal toward
studonts. .... B

1.72 1.35 1.45 1.49 0.17
40 057 1.15 .74 108

.56 1.17 1.25 1.02 .79

1.50 1.13 1670 1.43 .41

.67 1.57 1.05 1.13 1.12
2617 .78 1.35 1.38 3.00
.22 .43 .30 633 019
*28 .22 .50 .33 .46

.44 .91 .70 .70 .54

.00 JO .00 .11 2.28

.00 .87 4.30 .43 2.24

. 83 1.22 .85 .98 .29

.78 1609 1605 .98 .13
2.72 1.91 2.30 2.28 .46

1.00 .52 .50 .66 .56

2.56 1.43 35 1.11 2.61
1611 .57 1.10 690 .75

033 1.13 4190 .82 1.24
1.28 .48 1.45 1.03 1.64
.28 039 .45 .3e .11
*50 .22 1640 .69 386
.50 1.61 .85 160: 1.83

0.11 0.13 0400 Noe 0.57

C m Community.
B m Bureaucracy.
P < 005 (3.16)1 df, 2,58.
rho: Mile and Non.Contract Female 'a .552

Male and Contract Female m .737
Contract and Mon.Contract Female m .392
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the other groups range from .392 between the contract and nonmcontract

females to 552 between the male and nonicontract female Fhculty.

These data indicate that there is a decided difference in the way the

contract and nonncontract Faculty view their College. This is a rather

different situation from the ane described earlier. The rank correla-

tions among the three groups calculated from the data obtained from the

first nonage Organisation Questionnaire" showed a closer relationship

among the three groups; they were all in the sixmhundredths.

All three groups rate Hierarchy of authority (B) as the most

visible characteristic of the Collegy after the Simulation Sessions.

This is a radical change from their original descriptions of the Col-

lege. It will, be membered that in the description of the College be-

fore Simulation, only the male Faculty ranked the above characteristic

first; both female groups ranked *People intrinsically important (0)

as the most important characteristic. After the experimental treatment

this characteristic has dropped to fifth place as ranked by the non.*

contract female Faculty, and to a tied third place as ranked by the canoe

tract female !faculty group.

The only significant difference amang the Faculty choices is

for the characteristic, Moles not too differentiated (C)"; the differ-

ence is caused by the high rating given it by the contract female Fact.,

ulty. This choice was not significantly different before the Simolfoi

tion Sessions. The one significant differenoe reported earlier was for

NOIearmout division of labor (B)"; it is not significantly different

now. Since these two characteristics are opposites, it seems logical

that if one is rather different, the other cannot be. Both times, the

differences were caused by high ratings by one or two of the contract
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Faculty groups.

Another important differencep.caused by the higher averages of

the contract Faculty, occurs for *Personal relationships (C).* Both

the male and nonmeontract female Faculty have high averages for *Faculm

ty members know each other well MO
Descriptions by agemgroups are somewhat more consistent. The

rank correlation between the two age groups by averages is .589; the

ratings by age groups are found in Table 18.

The correlation for the age groups' descriptions of the Col

lege before the experiment is .467; the change from a 467 to .589

seems to indicate that the two age groups have come closer in their

descriptions of the College. Before the experiment, both groups ranked

*People intrinsically important (0)* first; after the experiment both

groupe rank Morarethy of authority (B)* first. The younger age gronp

had ranked the latter third, and the Older group had it in second place.

In the first description of the College by age groups there

were three significant differences; the description after Simulation inm

eludes only one significant differenoe for the characteristic, *Adminism

trators impersonal in contacts with faculty and other administrators

(B)." This is caused by the higher rating given it by the older age

group; its ratings were not significantly different in the earlier de

scription of the College.

As before, the greatest diaorepancy is between the *coneervam

tive* and *liberal* groups. The rank correlation between the two dem

scriptions in Table 19 is .445. There is a slight coming together in

the thinking of the *conservative* and *liberal* groups; their rank

correlation for the premBimulation Collep is .293 and now the rank

correlation his risen to 4114454k
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TABU 18

AVERAGE RATINGS or ccumas CHARACTERISTICS

AFTER SIMULATION lifFACULTY AGE GROUPS

.

Characteristic
,

3145
Nn35

46.0.

It423

Total
Nn58 t

People intrinsically important . 0 . C 1.91 1.04 1.57 1,58

Community of scholars .. 0.. .. C .54 1.00 .72 1.11

Representative democratic structure C .91 ' 1.30 1.07 .77

Purpose more than the graduate C 1.37 1.52 14i3 27
Formally established rules and regum

lations governing administrative

decisions . . -. B 91 1.52 1,16 1.16

Personal relationships . . * . C 1,60 4.96 1.34 1.35

Clearmcut division of labor * . B .29 .30 .29 .06

Groupmoriented faculty . . . * C *43 .22 .34 .77

Importance of consensus * . C .91 .48 .74 1.13

Feeling of togetherness 0 . C .11 .13 .12 .11

High degree of specialization . B .40 .52 .44 .32

Businessmiike relationships 0 0 . . B .97 1.13 1.03 .31

Purpose is the graduate * 4, . . . B .97 1.09 1.02 .21

Monarchy of authority . . . . B 2.20 2.22 2.21 .02

Clesullymcircumecribed authority 0 B .63 .52 .59 .26

Faculty members know each other well C 1.11 . 140 1.07 .22

Selfmoriented faculty . B 1.03 .43 .79 1.44

Administrators impersonal in contacts

with faculty and other administra-

tors.. 0 B 47 1.48 .81 2.63

Informal communication .. 000 4.41C 1.29 47 1600 1045

Importance of tradition . . C .43 .35 .4o .26

Roles not too differentiated . C e86 .48 .71 .92

Bureaucratic organization . 0 B 1.03 1.09 1,05 .11

Faculty impersonal toward itudents 0 B 0.03 , 0.13 0.07 0.92

C Community.
B n Bureamrav.
P < .05 (2.00 dfl 7.
rho *589.

There are three significant differences between the choices of

theltionservativesnand "liberals." Two of these differences are caused

by higher averages of the "conservatives" for "High degree of specialim

zation (B)" and "Informal communication (C)." The first one was signif-

icantly different in the pre4imulation description of the College for
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TABLE 19

AVERAGE RATINGS or Cams ollARACTERISTICS AFTER SIMULATICS

catuRvAnn AND LIBERAL Mum ORM

IINIMIIIMMIllra

Conservas Liberal Total

Characteristic tive NwIl NO14 N1125 t

People intrinsically important C 2.27 1.57 1.88 0.83

Community of scholars C .45 .86 .68 .69

Representative democratic struc-
ture C 1. it 5 1.29 1.36 .20

Purpose more than the graduate C 1.45 1.50 1.48 .05

Formally established rules and
regulations gaverning admin-
istrative decisions . B .91 1.00 .96 .12

Personal relationships * . C 1.45 1.57 1.52 .15

Clear-cut division of labor . B .18 .29 .24 .42

Groupworiented faculty I... ..0 .27 .21 .24 .24

Importance of consensus . * . C .18 1.57 96 2.23

Feeling of togetherness . . C *09 .00 .04 1.13

High degree of specialisation B 1.27 .00 .56 2.10

Businessmlike relationships * . B .45 1.29 .92' 1.12

Purpose is the graduate . . . B 1.63 .93 1.24 .75

Hierarchy of authority . B 1.00 2.00 1.56 1.02

Clearly-circumscribed authority B .27 21 .24 a7
Faculty members know each other
well 41....... C 2.27 1.21 1.68 1.09

Self-oriented faculty . . . . . B .27 .86 .60 1.05

Administrators impersonal in
contacts with faculty and
other administrators .0. ..B .27 .93 .64 1.03

Informal communication is . C 1.45 .01 .64 204
Importance of tradition C .00 .86 .48 1.81

Roles not too differentiated . . C *73 *50 .60 .41

Bureaucratic organisation . . B .55 1.36 1.00 1.01

Faculty impersonal toward
students . . B 0.00 0.21 0,12 0.86

Community.
B Bureaucracy.
P < .05 (2.06); df, 24.
the *445.

the same reason. The other significant difference is between the aver«.

ages for *Importance of consensus (C)* for which the *liberals" have a

bigher average. Ancther difference, near the significtnce level, oce

curs for the characteristic, *Importance of tradition (D)* for which
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the "liberals" have a high average.

A eummary of the rank correlations between Faculty submgroups

is listed in Table 20. As mentioned.above, the contract and nonmconm

tract Faculty describe the College after'the Simulation Sessions much

differently than they did before the experinent began. On the other

hand) the two age groups and also the "conservatives" and the "liberm

als" have come closer together in their descriptions of the College

after the Simulation Sessions*

TABIX 20

SMILE' OF ROI CORRELATICIS Fat COLLEGE DeSCRIPTICII PRCFILES'
BETWEEN FACULTI SUBmGROUP31 PRE- AND POSTmeIMULATION

Group It

Prom
Simulation

Pbstm
Simulation Difference

Male and Nonmeontract Female la 0.637 0452 .0.085

Wale and Contract Female . 38 .641 737 + .096

Contract and Nona Contract Tom
male 43 01623 .392 m .231

Age Grouper 3145 and 46 and
over . 58 .467 89 + .122

Conservatives and Liberals 26 0.293 0.445 +0.152

Differences between the various Faculty submgroups' ratings of

the three College Description Profiles (CDP) have been discussed at

some length. At this time differences within the submgroups' ratings

of the CDPIs will be presented and analysed.

The ratings in Table 21) assigned to "communite characteris-

tics by all the Faculty respondents to the questionnaire) show eight

significant differences between the *ideal" CDP and the premeimulation

..1111111111



TABLE 21

AVERAGE RAT/NOS at COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS ar "COWEN/TT" ar AN
"IDEAIM Comm AND OOLLEOE BEFORE AND AFTER SIMULATION (P61)

Characteristic

People intrinsically impor-
tant . $

Community of scholars
Representative of demo.
cratic structure .

Purpose more than the
graduate

Personal relationships
Groupporiented faculty
Importance of consensus
Feeling of togetherness .

Faculty members know each
other well

Informal communication
Importance of tradition
Roles not too differens.tiated

ofile

"Ideal" rre TOWW-
(A) (8) 44)0

3.80

2.75

2.34
1633

.75

.72

.70

.33

»07
.07

0.02

2.07

.79

.89

1.49
2.69

.54

.39

.43

1.49

.74

1.02

1.43
1.38
.33
.70
.12

1.44 1.11
.44 1.03
.48 .38

0.56 0.69

519
6.89

5.95

2.13
4.10

.87
1632
1.72

"3.73
4.61
4.91

4.3.36

A,B4 BoB4.2

6.381 1.68
6.71 .19

5.18 .58

2.23 .19
me .14 .96
2.14 1.07
46 4.87

3.25 1.68

002.75 695
4.02 m2.37
4.00 .53

.3.47 "0.54

P < .05 (2.00); dfs 60.
P < .01 (2.66); df, 60.

College CDP. Three are significant bsyond the .01 level for the characm

teristics0 "People intrinsicaIII important," "Community of scholars,"

and "Representative democratic structure," and ane is significant beyond

the .05 level for "Purpose more than the graduate"; these four have much

lower averages for the College than for an "ideal" college. The other

four are ranked higher for the College than for an "ideal" college;

three of the differences are significant beyond the .01 level for "Faculm

ty members know each other mills" "Importance of tradition," and "Roles

not too differentiated," and beyond the 45 level for "Informal Communi-

cation."
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After the Simulation Sessions, little change appears to have

taken place. Six of the tmtest values have decreased, but only one,

"Importance of tradition," is significantly different* Six differences

have increased; one of these, "Groupmoriented faculty," is now signifi.

cant beyond the 05 level, and two, "Feeling of togetherness" and "Inm

formal communication," are now significant beyond the 01 level.

Ratings for "buresucreoic" characteristics are listed in Table

22. There is one change in the direction toward an "ideal" college;

TABU 22

AVERAGE RATINGS ar COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS or "BUREAUCRACY"
OP AN "IDEAL" COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGE
BEFORE AND AFTER SIMULATION (Pa)

Characteristic

College Description
Profile

"Ideal"
(A)

re
on

os
(B.2) As &02 BB02

Formally established rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions

Clear-cut division of labor
High degree of specialize.'

tion
Business-like relationships
Purpose is the graduate
Hierarchy of authority
Clearly circumscribed au.

thority
Selfmoriented faculty .

Administrators impersonal
in contacts with faculty
and other administrators

Bureaucratic organisation
Faculty impersonal toward
students olo a 4 4 4

P < .05 (2.00); df. 60.
P < .01 (2.66); df. 60.

1:41 0.59 143 2.62 0.74 n2.16
.79 .74 .33 .18 2.29 1.84

.69 .75 al .24 2.64 1446

.48 443 498 48 n1.96 0024017

.46 .90 .98 n1.71 n1.69 n .26

.36 1.98 2.28 n5.14 m5.57 m .89

.36 .16 .66 1,30 m1.29 m2.09

.16 1.11 .90 -3.72 -601 .74

.08 .46 .82 02.35 m3.33 n1.65

.00 1.23 1.03 -4.42 -4.16 .57

0400 042 008 4800 .1.52 m127
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the difference between "ideal" and College averages has dropped from

the .05 level to non-nignificance for "Formally established rules and

regulations governing administrative decisions." But three differences

in a direction away from an "ideal" college also appear, two from non-

significance to significance beyond the .05 level ("Clearmcut division

of Libor" and "High degree of specialisation"), and "Administrators im-

personal in contacts with faculty and other administrators," from the

.05 level to the .01 level. The other seven ratings of the wbureauft

cratic" characteristics have not changed appreciably after the Simula-

tion Sessions.

The average ratings by the male Faculty have not changed sig-

nificantly after the Simulation Sessions for apy of the College charac-

teristics. These data are shown in Table 23.

However, there have been some changes of significant tostest

values. Those which show a directional change towards "ideal" averages

include "People intrinsically important (C)," "Clearly-circumscribed

authority (B)," and "Roles not too differentiated (C)." Those averagts

which have moved farther from the "ideal" are "Peeling of togetherness

(C)," "Selfworiented faculty (B)," and "Informal communication (C)."

The nonmeontract female Faculty have changed significantly in

their ratings of the College before and after Simulation for two charm

acteristics. The data in Table show that the dietance swAy from an

"ideal" college has increased significantly for "Clearmaut division of

labor (B)" and "Bureaucratic organisation (B)." However, significant

t-test values for prom and postoSimulation averages have changed for

several of the characteristics. Distance awgr from "ideal" averages

has lessened for "Roles not too differentiated 00" and "Solfmoriented

faculty (B)." The distance has increased for "People intrinsically
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TABLE 23

AVERAGE RATINGS at COLMGE OHARACTERISTICS CI AN MEW,
COLLEGE AND THE COLL= BEFORE AND AFTER SIMLATICII

BY Pug mum (11-18)

Characteristic

College Description
Profile
""timulation

*Ideal', Pre Post
(A) (B) 01-2 AjoB AsBw2 BB02

People intrinsically in-
portant...olio,

Community of scholars C

Representative demo-
cratic structure 0

Purpose IMMO than the
graduate * 0

Formally established
rules and regulations
governing administra..
tive decisions B

Personal relationships 0
Clear-cut division of la..
bor 6 0 0 0 IA 6 6 B

Group...oriented faculty 0
importance of consensus 0
Feeling of togetherness 0
High degree of special..
isation **B

Business-like relation-
shipe.0* B

Purpoee is the graduate B
Hierarchy of authority B
Clearly-circumscribed

authority 6 B
Faculty members know
each other well 0**0

Self-oriented faculty B
Administrators imper-

sonal in contacts
with faculty and other
administrators * B

informal communication C
Importance of tradition 0
Holes not too differenft

tiated * 0 6 0 6 0
Buteancratio organisa* B
Faculty impersonal
toward students 0 B

o Community.
B Bureaucracy.

3.28 1 39 1.72 3.45 2.10 m0.59
2.56 .83 450 3.11 2.83 .70

2.44 .61 .56 3.14 248 .11'

2.83 44672 1.50 1.29 1.41 .50

141 22 .67 1.66 .76 m1.02

143 1.78 417 .08 0, .55

.94 61 42 .66 1.73 1.51

.161 4161 .28 .00 1.30 1.29
.06 .44 140 .46 4.44

.50 .39 40 .34 2.30 1,69

839 al 'ADO .1,77 146 1.00

.72 28 .83 140 21 m .99
1417 .94 478 .38 .65 .29

.56 2(.28 2.72 04.51 447 .0 .82

.44 00 1.00 2.61 .4.01 -144

683 1 94 1.56 1 72 .01.14 .54
.06 72 141 -100 4.64 .69

.22 .56 .33 m e88 .33 .81
47 .67 1.28 m1.70 m2.20 m1.48
.00 .33 .28 0,1.46 -1.23 .16

.00 .89 .50 4.35 .64 .91

.00 1456 .50 4.54 IO2.30 1.77

040 3.06 0.11 x.00 0,1.46 1 00

p <:.05 (2,11); df, 17.
P <001 (200); df, 17.
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TABLE 2h

AVSRAGB RATINGS or mums CHARACTBRISTICS or Ax nowt, COUNGE
MGM AND AMR SINULATIOA BY NCINCONTRACT MILS FACULTY (11m23)

Characteristic

College Description
Profile

SbnifatIon
wideal

(A)

V're Post
(B) OW) 11913 A113.2 B B..2

People intrinsically im-
portant . C 435 247 1.35 3.72 5.12 145

Community of scholars 0 3.57 #67 415T 3.51 4.30 .77

Representative democratic
structure . - 0 3.22 1.48 1.17 3.45 4.11 1.00

Purpose more than the
graduaFormally

established

.91 1.08te . 1.70 1.70 1.13 40

rules and regulations
governing adminietra-
tive decisions ....B

Personal relationships C
Clear-cut division of
labor 00000* 000B

Group..oriented faculty C

Importance of conisensus C

Feeling of togetherness C
High degree of special.-
sation .. B

Business-like relationft
ships 0 0 0 0 * 0 4 B

Purpose is the graduate B
Hierarchy of authority B
Clearly...circumscribed
authority......B

Faculty members know each
other well *

Selfworiented faculty B
Adminietrators impersonal

in contacts with face..
tr and other adminisft
trators 611146B .04 61 1.13 m2,02 m3.01 100

Informal communication C 40 648 .48 m1.191 m2.04 .00

importance of tradition 0 .00 022 .39 -143 4.37 - .64
Boles not too differen..
tiated ........0 .04 .61 .22 2.26 - .94 102

Bureaucratic organisation B 00 .65 1.61 -2.29 693.09 m2.10

Faculty inporsonal toward
students . * B 0.00 0.00 0.13 0 m1000 W1000

1.26 .91 1.57 .62 m 51 m1.44
147 1.00 .78 .40 .92 56.

1.09 1.43 .43 .62 455 2.16
670 .48 .22 .49 1.56 .80

.91 .57 .91 76 .00 .97
«70 .148 .30 1142 1.oI. .1414

143 1.09 .30 .09 1.90 .52

.48 .65 1.22 .94 4.66 4.36

.13 .78 1.09 1.76 m2.08 m .64

.30 1.74 1691 3081 m3602 m

.22 .35 452 .40 .88 m .41

.00 1.61 1.43 3.314 3.05 .28

.00 1.13 .57 2.61 -.1.80 144

C m Community.
D m Bureaucracy. P < .01

2.07); dfs 22.
2.82); df, 22.
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important (C)," "Purpose is the graduate (S)," and "Administrators imm

personal in contacts with faculty and.other administrators (B)."

The contract female Facvlty, according to the data in Table 25,

have also changed significantly in their.ratings of two College charac-

teristics; both matmmial communication (0)" and "Roles not too differft

entiated (C)" are farther from the "ideal" ratings after the Simulation

Sessions than before.

There are some averages of the College characteristics which

have significantly changed totest values. Those which show that the

ratings have moved closer to the "ideal" are "Community of scholars

(0)," "'Representative democratic structure MO "PUrpose more than the

graduate (C)," "ftrmally established rules and regulations goviirning

administrative decisions (B)," "Personal relationships (C),, "Cloareocut

division of labor (B)," "Importance of tradition (0)," and "Bureau».

militia organisation (B)."

Those ratings which are now farther fro' the "ideal" include

"People intrinsically important (0)," "Peeling of togetherness MO

"SelNoriented faculty (a)," and "Administrators iwpereonal in contacts

with facUlty and other administrators (B)."

The ratings of the age group, 3145, have not changed very much

after the Simulation Sessions. The averages for two characteristics,

"Businessiaki relationships (B)" and "Cleatkrocircvmscribed authority

(B)," are significantly Omer to the "ideal" averagee after the Simu-

lation sesnions than before. The average after Simulation for "Infor-

mal communication Or is significantly different in a direction wow

from the "ideal." These data are included in Table 26.

The data do show a change towards the "ideal" for "Personal repo

lationships (C)," "Faculty members know each other well (C)," and
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TABUS 25

AVERAGE RATINGS or COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS Cr AN tromp COLLEGE

AND THE COLLEGE BEFORE AND AFTER SIMULATION Br
COMET FEN= FACULTY (R-20)

Characteristic

People intrinsically imm
portant44 400

Community of scholars C
Representative democratic

structure a

Ptrpose more than the
graduate 44 4 4 440

Formally established
rules and regulations
governing administram
tire decisions 440.B

Personal relationships s 0

Clearweut divisiot of
labor E. B

Groupmoriented faculty 0
Importance of consensus 0

Feeling of togetherness 0

High degree of specialim
sation * B

Businesswlike relationm
ships froso 11,448

Purpose is the graduate 40
Hierarchy of authority B

Clearlywcircumsoribed
authority 44408

Faculty membrs know each
other well 00

Selfworiented faculty. * B
Adsinistrators impersonal

in contacts with familm
ty and other adminise
trators 4 4 440444 B

Informal communication 0

Importance of tradition 0

Roles not too differenw
tiated 0.* 46016 6 C

Bureaucratic organisation B
Faculty impersonal torard
students 4.... .8

College Description
Profile

MIN on

nIdeal
(A)

Pre Post
(B) (302) A B

3.65 455 1.45 1.87

3.70 .65 1415 6461

2.50 .45 145 3.55

2465 1.05 1.70 2.23

1.85
16405

.30

.95

.90
090

4145

.25
420
.25

.25
*45

455
2.40

.05

.55

.50

.40

.95

.30
1400
2'00

410

.so
1.45

1.05
1.35

.3o

.5o

.70

.00

.00

.85
1.05
2.30

.50

.35
1.10

2.51
0.2429

1.23
488

475
1.36

.1.ot

as
.2403

m2.61

1.66

0.1.29

M1.95

A B 2 B Bw2

3.96
4.48

2000

1.53

.00
1400
.42

3.11

1.37

-1.55
4456
m3.44

.16

29
02.67

1.79
601.01

m2,27

m1419
1.72

m0.62
812

4.07
1.15

1433

m1.42
m .08

.52

m1.90

496
.62

.00 .20 .90 m1.29 -240 m1.76
*05 *20 1.45 *72 4.77 4423
.20 .90 .45 m2.21 m .66 1.23

.00 .20 1.40 4.00 m3416 m2.33

.00 1.60 .85 02.91 m2413 143

0.00 0400 0400 616 . a .

C Community*
B w Dareaucracy

P < .05 (2409); df, 19,
P < 001 (2.66); df, 19.
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TOM 26

AMAMI RATINGS or 0=1142 CIARACTERIST/CS or AN NIDNALW ocsum

AND OF THE COMM BIFCRE AND AMR SMULATION BY
AM GROUP, 3145 (No35)

Characteristic

College Description
Profile

Simulation

People intrinsically ins
portant 6 0

Community of scholars 0 C

Representative denecratie
structure 4 e a

Purposo more than the
graduate C

Formally established rules
and regulations govern-
ing administrative dee-
sions B

Personal relationships C
Clearucut division of
labor ...40040B

Oroupftoriented faculty C
importance) of consensus C
Aseling of togetherness C
High degree of specialisa-
tion 0. B

Rusinessolike relationships B
Purpose is the graduate B
Hierarchy of authority B
Clearly-circvmecribed aua
thority. e B

Faculty membera know each
other well ...

Solfaoriented faculty B
Administrators impersonal

in contacts with faculty
and other administrators B

Informal communication 0
Importance of tradition . O
Roles not too differentia
ated 0. .0

Bureaucratic organisation B
Faculty impersonal toward
studants ow. B

',Ideal Pre fost
(A) (B) A9B A,Ba2 11,13002

603 2.31 1.91 3.99

3671 651 .54 6.51

2660 .66 .91 4.54

2.46 147 1637 1.65

4623
6.33

3684

142

0.83
a .08

85

047

1606 .54 .91 1.45 .36 m1.07

144 240 1.60 4.246 m 4095 1.35

674 .49 .29 075 1057 .65

a77 .66 643 133 1621 .75

.71 .43 .91 o85 m 652 4.1.91

.49 .43 .11 .28 1.97 144

.77 .54 41 .62 2620 649

lU 0411.2.41
*49 697 -1.29

.97 1.58

.29 2606 420 m3.94 604.06 m 634

637 .00 .63 2672 88 .2634

637 2603 141 4.68 4.98 1.82
.26 1.23 1.03 4.71 448 .55

.11 .17 .37 a .36 al.07 a .84

.11 .37 1.29 4.60 4.3633 m2.83

.06 .69 643 m2695 6.1.74 .93

.03 .97 .86 a3659 a2674 .29

.00 1.29 1.03 3649 m3620 .60

0600 0.00 0.03 * 1 004a1 00

C al Community.

B IN Bureaucracy.

P < .05 (2003)1 df. 34.
p < .01 (2.73); dr, 36
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wimportance of tradition MO and a change gwgy from it for *High dem

gm. of specialisation (B),*

The other age gromp, 45 and over, has not changed significantly

in their average ratings except for one characteristic, *Roles not too

differentiated*; this in a chop in a direction gwgy from the *ideal*

as shown in Table 27.

The data in Table 27 also show some changse of significant

tautest values. These are changes away from *ideal* ratingst *People

intrinsically important (C),* POloarmout division of labor (B)," *Peel

ing of togetherness (8),* *Hierarchy of authority (S)," and *Adminism

trators impersonal in contacts mith faculty and other administrators

(B)0,* These two changes are closer to *ideal* ratingst *Purpose is

the graduate (B)* and *Selfmoriented faculty (B)ew

*Conservatives,* according to the data in Tabl4 28, have

changed siguificantly in their ratings for two of the characteristics,

*Faculty members know each other well WI and *informal communication

(C)." Both of these changes are farther from the *Wear ratings after

the Simlation Sessions than before.

Changes of the *conservative* grouple cignificant tmteA values

awai from the *ideal* occur for these characteristiost *People intrinm

sically important (0)," "Cnunity of scholars (0),* and *informal camm

munioation (0)." Only one change brings the average closer to the

*ideal,* and that is for the characteristic, wHierarchy of authority

(B)."

The data in Table 29 shaw that the *liberals* have not changed

significantly in any of their ratings of College characteristics after

the Simulation Sessions. There are, however, some changes of signifi

cant tmvalues. Changes of ratings which come closer to *ideal* ratings

11M
alolls1111111111011111111111.r.rrassarmowliammolilmlelmr'
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waxy
AVERAGE RATINGS ar COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN "IDEAL" COLLEGE

AND OF THE COLLEGE BEFORE AND AFTER SIMULATION BY
AGE GROUP, 45+ (N-23)

Characteristic

People intrinsically im.
portant . .

Community of scholars C
Representative democratic
structure * * C

Purpose more than the
graduate e * m

Formally est&blished rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions B 1.96

Personal relationships C 1.43
Clear-cut division of labor B .91

Grauporiented faculty C 074

Importance of consensus . C .83

fteling of togetherness 0 1.00
High degree of specialisa-

tion . B .65

Business-like relationships B .65

Purpose is the graduate B .43

Hierarchy of authority B .30
Clearlye4circumscribed au.

thority . * B
Faculty members know each

other well 0000000C
Self.oriented faculty 0 B
Administrators impersonal

in contacts with faculty
and other administrators B

Informal communication C
Importance of tradition C
Roles not too differenti.
ated ......

Bureancratic organisation B
Faculty impersonal toward
students 004 B

College Description
Profile

on
"Ideal OS

(10. (B) B.2

3.52
2.87

3.09

1.96

0

.35

.13

.04

.014

.00
bel

oo
000

0.00

1.96
1.13

1.35

1.35

.74
1.04
1.00
.43

.39

.43

1.04
1.00

1.30

1.52

1.52
.96

.30

.22

.48

.13

1.17 .13
074 1.13

1.48 1.09
1.61 2.22

.43 052

.61 1.00
1.00 .43

.70 1.48

.61 .57
*22 .35

.00 .48

.76 1009

0.00 0.13

A,B2 BA.2

2.74 636
3.09 2.95

3.37 344

1.11 .90

1.98
.88

1.02
1.97

1.20
.29
.29

2.71

*26

1.85
2 36

2.23
2.08

.77

.57 m197

.98 019
418 1.97
1.74 .84
.89 .., .42

2.36 .89

1.45 1462
.1.12 .1.18
m1.114 .71

m3.45 .1.06

m 452 22

-107 m .91
-1.90 1.20

m3.49
.1.97
m1.00

m1.82
.12 I

m .50

.2.12 .2.12
.11 -2.45 so .55

00 .1.00 .1.00

C Community.
B Bureaucracy.

P < .05 (2.07); Up 22*
P < *01 (2.82); df, 22.
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TABU 28

AVERAGE RAMOS CP COLUMN CHARACTIHISMS CP AN 11/DRAIIP COMM
AND or THS COLLIN MORN AND AMR SIM/WICK BY

CORSERTATIVE FACULTY ORO, (11-11)

MENEM

Characteristic

College Description
Profile

rani on
nIdearill Pre 7POst

(A) (B) (B.2) AO B.2 B,B.2

People intrinsically im.
portant 0

Community of scholars ...0
Representative democratic

structure . C

PUrpose more than tbe
graduate 0 C

Formally established rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions B

Personal relationships 0
Clear-cut division of libor B
OToup.oriented faculty 0
itportance of consensus C

Feeling of togetherness C
High degree of specialise.

tion * B
Business-like relationships B
Purpose is the graduate B
Hierarchy of authority B
Clearly-circumscribed au-
thority. 0 ....B

Factilty members know each
other well 1. a

Self.oriented faculty 0 B
Administrators impersonal

in contacts with faculty
and other administrators B

Informal communication . C

Importance of tradition . C

Roles not too differenti-
ated 0004 ..0

Nreaucratic organisation B
Faculty impersonal toward

students *

5.00 2.64 2.27 2,36 4.30 0.43
3.29 .86 .14 2.56 3.45 1.17

2.36 1.18 1045 1.27 1 1.00 m .64

1.36 1.82 1.45 .61 0. 02 .45

1.45 091 .91 .75 .66 .00

1.18 .45 1.45 .98 . .54 4.58
1.09 .00 .18 2.21 2.19 .140
.45 .45 .27 .00 .45 035
464 .36 .18 .49 .92 .52

1.18 691 .C.,) 667 1499 1.27

1.09 2.18 .09 .l7I 1.85 1.29
.18 .00 .45 Loo - .54 -14m0
.64 1.00 1.64 m 445 443 m .69

436 1.73 1.00 .3.16 .1.00 m .85

.64 .91 .27 .40 1.30 1.10

.00 .64 247 m117 .485 -2414
*09 1.27 27 .1.66 -1.00 127

.00 .45 .27 .1.46 .1.00 .41

..00 .36 1.45 1.00 .2.59 2.13
.00 *09 .00 4.00 1.00

.00 36 .73 .1.00 .1.49 .1.00
00 .27 .55 .1.40 .1.00 . 445

0.00 0.00 0.00 1

1000

C Community. P < .05 (223); Up 20.
B Bureaucracy* P < .01 (3.17); df 10*
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TABLE 29

AVERAGE RATINGS CIP COLLEGE CHARACTER/STTCS at AN nIDEALII COLLEGE
ARM ar THE COLLEGE BEFCME AND AFTER SINULAT/ON Er

LIBERAL FICULTT GROUP (N014)

Characteristic

College Description
Profile

Simulation
01/dealm Pie Post

(A) (B) (11-2

People intrinsically imm
portant * . . Sc

Community of scholars C
Representative democratic

structure 0/441 loC
Purpose more than the
graduate 0041 woe

Formally established rules
and regulations governing
administrative decisions B

Personal relationships . C
Clearftcut division of libor B
Groupmoriented faculty C
Importance of consensus . C
Feeling of togetherness C
High degree of specialisa-

tion .. a .B
Businessimlike relationships B
Purpose is the graduate . B
Hierarchy of authority B
Cleaay-circumscribed aum

thority .... .B
Faculty members know each

other well 0 6 C
Selfmoriented faculty . B
Administrators impersonal

in contacts with faculty
and other administrators B

Informal communication . C
Importance of tradition C
Roles not too differentim
ated . . ....0

Bureaucratic organisation B
Faculty impersonal toward
students . * 0 B

3.29
2.58

2.86

2.07

1.57
1.143

.64

.57

.29

.50

.86

.71

.57
*29

.21

.29

.36

.29

.07

.00

.00

0.00

1.43
.92

.43

1.1)4

147
*83

1.29

1.50

2.146

1.57

3.77

1.20

1.68
1.71

1.91

1.00

-0.18
- .69

.1.37

- .44

.50 1.00 1.50 .67 . .83
407 147 . .72 .17 .69
.21 .29 .95 .96 . .25
.64 .21 . .14 1.144 .97
.614 1,57 . .77 2.39 -1.91
.36 dm uoo 1.71 1.00

.43 .00 .75 1.61 2.12

.43 1.29 .55 . .90 m1.50

.86 .93 - .41 . .52 . .10
2.07 2.00 -2.14 m2.14 .14

.00 .21 1.38 .00 .1.00

2.29 1.21 .3437 .1.38 1.41
1,36 .86 .1.59 .14.61 .71

.57 .93 - .55

.86 .00 .1.86

.71 .86 m2.02

.93 .50 .2.18
1.07 1.36 .1.99

0.00 0.21 0 *

.143
1.00
m2.05

.1.61

.208

-1.00

- .81
2.12
- .31

1.03

m .49

-1.00

C Commuilty. P < .05 (2.16); df, 13*
B Bureaucracy. P < .01 (3.01); df, 13.



include "Representative democratic structure (C)," "People intrinsi-

cally important (D)," "Faculty members know each other well (C)," and

"Roles not too differentiated (C)." Changes away from the "ideal" info

clude the ratings of two characteristics) "Importance of consensus (C)"

and "Bureaucratic organisation (B)."

Despite the fact that there are not too magy significant differ-

ences between the average ratings of the College characteristics before

and after the Simulation Sessions, there are many changes which oc-

curred in just a few months. These changes which took place in such a

short time may very well be proof of the catalystic and heuristic value

of Simulation.

Faculty Participation Profile

The Faculty responded to a rating scale which indicated their

present degree of participation in College government, the degree to

which they thought the Faculty should participate, and the degree to

which they would like to participate. They were able to check their re-

sponses on a scale of one (low) to seven (high). The raw scores are

shown in Table 30.

The post-Simulation scores have moved up on the scale to higher

levels. If the ranks of 5, 6, and 7 are totaled, actual participation

changes from 12 (pre-Simulation) to 17 (post...Simulation), "ideal" par-

ticipation from 39 to 49, and desired participation from 33 to 42.

Table 31 shows higher means for all three post-Simulation areas

of participation; and two of these, "ideal" and desired,are signifi-

cantly different beyond the 05 and .01 levels, respectively.

Table 31 also shows these data cross-sorted by sex, contract

status, age, "conservative," and "liberal" Faculty groups. In all

cases the postmSimulation averages are higher than the pre-Simulation
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averages with a few significant differences; several of the t-values

are close to significance.

TABLE 30

RATINGS BY FACULTY or ACTUAL, "IDEAL," AND MIRED
PART/C/PATICK IN COTISGE GOVERNMENT

Pre-Simulation
Low
1 2 3 4 5 6

High
7

Actual . 14 14 9 11 8 2 2

Ideal * - 0 2 2 16 16 12 11
Desired . 3 6 5 13 20 9 4

Post-Simulation

Actual 12 6 17 7 12 3 2

Ideal * 0 1 9 9 13 23 13
Desired 1 1 3 12 15 17 10

These data in Tables 30 and 31 do not show too much change in

actual participation; but there is evidence of some change, and cert.,

tainly a greater sensitivity towards "ideal" participation and the de-

gree of participation desired by the Faculty after the Simulation See-

sions.

Table 32 describes the differences on the "Continuum of Pro«.

cesses." The "Continuum of Processes" consists of management practice

ranging from little (1) "group-participative" to great (12) "group par-

ticipative" government practices. They are:

1. No information given about current situations or before
proposed changes.

2. Some information given about current situations, but never
about proposed changes«

34 Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the
change occurs.
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TABU 31

AVERAGE RATINGS ar TRE FACULTY PARTICIPATION PRarm
BY !mum SUB4ROUPS BEFORE AND AFTER SIMUIATICII

Faculty Group
SimulaZion

Actual

Simulation

Male
Contract female
Nonmicontract female

Ages 31,45
46 and OVOr

Conservatives
Liberals

Total

16
20
22

32
23

11
12

301
2.15

3.00

58

2.94

3.00

349
3.25

203

3.94
3.10
3.09

3.31
3.09

282
3.83

3.33

em0.21

.1.2.8311

6. .21

.1.13
.23

.48
4.05

m1.52

Ideal. * -

Male . 16 4.88 5.50 wi1.40

Contract female 19 4.84 5.42 -168
Nonmcontract female . 23 .5.48 5.74 . .81

Age: 31445 . 33 5.15 5.18
116 and over 22 5.09 6.05

Conservatives 11 4.45 5.64 m2.14
Liberals * 12 5.17 5.17 0.00

Total 58 5.10

Desired

Mhle
Contract female *

Nonsecontrect female

Age: 31.445 * *
46 and over

Conservatives
Liberals *

Total

.

0

.

.

16
20
22

32

23

11
12

4.00
4.10
4.82

4.34
4.39

3.64

4.92

5.00
5.20
5.32

4.81
5.61

5.09
5.17

m200
4.32a
4.44

-1.35
m3.2311

-2.52a
439

58 634 5.19 0,3.30

aP <05.

bP <01.
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TABLE 32

MEAN DIFFERENCES Cit *CONTINUUM OF PROCESSES*

OF FACT1LT! SUB-GRang

Group
N

Pre-
Simulation

ir

Post -

Simulationr t

,

Male 18 5.17 5.22 .0.07

Contract female 20 5.80 6.00 . .23

Non-contract female . . . 23 6.00 5.36 .80

Age: 31.45 4 35 597 5.57 66
45 and over 4 . * . 23 5.68 5.77 - .10

Conservatives * 11 , 6.09 5.36 .65

Liberals lio0111 O 14 4.21
..,

6.50 -2.96a

Total 0 61 568 5,53 031

ap < 05

4. Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the

change, with a fry reasons for the change.

5. Reports sought from faculty of problems encountered in ac-

complishing their roles.

6. Notice of proposed change and ful/ explanation given well

in advance.

7. Faculty notified of a proposed change in advance, and an

apportunity,offered for them to express reactions and sug-

gestions if they dears to do so.

8. Faculty's ideas or suggestions generally sought.

9* Faculty notified in advance of a proposed change; group

discussions arranged so they can comment an whether the

change is the best plan or whether some modification would

result in a better plan.

10. Faculty told of a problem; group discussions conducted to

discover the best lay to handle it, but the final decision

is made by the administration who keep group ideas and sug-

gestions in mind*

U. Faculty and administration tackle problem as a group; after

consideration and discussion decide upon solution; adminis-

tration holds right of veto power*
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12. Administration and faculty functioning as a group, tackle
the problem and solve it, using the best available methods
for group functioning.

There seems to be a regression towards the mean with a somewhat

lower postmaimulation score for the Faculty who completed the second

questionnaire. Similarity of means also occurs when the data are cross-

sorted; only one difference is significant.

In an attempt to arrive at an index of possibility for achieving

greater participation in College government, the degree to which the

Faculty said they were willing to participate in College government is

subtracted from the degree of participation they said Faculty should have

in College government. The means of these "reluctance" scores (pre- and

post-Simulation) are shown in Chart I. In each instance, the distance

has decreased after the Simulation Sessions. The possibility of achiev-

ing Faculty participation seems greater after the Sessions. Although

the differences are not significant, they are considerably reduced except

for the age group over 45.

There is further evidence of change in the greater Pearson Prom.

duct4roment correlation, .863, between the "ideal minus actual participa-

tion" after the Simulation Sessions than the one, .731, found before the

Sessions. Again, it seems there is further proof that the Faculty have

become much more sensitive toward the part they should play in College

government.

The Check...List, developed from the American Association of Uhl.-

vanity Professors "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universi-

ties," was used while interviewing 32 Faculty membere who had been at

the College for at least five years; these interviews were held before

and after the experimental treatment. Because of sabbatical leaves,
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Chart 4.--Means of Faculty "Reluctance* to Participate in Col.

lege Government Before and After Simulation.*

Faculty

Reluctance Index.

4.0 3.0
'1%;17

2.0 1.0 0 t
"Higli

9.0 8.0 7.0.6.0 5.0

Male 18 > 0.58

Contract female . 20 1.32>
Non-Contract female 23 0.74>
Age: 31445 . . . .. 35 1.46

.

45 and over . 23
------>

0.12

Conservatives 11 > 0.40

Liberals . 14 0.32>

Total . . 61 1.27>

*Arrowhead indicates Post4imu1ation "Reluctance" score.

leaves of absence, etc., only 27 were interviewed after the Sessions.

The data in Table 33 show that Faculty were not too involved in very

many areas; they were holding their own only in the classroom (subject

matter and instructional methods), and in a consultative way on two com-

mittees (Promotian and Tenure) But, when it is recalled that 32 had

the opportunity to respond, it is readily evident that even in the

above-mentioned areas, the involvement was considered important by about

half the group.

The Faculty felt little involvement in the choice of any Admin-

istrators; three said they had been consulted about the choice of a pres.

ident, one, about a dean, and one, about a departmental chairman. The

majority of the interviewed Faculty (28) responded that the President

and Dean were appointed by the Board of Trustees. About half (14) said
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that the Departmental Chairmen were appointed by the President who con-

sulted with the Board of Trustees, while 17 said the Chairmen were apm.

pointed directly by the President or Dean.

TABIE 33

PERSONS RECOGNIZED BY FACULTY AS HOLDING PRIMARY
RESPONSIBILITY IN SELECTED ACADEMC AREASa

Persons ABODEFGHIJ
Board of Trustees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 20 9 19 18 18President 6 21 28 28 20 19 22
Dean 19 * 0 22 .111 13 11 12 9
Department Chairman 16 15 11 10 41 . 15 17 .7 8 is .

Faculty Committee 10 8 17 17
General Faculty . 7 15 21

aOnly frequencies above five are recorded.

Ameurriculum
BINSubject Matter
CmInstructional Methods
DeeDegree Requirements
EmPolicies and Procedures

Governing Salary Increases

F*Faculty Appointments
OmFaculty Reappointments/
Non.Reappointments

HmFaculty Promotion
/mFaculty Tenure
JmFaculty Dismissal

Again, the majority of the Faculty (27) replied that some com-

mittee members were elected by the Faculty; 18 said scale were appointed

by the President or Dean. Althaugh the Senate members had all been

elected by the General Faculty, there was some feeling on the part of

five Faculty that Administrators influenced the elections.

Results of the interviews held after the Simulation Sessions

ware difficult to tabulate. In general, the Faculty were pleased with

the work of the Ad Hoe Committee which used the materials developed

during the Simulation Sessions to formulate the proposal for The Coun-

cil of the College. However, since The Council would not begin to

functian until the next academic year, the Faculty could only hope
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that it would, indeed, become NI decision-making tody, having responsim

bility to make policy, in all areas that concern the College as a

whole0 (App. AIVID)

One very observable change had occurred; a Search and Selection

Cotmittee for finding an Academic Dean WAS established; this included

"'great" Faculty involvement« Such a process had never been used before.

From the rather positive and forward looking results of the Cole.

lege Description Profile, the Faculty Participation Profile, and the

Check-List, it seems safe to say that the third researdh hypothesis is

verified: There will be degrees of change towards more Florally particift

pation in College government after the Simulation Sessions« Likewise,

the second hypothesis, which suggested that the Faculty would want

greater participation in College government after the Sessions, is faro.

ther strengthened by their increased awareness of the Faculty role in

College affairs« la theory, then, and to some extent in practice, the

objectives for using a simulation method to promote a faculty's partici-

pation in a college setting have been accomplished«

Evaluation of Simulation

One of the problems of this study WAS to explore tieing. a colft

lege faculty would react to using a simulation method for a serious

project. There was no evidence in the literature to support its use

with college professors« The above discussions of tho theoretical and

practical values of the use of a simulation method do not probe this

problem. Therefore, other means were uaed to evaluate the Simulation

Method used in this study«

Notes of Faculty reactions and conments which occurred during

the Simulation Sessions were taken; and interviewe were held with the
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Simulation participants. In addition to this, a rating scale to NeWle.

ure the value of Simulation VAS added.to the abbrevi&ted form of the

neollege Organization Questionnaire" sent to the Faculty after the prow

posal, The Council of the College, vas announced and acted upon.

Simulation Sessions

Mbst of the Faculty members had never had any experience in the

use of simulation; that, in itself, provoked much curiosity about the

xperiment. (It is interesting to note that one Faculty member sent a

letter in which he said he would not subject himself to being analyzed

by a computer, and, therefore, would not complete and return the quiet*

tionnaire. But he hoped this would not prevent him from participating

in the Simulation Sessions.)

Because of conflicts of schedule (out-ofmtown conventions, etc.)

maw who wanted to participate could not. Originally, it had been

planned to schedule the first Session, the most crucial part of the ex

periment, for two alternate days so that the majority of the Facylty

could participate. However, the Abt Associates who evaluated the aas,

terials and planspfelt that the impact and seriousness of the activity

might be lessened if the Session were looked upon as a game that could

be played any time. Results and outcomes were important, and if the

game laeked sophistication, these could be ruined.

Therefore, the Session was scheduled for only one day. The

many College Departments cooperated so that at least one person from

each area would take part in Simiation Session I; in all 30 persons

participated in Simulation Session I. Since the Abt personnel co:wider

the maxima number for a good session to be between 30 and 35, it was

fortunate that the entire Faculty did not participate in the pilot run

of the gamed,



Immediate Evaluation

The Abt external criterion of a good Simulation Session is a

constant buzz of activity. This never ceased. Certain voices did

emerge as leader-voices, but there was constant inter- and intra-Team

communication. An interesting phenomenon (according to the Abt people)

occurred about an hour and a half after the Session began: Mbmbers of

the Administrator Team began "visiting" Faculty Teams to ask questions

and clarify issues. It seemed almost suddenly that this was no game;

this was serious business. It was almost difficult to end the Session

in order to vote on proposals and to conduct a de-briefing session

which is a most important part of any simulation activity.

The de-briefing revealed that persons had felt real responsi-

bility for the role randomly assigned them. Faculty further stated

that they experienced a type of exhaustion in realizing the many fac-

tors involved in making decisions, and many said that they had come to

the realization that compromise is a very important feature in "group.

participative" government activities.

These are remarks made by the Simulators in fairly immediate

feedback:

MWe'd like to do this again to plan for " (12)
"Highly productive activityl" (10)
"Why haven't we done this before?" (9)
"This is an unusually creative way to accomplish things." (8)

"Not a wasted moment. Certainly different than ordinary coma.
mittee work where so much time is wasted." (6)

"Best group dynamics Ilve ever observed, or in which I've ever
participated." (5)

"Exhaustingi I never worked so hard, or accomplished so much,
in such a short time before." 'JO

Unobtrusive Evaluation

Cte measure which seems to prove the Session was a SUCceSS iS

the way the word of the activity and its results spread throughout the



Campus in a very short time.

Although the Simulators were asked to return their packagesof

materials if they did not want them, none wereleft. This, too, would

seem to be an indicator of a positive feeling towards the activity.

Another positive attitude towards Simulation Session / showed

itself in that every member of the first Session volunteered to be

part of the one group of Faculty who would participate in Simulation

Session II during which Administrators would be present. There had

been some concern about getting volunteers for this, since many Fac-

ulty had said they would not attend the Simulation Sessions if Adminis-

trators were present. After Session I, this hesitation had obviously

disappeared.

Table 34 gives the results of answers to questions asked about

the Simulation Method used in this experiment; these questions were ins.

eluded in the abbreviated form of the "College Organization QUestion-

naire."

The 30 Simulators rank Simulation very high as a method for efm

feeting change. Table 34 shows that more than onemhalf of the group

rank it in the upper third of the scale.

"Possibility for creative thinking" is ranked the highest as a

specific value of Simulation. This is the only item that received mole

than one person's first choice. The next four choices range from 28 to

21 points. "Anonymity of each simulator" is the first of these; the

fifth one is similar to it: "Safety of each simulator." The Faculty

ranked Simulation in third place as a good way to experience another

person's point of view; and in fourth place, they consider Simulation

as a good problemmsolving approach,
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TABLE 31s

VALUE RATINGS OF SIMULATICU ACTIVITIES IN
EFFECTING CHANGE (Ns30)

General Value
Lonl 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9High

1 1 2 3 1 5 10 2 5

Specific Value 1 2 3 It 5

Weighted
Score

Possibility for creative
thinking . .

Anonymity of each simulator
Experience another s. point

vs .

of VieW a
Good problem.solving ap.
proach 6 II

Safety of each simulator
See total picture
Pre.planning facilitates so-
lutions * * *

Opportunity to speak one's mind

6 1 3 m 3
1 2 » 6 3

1 2 2 2 .

1 3 1 .
. 1 3 1 6

. 2 2
. 1 OM UN

a.ammworammarMull,'

Disadvanta es of Simulation

46
28

23

22
21
is
6
3

Lack of guarantee that results will
be used 0 0 9

Time consumed in preparation 4 0
Too much tine is needed . * *

Role is soon forgotten . . . *

Some people get side-tracked 0

Expense . . 0 0 41

Tense and exhausting 0 0

1111111111

7

5
* 5

& 3
3

0 3
. 4 1

The Faculty checked few disadvantages of Simulation as an ef»

fectiva method for promoting change. "Lack of guarantee that results

will be used" was checked seven times by approximately one.fourth of

the Simulators. One-sixth of the group rmAied that the tine consumed

in preparation was a disadvantage, as well as the tine taken for the

Session itself. The others; "Role is soon forgotten," "Sone people

get side-tracked," "Expense," and "Tense and exhausted" received three
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or fewer points. But several Faculty pointed out that any worth while

project is worth the time and expense necessary ferits completion.

The only negative remarks (and rather absolute ones) made, folio

lowed Simulation Session "EI; one of the Administrators who participated

in the second Session made these two statements:

1. "Problem-solving is time-consuming. I doubt simmlation

sessions are adequate in this regard."

2. "When people know each other so well, these fiole7 charac-

teristics are weakened immeasurably."

From these data, the fourth research hypothesis, The College

Faculty will rate the Simulation Method as an effective device in stim-

ulating interaction and participation in College policy- and decision*

making, seems to be proved.

Problem of Change

The descriptive hypotheses of this action research are not difie

ficult to prove. Tables 8 through 13 show clearly that the College had

few qualities of "community" in comparison with an "ideal" college.

The results of the CheckftList also show that the Faculty did not partici-

pate in very many areas of College government. The results of the Foto-

ulty Participation Profile (FPP) (Tables 30 and 31) likewise demon-.

strata that the Faculty were not very involved in College government and

that they wanted opportunities for greater participation.

However, the hypothesis, which states that there would be dem

grees of change in the College Eescription Profile, the Faculty Partici.,

pation Profile, and the CheckwList, is harder to prove. There is some

evidence of change among the total contract Faculty bleause of greator

optimism shown by the male Faculty.. Other than that, there is little
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change; in fact, there is quite a regression among the nonsecontract fe-

male Faculty. Few significant differences occur between averages of

the College characteristics rated before and after the Sessions.

The raw scores of the Faculty Participation Profile indicate

somewhat more promising conditions after the experiment. Mean scores

also are all higher after the Simulation Sessions, but only the total

means oflideaP and desired.participation are significant.

The seemingly nebulous effects of the "successful* Simulation

Sessions (described as such by the Faculty during interviews and in the

questionnaires, as well as in the amount of work accomplished toward

the completion of The Council of the College) might be explained by an

interesting paradigm of change described and validated by King and

Ripton. They see the process of change ae a four-step reaction pro-

cess:

1. Interpretation
2. Stress
le Accommodation or Disorganization

4. Reorganizationl

Applying this paradigm to the present situation might help ex-

plain the results of the study. Raving more or less negatively 'linter-

prated', College government and Faculty participation, a Nstressw pat-

tern emerges. This is evident in Faculty reluctance to answer personal

data questions and their need for assurance that Administrators would

not be present at Simulation Session I.

At this point, either waccommodation" or waisorganization"

could occur; the data which do not provy much change indicate that diem

,1111.01=1081011110111111111MOISOMONN11111111111111111011011M11101111014110111.ftwallNI4111111NIM

1Allan J. C. Xing and R. A. Ripton, "A Paradigm for Change:

Reaction to Innovation in a Teachers' College (paper presented at the

sixth Canadian Conference on Educational Research, Ste. Foy, Quebec,

June, 1968), pp. las2; 15.
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organisation is taking place. Theoretically, at least, "reorganisation"

is now taking place. The paradigm as'adapted to this study is por-

trayed in Figure 3.

Change
Fig. Reaction Process Paradigm for a College Attempting

College
X

Interpretation of
Change

Accommodation
-Immediate

Stress
Personal
Anxiety

Accommodation
-Stress

Resolved

V
College X
No Change

*Adapted from King and Riptan, p. 16.

1

Disorganisation
-Stress Unresolved
System in Flux

V

Reorganisation
-System

Redefined
4,

College X
Change

Although this sounds pessimistic, King and Ripton state that

social systems will undergo fundamental change if and only if
negative interpretation, stress, disorganization, and reorganisa-
tian occur.1

And these stages are in evidence at the College where the Simu-

lation Sessions were conducted. Therefore, if King and Ripton are

right, then fundamental change is possible on this particular campus.

11ing, "A Paradigm for Change," p. 3.



CHAPTKR III

SUMMARY AND MOOMMENDATIONS

1thodology

/n this research study carried on during an academic year on a

college campus, a simulation method was used as a technique to make a

faculty more sensitive to their responsibility in areas or college govm

ernment. This method was also used in an attempt to promote faculty

participatian in administrative planning and decisionmmaking.

Since appropriate simulation materials were not available,

these had to be developed and evaluated before the project could be inm

Mated.

The Simulation Materials for the first Session were adapted

from a planning game used earlier by Clark C. Abt. Two of his associm

ates critically analyzed these, made a few recommendations, and conm

ducted the Session.

The Materials for the second Session were somewhat similar to

the first set of materials except for the inclusion of Faculty-develm

oped proposals resulting from the activities of Simulation Session I.

These Materials were also scrutinized and approved by the same Abt perm

sonnel.

The proposals which utre refined during Simulation Session II

were sent to the College Administration, who, in turn, gave them over

to an already established Committee that had as its tadk the reorganim

zation of College government policies. This final group adapted them

89
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to the particular needs of the College, created a new Organisational

Chart) and submitted their work to the Administrators) Faculty, and

Students of the College for their approval.

Measurement instruments were not.available either; it was nec-

essary to construct some which would provide profiles of an "ideal"

college) the pre- and postmSimulation College, Faculty participation

and personal data. The measurement instruments, already having conos

tent validity, had built into them means to determine concurrent.validge

ity and reliability. -These were proved by wellwirecognised methods:

factor analysis and correlation procedures.

The research design was the familiar onemegroup pretest-posttest

design* The Faculty who completed the measurement instruments were

representative of the total Faculty. Although not everyone could par.,

ticipate in the Simulation Sessions, Faculty and Administrators of all

departments and offices were represented. This group was also repre-

sentative of the total Faculty. The total Faculty and Administrators

were kept well informed of the progress being made throughout the ex-

periment. All had an opportunity to respond to the final proposal, The

Council of the College, before the posttest was administered.

The major problem of the researdh project was to explore the

effectiveness of a simulation method in promoting Faculty participation

in College government* In general, the success of this method Ws

proved. Theoretically, radical changes were introduced by the Ad Hoc

Committee whioh developed The Council of the College* This new Council,

replacing the former Administrative Council, provides for participation

in College government in a much more representative way than the tradim

tianal committee had; the latter was composed of ex officio and Adminm
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istratormappointed members. The Council of the College includes six

Administrators by virtue of their offices; but the Faculty members on

the Council are all elected, five by and from the Faculty-atwalarge, and

one elected by the Faculty Senate; two Student members elected by the

Students are also on the Council.

The Council of the College is defined as a decisionmmaking body

in all areas that concern the College as a whole, subject, of course,

to the approval of the President and the Board of Trustees. Before

this, the Administrative Council was considered only as a committee

which made recommendations to the President.

The Organizational Chart proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee is

quite revolutionary compared to the static, vertical line one formelly

in use. The new circular, intersecting chart shows an organization

with involvement by all persons in it.

Radical changes in actual practice are more difficult to deter-

mine. Before the experiment, the Faculty were asked to describe an

"ideal" college. The profile that emerged proves that the Faculty of

this particular College consider an "ideal" college to be one that has

strong qualities of "community." These eight "community" characterism

tics of the 12 that could have been chosen seem most important and have

average ratings above .50:

People intrinsically important (3.80),

Community of scholars (3,31),

Representative democratic structure (2.75),

PUrpose more than the graduate (204),

Personal relationships (103)2

Oroupmoriented faculty (.75),
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Importance of consensus (.72), and

Feelirg of togetherness (.70),,

2%w "bureaucratic" characteristics, considered essential for an

"ideal" college, received comparable ratings; of the 11 that could have

been selected, only three have averages above .50:

Formally established rules and regulations governing adainis-

trative decisions (1441).

Clear.cut division of labor (.79), and

High degree of specialisation (.69).

Using the same method to develop a profile of the College,

eight "community" characteristics are found to have averages above .50,

but there is a definite differenee in these averages compared to the

averages of "ideal" ratinge:

People intrinsically important (2.06),

Personal relationships (1.69)

Purpose more than the graduate (1.49),

Faculty members know each other well (l.44),

Representative democratic structure (.89)0

Community of scholars (.79),

Roles not too differentiated (.56), and

Group-oriented faculty (.54).

Seven of the 11 "bmxeaueratic" characteristics have averages

above .50; the fifth and sixth ones are almost the same as the last two

of the "bureaucratic" characteristics listed for an "ideal"

But the first four stand well above the "ideal" averages for these charm

acterietics, and the last ane has an average which is less than half of

tho average rating given it for en "ideal" college:

Hierarchy of authority (1.98),
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Selfworiented faculty (1.11),

Bureaucratic organisation (1.23)0

Purpose is the graduate (00),

High degree of specialisation (.75),

Clear-cut division of labor (.74), and

Formally established rules and regulations governing adminis-
trative deel lions (.59).

After the experiment, although nine of the 12 "community" char4

acteristics have averages above .50, there is not too much change in

the direction of an "ideal" college, except for the addition of "impor-

twice of consensus" which has an average comparable to that of the

"ideal";

People intrinsically important (1.49)0

Purpose more than the graduate (143),

Personal relationships (1.38),

Faculty members know each other well (1.11)0

Informal communication (1.03),

Representative democratic structure (1.02),

Community of scholars (.74),

Importance of consensus (.70), and

Roles not too differentiated (.69).

"Bureaucratic" characteristics seem mmre dominant after the exim

periment than before:

Hierarchy of authority (248),

Formally established rules and regulations governing adminis-
trative decisions (1.13),

Bureaucratic organisation (1.03),

Purpose is the graduate (.98),
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Businessmlike relationships (.98),

Self-oriented faculty (.90),

Administrators impersonal in contacta with faculty and other
administrators (.82), and

Clearly-circumscribed authority (.66).

There are, however, many indicatians that the Faculty have be-

come more sensitive to what their role in College government could or

should be.

In describing their awn participation before the experiment,

28 replied that their participation was very law; only faar considm

ered their participation very high. After the experiment, the number

considering personal participation very low dropped to 18; very high

participation increased by only one.

However, something quite different appears in studying Faculty

replies to Hideal" and desired Faculty participation in College govoi

ernment. Before and after the experiment, only two and one, respec-

tively, stated that Ilideal" participation shauld be very low. But, alas

though only 23 considered Itideal" participation as very high before the

experiment, the number changes to 36 after the experiment. In respond

ing to the first questionnaire, nine said they desired very low partic

ipation; this number dropped to two in the responses to the second

questionnaire. Only 13 wanted very active participation before the ex

periment; the nuMber changed to 27 afterward.

It would seem, then, that even though the total College Governs'

ment Profile has not changed too much, the Faculty attitudes about their

responsibility in College government have changed. The assumption, that

given the opportunity, Faculty members will want an active role in par-

ticipating in the planning and administering of the policies which
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govern them, has been prayed.

Specific PIndings

Data cross-sorted by sex and contractmetatus, age groups, or

"liberals" versus "conservatives" are fairly consistent in their agree.*

ment about an "ideal" college. In describing the College, a difference

appears among the age-groups; the younger group ranks "Community" charm

acteristics much higher than the older group; whereas, the older group

ranks "bureaucratic" characteristics higher. There are even greater

differences between the "liberal" and "conservative" groups; the "lib..

erals" show the greatest difference in that they rate the lower 11

characteristics much higher than the first 12, which is quite different

from the choices of the "conservatives." This indicates that the "cons.

servativys" consider the College to be much may like an "ideal" one

than the "liberals" do.

Comparisons within Faculty sub-groups of the first five College

Description Profile (CDP) characteristics, rated much higher for an

"ideal" college by the Faculty than the others were, should prove to be

an interesting addition to this summary.

To make the discussion easier to follow, these five character-

istics are listed here (whan they are mentioned in the following panto,

graphs, they will be referred to as the first, second, third, fourth,

or fifth)t

1. People intrinsically important (C),

2. Community of scholars (C),

3. Representative democratic structure (0),

4, Purpose more than the graduate (0), and

5. Formally established rules and regulations governing admin.
istrative decisions (B).
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The male Faculty ratings of these characteristics for the Col-

lege before and after the Simulation Sessions are not significantly

different. However, the t-test values for the first, second, and third

characteristics compared to the "ideal" ratings have dropped from the

.01 level before Simulation to the .05 level after Simulation.

Again, the ratings of these five by the non-contract female

Faculty have not changed after the Simulation Sessions. The tostests

between the two College ratings compared to the "ideal" remain well be»

yond the .01 level for the first three after the Sessions. Nb evidence

of change towards the "ideal" is evident among the 'non-contract Faculty;

in fact, a more pessimistic situation is described by them.

The contract female Faculty rated the third characteristic much

higher after Simulation, to the extent that a significant difference

(beyond the .05 level) is found between the ratings before and after

the Sessions. The fourth and fifth College characteristic ratings,

significantly different (beyond the 05 level) before Simulation, has

dropped below the significance level after the Sessions. The first

characteristic's rating, formerly below significance, is now quite difes

ferent from the "ideal" (beyond the *01 level). The rating for the

aecond one has come closer to the "ideal," but it is still significant-

ly different well beyond the .01 level.

The age group, 31 to 45, has neither changed in any of these

five ratings significantly, nor have any differences moved from one

level of significance to another*

The same can be said of the age group, 46 and over, with one

exception. The difference between the College and "ideal" ratings of

the first characteristic before Simulation was significant beyond the
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.05 level; it is significantly different beyond the .01 level after

Simulation.

The "conservative" Faculty's ratings of the first and second,

significantly different

different beyond the

beyond the .05 level before Simulation, are

.01 level after the Sessions. No significant difm

ferences exist before or after the Simulation Sessions for the third,

fourth, or fifth C

The diffe

first College an

to non -signifi

the third one

Simulation.

ollege characteristics compared to "ideal" ratings.

rence between the "liberal" Faculty's ratings of the

d "ideal" characteristic has dropped from the .05 level

cance after Simulation; similarly, the difference between

s dropped from the .01 level to non-significance after

No significant differences occur between the College and

"ideal" characteristics for the second, fourth, or fifth ones, either

before o

in Col

the

/MC

Se

after the Simulation Sessions.

A more positive picture of Faculty Willingness to participate

lege government appears after the experimental treatment. All

acuity sub-groups, sex, age, "conservatives" and "liberals," are

h more willing to participate than they were before the Simulation

seions.

The findings of the study indicate that a simulation technique

can be a key method in strengthening the possibilities of "community"

or "group-participative" government as a pattern of organization for a

college. The College Faculty, not only wyre able to expedite their

work of reorganizing College planning and decisionomaking policies as

discussed earlier, but they also rated Simulation as an effective de-

vice for promoting change.

Only 13 per cent of those who actively participated in the
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Simulation Sessions considered their value as very low in comparison

with 57 per cent who considered them yery valuable in effecting change.

One of the assumptions made prior to the study was that persons

involved in a simulation activity experience fewer perscmal risks in

making decisians and suggestions than they would in regular committees.

This seems well established by the efficient proposals developed in

such a short time. This is further proved by the fact that, although

the Faculty had refused to have Administrators present at Simulation

Session /, they (the Faculty) all volunteered to be participants at

Simulation Seesion II during which time Aftinistrators would be present.

The Faculty evaluated Simulation as a valuable and agreeable

method for use in promoting "groupmparticipative" government and interm

action between themselves and the Administration.

It was hypothesised, that having had a positive experience with

Simulation, there wauld be a carrymove; into the real life of the Fac-

ulty; this seems to have been well proved by the work accomplished by.

the Ad Hoc Committee. It should be noted, too, that this group took

the added risk of including Students in The Council of the College.

Before the Simulation Sessions, the idea of including Students and Adm

ministrators in the experiment had been vetoed with a resounding NM

Weaknesses and Strengths

The weaknesses of this study are probably similar to any acm

tion research study. The task of developing and evaluating materials

and instrumente to determine their effectiveness really amounts to two

studies, rather than one.

Another weakness is in timing each event; the many diverse in-

cidents which will occur despite the best planning can, and will,
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cause difficulties in attendance at meetings such as are necessary in

this type of study. Unforeseen incidents occurring almost simmltaneaus-

ly with the distribution of questionnaires will cause problems of how

to judge the objectiveness with which they were answered.

A weakness pointed out by the Simulators and others is the lack

of any guarantee that the results will be used. However, this is a

risk agy committee runs into in presenting new ideas.

Perhaps, too, such action research studies should be tested in

localities where the author is unknown. However, being known can also

be a strength. There exists a certain amount of trust-among Colleagues

which can prove to be most beneficial to a study. The Faculty of this

particular College had been told too often how others were doing

things, and, frankly, they seemed to take pride in the fact that one of

their own had ideas which were original and had not come from one of

the surrounding colleges or universities.

However, it is deemed a strength to have had others, in this

case, game experts, evaluate and conduct the Simulation Sessions.

Other strengths of this Simulation study are the opportunities

that were afforded to the College Faculty for creative thinking and for

experiencing a more total picture of College problems, and, in particuso

lazy, College government. So maw Faculty mentioned that they had never

really been able to see the Administrator viewpoint, nor the somewhat

different relationships of cantract and non.00ntract Faculty (members

of the religious order which operates the College) to the College.

Another strength that is quite evident in this study is the

productivity that is possible in a comparatively short span of time.

It is true that much preparation is necessary beforehand, but the actual
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output is greater than that of most committees.

Simmlation has proved itself to be a most valuable technique in

providing an opportunity to a group of pers

sophisticated method of change.

Future Studies and

Although the technique worked

it can only be considered a beginnin

ness of Simulation in more general

systems, the game should be used

One area in which the

worth would be on campuses wh

ingful ways could be found

before the unrest became

the use of Simulation

or groupeparticipat

to use in determin

student requests

and faculty,

one who needed a quick, 7et

Approaches

well in this particular Odllege,

g. To really prove the effectivee

ways in other colleges and/or school

again and reeevaluated.

use of the technique could be of great

ere student unrest is emerging. If meanie

to involve students in college government

unmanageable, much good could occur. Since

has proved that it can help promote Ncommunity"

ive" government, it would seem a logical approach

ing the most efficient and practical ways in meeting

for greater interaction with college administrators

In future studies, it would not seem necessary to use the exe

tensive me

tions of

put in

more

asurement procedures used in this study. QUalitative descripe

structures in operation before the use of Simulation and those

to operation after its use would probably be as effective, if not

effective. A type of content analysis could be used to analyse

these descriptions,

An instrument, similar to the Faculty Participation Profile

(FPP) used in this study, to determine problem areas would seem to be

sufficient. This would give whoever is organising simmlation materials

the necessary information to make the setting relevant, This same PPP
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could be distributed later to measure what effect simulation had in the

accomplishment of the objectives decided upon before the session.

Climate and organisational scales have their place, bmt the

length of time before the final measurement would have to be extended

until a college would have had time to fmlty implement the new strue

tures.

It does not sees imperative, either, to have more than one wellw

conducted simulation session. If this session could be participated in

by all the concerned persons, one good simulation session could be the

catalyst which would produce all the tentative solutions utilised later

by the group(s) empawered to adapt them to a current situation.

To be more sophisticated, future studies could include probabilm

ity event chains which would allow administrators and faculties to see

the predicted consequences of alternate decisions. any of these, esm

pecially those involving financial matters, enrollment, class schedule*

ing$ and the like could be computerised.

Simulation has much to offer college administrators, if, and

when, they are informed of its potentiality. It is hoped that tAs

study and its dissemination sill alert many to the advantages of using

simulation als a rational technique in preekoting changes of all types on

college campuses.



APPSNDIX A. I

SIMULATION ROLES



Role Description:

College Faculty Member (1)

You are S. White, Th.D., teaching in the social sciences in

a private liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. You

are a member of the religious community that conducts the College.

You have the rank of Professor and have been at the College for

tatelLitass, and have been a member of the religious community for

thirty years. You consider the Co13sieryourime. You are not

concerned about tenure, insurance, faculty salary scales, etc.

You want to participate in the determination of curricular

programs and the establishment of academic standards.
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Role Description:

goagge Factatyitst (2)

You are S. Blue, 14.A., teaching professional courses in

a private liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area.

You are a member of the religious, community that conducts the

College. You have the rank of Instructor and have been at the

College for five mrp, and a wember of the religious community

for fifteen years. You are not overly concerned about personal

tenure, insurance, but are concerned about the lay faculty's

position in these areas.
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Role Description:

Wamp Faculty Ebmber (3)

You are Professor Jones, M.A., teaching professional courses

in a private liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area.

The College is conducted by a religious community. You are an

Associate Professor holding tenure, you have been at the College

for twelve years. You plan to make your career one of teaching

at the College.

You do not want to increase your administrative tasks and feel

there is plenty of paperwork for teachers now. A teacher's job is

to teach.



Role Description:

College Faculty Member (4)

You are Professor Green, Ph.D., teaching science in a private

liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The college

is conducted by a religious community. You are a full Professor,

holding tenure; you have been at the College for ten years. You

are presently a departmental chairman; you have every intention of

making your life career one of teaching at the College.

As an administration appointee, you feel you represent the

administration to the faculty, and as a faculty member, you feel

you represent the faculty to the administration, You are very

concerned with the quality of the studev,t today and the teaching

staff.
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Role Description:

College Faculty 14,ember (5)

You are Professor Brown, 14.A., teaching English in a private

liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The College

is conducted by a religious community. You are an Assistant

Professor holding tenure; you have been at the College for five

years. You hope to be promoted to Associate Professor tnis year.

When you have attained that rank, you plan to move on to a7other

college.

Unless some dramatic changes are made in the growth and

development of the college, you will go through with your plans.



Role Description:

gaiLeAt_DS/iLLYJIElla (6)
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You are J. Doe, M.A., teaching professional courses in a

private liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The

College is conducted by a religious community. You are an Instructor;

you do not have tenure. This is your third year at the College. You

like it, but have not taught at any other College. You hope to be

promoted to Assistant Professor; you are not too sure of your future

plans.

You would like to see greater faculty participation in faculty

evaluation, promotion and tenure, and departmental organization. You

will stay at the College if you can determine your own future role.



-oleDescription:

College Faculty Mamber (7)

You are J. Smith, M.A., teaching mathematics in a private

liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The College

is conducted by a religious community. You are an Instructor.;

you do not have tenure since this is your first year at the College.

You like it here, and would not mind making uurcareer here.

As a recent college graduate you are most concerned with the

student life and with the course offerings.
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Role Description:

College Faculty Member (8)
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You are Professor Black, Ph.D., teachivg history in a private

liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The College

is conducted by a religious community. You are an Associate Professor

holding tenure; you have been at the College for eight years and would

like to make teaching at this College a career,

In fact, you would like working in an administrativeloosition.

You feel that the best administrators are those with teaching

experience and, therefore, teachers should be able to acquire

administrative experience before taking on such positions. You want

the faculty to actively engage in administrative decisions and policy

making.



Role Description:

collqatAkiskItFISEE (1)
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You are S. Gray, Ph.D., the President of a private liberal arts

college located in a metropolitan area. You are a member of the reli-

g_isio_comunity that conducts the College. You had taught in this same

College before assuming the Presidency. You have been and are sympa-

thetic witn faculty concerns, but now you must try to see all these

matters in their place in the total picture of the College.

The Administration and Faculty Manual (pp. 10-11) further explains

the duties of the President:

The President of the College, appointed by the Board of Trustees, shell

hold office at the pleasure of the Board and shall be responsible only

to the Board.

As chief executive officer, the President's duties shall be:

(a) to be the exclusive official medium of communication between the

Faculty and the Board and between the students and the Board, sub-

ject to such exception as the Board may provide;

(b) to prepare and submit to the Board of Trustees an annual report on the

conditions of the College and any recommendations that may be expedien:;

(c) to approve the annual budget for recommendation to the Board of Trustee;s;

(d) to act as chairman, ex officio, of the Administrative Council;

(e) to recommend to the Board for ratification all appointments to admin-

istration and faculty; all promotions, salary scales, leaves of absence

and sabbaticals, tenure, retirement and dismissals;

(f) to determine salaries in accordance with the established salary scale

and make special faculty assignments;

(g) to be responsible for the discipline of the College through the Dean of

Student Personnel Services and to exercise final authority in the case

of serious student or personnel problems.

(h) to exercise general responsibility for all fund-raising enterprises;

(i) to affix signature to certain instruments including contractual obli-
gations and degrees and as the Board may so authorize the President;

(j) to represent the College to the general public, to accrediting agencies
and other educational organizations which are general, rather than
specific, in scope;

(k) to be a member, ex officio, of all administrative committees.



Role Description:

College Administrator (2)

You are L. Person, a member of the Board of Trustees of a private

liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The College is

conducted by a religious community. Your responsibility to the College

is somewhat ambiguous; you are supposed to be an active member of that

body which operates as the final institutional authority. But, as a

lay wmber of the Board, you are not always sure of your position and

tend to taks the lead from the religious members.

It is the Board's responsibility to formulate and determine

general policies which are deemed necessary for the development and

administration of the College.



Role Description:

Cone e Administrator (3)
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You are S. Mason, Ph.D., the Academic Dean of a private liberal arts

college located in a metropolitan area. You are a member of the religious

community that conducts the College.

As chief academic officer of the College, under the President,

directly responsible for academic affairs, the Academic Dean:

(a) directs the development of the total college curriculum;

(b) provides leadership in the formation of academic and admission

policies;

(c) supervises instruction and other aspects of college life which

promote the academic welfare of students;

(d) determines faculty academic assignments and makes recommendations

for the appointment of administrative staff, and the appointment

and promotion of faculty; approves faculty requests for unciev-

taking a moderate amount of outside employment;

(e) acts as advisor to the President and discharges her duties

during her absence;

(f) provides for the academic counseling of students;

(g) approves candidates for academic degrees and honors;

(h) submits an annual report on academic affairs to the President;

(i) makes application to the Hichigan State Board of Education for

the certification of teachers;

(j) is ex officio member of all academic committees;

(k) makes long-range plans for the improvement of the academic area
and conducts the research necessary for the evaluation of present
programs and the designing of new ones;

(1) edits the college catalog, faculty handbook, and other academic
publications;

(m) directs the continuing education program;

(n) plans and directs the summer session*



Role Description:

ColleRe Administrator (4)
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You are T. Max, LA., the Controller of a private liberal arts

college located in a metropolitan area. The College is conducted by a

religious community.

The Controller is the chief business and financial officer of the

College, and is responsible, under the President, for all business and

financial activities of the College. Specific responsibilities are the

following:

(a) formulates and recommends general financial policies of the

institution;

(b) engages primarily in formulating business policies, developing

operating procedures and coordinating business operations;

(c) defines the work of all administrative staff people engaged

in business management;

(d) assists the President with the preparation of the institutional

budget. Presents the annual budget and other financial data to

the Board of Trustees, and exercises the necessary budget controls;

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(i)

supervises the accounting and budgetary functions;

supervises the collection of revenue and disbursement of funds;

reports the financial position of the College to the President;

oversees the College's investments and with authorization makes

required disbursements;

supervises the procurement activities (purchase of all supplies

and services);

reviews and approves all contracts and grants (both governmental

and non-governmental); prepares related budgets and handles

negotiations;

supervises the management of the College bookstore, the Student

Center, and maintenance operations;

manages building construction activities.



Role Description:

gOlmitAlgaliglatm (5)
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You are L. Terry, M.A., the Vice-President for Develomeat at a pri-

vate liberal arts college located in a metropolitan area. The College is

conducted by a religious community.

The Vice President for Development is responsible to the President

for direction, coordination, and implementation of all programs directly

or indirectly related to the procurement of financial support from all

sources for the accomplishment of the objectives and plans for the Colleges

He has primary responsibility for establishing and maintaining posi-

tive external relationships for the College with its publics, and to this

end directs, coordinates, and implements programs and materials released

to public, community, government, corporate, and alumni constituencies.

Among his specific duties are:

(a) to develop, plan, coordinate, implement, and evaluate all programs
designed to procure financial support for the achievement of the
objectives of the College;

(b) to develop, plan, coordinate, implement, and evaluate all programs
designed to bring the objectives, programs, and plans of the College
to the attention of its publics;

(c) to maintain an accurate and adequate record system for donations
received, and institute and maintain efficient procedures for gift
acknowledgment;

(d) to cooperate with the Controller in synchronizing fund-raising efforts
with budgeted or planned financial requirements;

(e) to provide technical and professional editorial assistance as requested;

(0 to cooperate with faculty members in the development and implementation
of sponsored research and grant proposals for submission to foundationc,
businesses, 'associations, or governmental agencies;

(g) to conduct surveys, studies, and programs designed to increase the
development information available to the College for decision-yoking
purposes;

(11) to conduct programs designed to maintain an active and continuously
growing alumni organization;

(i) to complete all assignments at the request of the President which are
in keeping with the duties of the office and within the capabilities
of its resources and talent.



Role Description:

Colleae Administrator (6)
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You are S. Data, M.A., the Registrar of a prtvate liberal arts college

located in a metropolitan area. You are a member of the religious community

that conducts the College.

The Registrar reports directly to the Academic Dean. Specific

responsibilities are the following:

(a) develops with the officers of Recruitment and Admissions, adminis-
trative procedures designed to effect a smooth transition from
applicant to registered student;

(b) organizes and maintains office procedures affecting records and
data processing, coordinating such functions with the Controller's
Office, Recruitment, and Admissions Office, Ind the Office of the

Academic Dean;

(c) plans, in cooperation with the Academic Dean, the fall, spring,
and summer course offerings; constructs the faculty and class

schedules for these terms and assigns classroom space;

(d) prepares the official final examination schedule;

(e) plans and directs registrations;

(f) prepares class lists, grade sheets, grade point averages, regular

enrollment reports, academic calendar and additional institutional

reports as needed or requested;

(g) verifies for the approval of the Academic Dean all candidates for
academic honors and for graduation;

(h) issues grade reports and transcripts according to college regulations.



APPENDIX A. II

SIMULATION SESSION I



CONTENTS OF EACH PACKAGE:

Individual Role Description (See Appendix A.I.)

Simulator Roles

Team Objectives

Starting Instructions for Faoulty Teams

or Starting Instructions for Administrator Teams

Simulator Sequence of Activities

Faculty-Partictpation Planning Form

or Scoring Sheet for Administrator Teams

Final Returns for Faculty Teams

or Final Returns for Administrator Teams

Summary of 1966 AAUP Statement of College Government

Name Tag

Paper

Pencil
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NAME

1) S. White

2) S. Blue MA

3) P. Jones MA

SIMULATOR ROLES IN FACULTY-
..

PARTICIPATION PLANNING FACULTY TEAMS

PhD 2rof.

4) P. Green

5) P. Brown

6) J. Doe

PhD

10

4,4
rx4
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14 0 W 4.1 0
0 0 0 W0 al4.144

0
bI

W C.) 14 W W
= 0 RS rI

rg 4$1 rg W 0
04 t...4

Soc. Yes N/A N/A
Sci.

Instr. Pro- tYes

fes-
onal

ssoc.

rof.

I 1

rrof. .Sci.

MA Asst. 1Eng. No

Prof. 1

MA
Les-
sional!

7) J. Smith MA lInstr. Math. :NO

1

1

8) P. Bladk PhD
'Assoc. Aist. I No

No

No

N/A N/A

Yes I Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes Maybe

Other Remarks

20 1Not overly concerned
1

labout tenure, insur-
lance, etc.

5 !Not personally con-
;cerned about tenure,
!etc.

12 I

10

3 iNot certain of future
'plans.

5

1

8 .Would like an Adminis-
trative Po s it ion.

N/A: Not Applicable

ADMINISTRATOR TEAMS

1) S. Gray, PhD. President, Member of Religious Community

L. Person Lay Member of the Board of Trustees

3) S. Mason, Phrt Academic Dean, Member of Religious Cammunity

4) T. Max, MA Controller
5) L. Terry, MA Vice-President for Development

6) S. Data, MA Registrar, Member of Religious Community



Ob'ectives
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Achievement of the greatest 'net Faculty-Participation product' within

the constraints imposed by the Administrator Teams. 'Net Faculty-

Participation product' is arbitrarily defined as the sum of the values

of the participation problems weighted by their 'quality'.

Value is defined by the rank of the problem derived from the responses

of the faculty to the Faculty Organization Questionnaire. The quality

will be determined by the averaged evaluation made by the members of the

Administrator Teams, measured on a 10-point scale. Each Faculty Team

competes by means of their plans for the highest 'net Faculty-Partici-

pation' score.

When a faculty member's plan for one of the faculty-participation areas

i§a_aceptellei_gins', that is, he counts the points given as his on

his planning form.

Administrator Teams

Identification of the largest possible number of realistic objections or

implausibilities in the 'gross Faculty-Participation product' output of

the Faculty input plans.

The Administrator Team members cam

be the rinci

ete with one another b seekinz_to

al source of reductions in ross Facult Partici.ation

Emalmstl_t2_thp_latt_aultmle_ct5isiaittkal_Rmokef

In this session, the Administrator Team is actively critical, and the

Administrator Team member realistically disallowing the most gross Faculty-

Participation product wins. To discourage arbitrary and unrealistic dis-

allowances, and to obtain a record of such disallowances useful for post-

session analysis, all disallowances will be justified by a one-page

written argument.
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Startin Instructions to Faculty Teams

Read the Player Roles, statement of Team Objectives and the table,

SkulatoLlesuence of Activities. Examine the blank Faculty-Partici-

pation Planning Form. Your team has one hour to complete this Planning

Form and a half page of written backup explanations for each descriptive

category. The completed Planning Form and backup explanations constitute

your team's Faculty-Participation Plan, and is immediately submitted at

the end of the hour to the Administrator Teams. These Administrator

Teams also receive competing Faculty-Participation Plans from your

competitor Faculty Teams. The team with the greatest averaged score

on its Faculty-Participation Plan 'wins'.

To give you a basis for beginning the planning effort at once, assume

the current state of Faculty-Participation at your College. The Areas

of Faculty-Participation listed on the Planning Form were taken from

suggestions of College Faculty. In the packet, you have also been

given a summary of the AAUP "Statement on Government of Colleges and

Universities." RTember, however, you have only one, hour,.and.then

you must describe each of the solutions substantively in a half page

handwritten explanation.

To speed your planning effort, the simulator in the role of S. White

will act as team chairman. It is suggested that one way to assure

completion of your plan in time is to divide the labor by assigning

players in specific roles to specific planning functions. These then

would be presented to the group for changes and/or approval.

During the second and third periods, continue clarification of your

proposals. See the aeguence of Activities for general activity.

In summary:

(1) Assume your role

(2) Follow the "Simulator Sequence of Activities."

First Period: Propose solutions

Second Period: Clarify solutions in response to
Administrator Objectives

Third Period: Defend any nacessary solutions

(3) Follow the 'Final Returns from Administrator Teams."
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Starting Ir..)..uctions for Administrator Teams

Read the list of Player Roles, Team Objectives, table of Simulator
Seguence of Activities, and Facultx:_-Partici.onPlaninForm.
While the Faculty Teams are formulating their plans during the first
hour, it is your function to generate realistic problems in one-half
page written statements to give them in response to their plans.
These should be submitted as one-half page written statements as
soon as they are thought of.

During the second hour you will continue to evaluate clarified
proposals from the Faculty Teams and finally determine tbe better
plans and give reasons for the selection.

To speed your planning effort, the simulator in the role of the
Controller will act as team chairman.

Each administrator rates each faculty team proposal on a scale of
1-10; total averages give the final score. These are recorded on
the "Scoring Sheet for Faculty-Participation Planning".

In summary:

(1) Assume your role

(2) Follow the "Simulator Sequence of Activities"
First Period: Prepare Criteria
Second Period: Evaluate Faculty Team proposals

and introduce further problems
Third Period: Determine the better plane

(3) Prepare scoring sheet

(4) Follow the "Final Returns from Administrator Teams".
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1:00-1:15

1:15-1:45

DETAILED SIMULATION SCHEDULE

Simulators are briefed, they read game materials
and introduce Lhemselves.

Administration Team works out ranking criteria
taking into account trade-offs, feasibility,
and general objectives with respect to faculty
parti cipat on.

1:154:20 Faculty Teams decide which issues and clusters
of issues they wish to work on. Dtvide into
3 or 4 groups - each taking some issues.

1:20-1:35 Faculty Teams work on their assigned issues and
develop tentative plans.

1:354:45 Faculty Teams integrate their p?,ans and submit
first draft to Administration Team.

1:45-2:15 Administration Team evaluates the three faculty
teamst plans.

1:45-2:15 Faculty work out how acceptance or rejection
of their plans would affect their commitment to
the college, allocation of their time and energy,
and their general life style at the college.

2:15-2:30 Administration Team gives an oral presentation
of its evaluations of the three faculty plans.

2:30-3:00 gacuiALL_reaxas work on second draft of their plans,

2:30-3:00 Administration Team works on its own plan for
faculty participation using the objectives dis-
cussed during the first half hour.

3:00-3:40 Each Faculty Team and Administration Team gtves a
ten minute presentation of final plan.

3:40 Total asseMbly vote, for the one most acceptable
plan.

3:40-4:00 Simulators are debriefed.



Period

First Hour

Second Hour

Third Hour

""

SIMULATOR SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES

Simulation Session I

Faculty Teams Administrator Teams
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Each team proposes ways
of implementing faculty
participation in college
government as suggested
from the lists provided
to them.

Each team prepares criteria
to evaluate the desirability
and consequences of the plans
which will be proposed by the
Faculty Teams.

Faculty Teams clarify Administrator Teams evaluate
their proposals. at the the proposals and introduce
requests of the Adminis- further problems.
trator Teams for more
information.

Faculty Team defend and Administrator Teams determine
explain their plans to which plans are better and
the Administrator Teams. why.

Finally, eadh Team, Faculty and Administrator, selects one person who

would be willing to participate in Simulation Session II as a member

of the Faculty Team; the Administrator Team at that time will bc

composed of actual Administrators. The Simulation Session II shouldl

not last longer than one and e half hours. It is scheduled for later

next month.
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FACULTY-PARTICIPATION PLANNING FORM

Areas of Desired Faculty-
Participation

---

Value Most Efficient Way to
Accomplish Faculty-
Participation in These
Areas

.

Faculty
Score

-..

College Growth and Develop-
ment: Goals, Expansion

10

Curricular Programs and
Offerings

9

Administrative Policies
and Major Changes

7

Academic Standards
of the College

5

Promotion and Tenure

Organization of Depart-
gent, Election of Chairman

4
1

Selection of Administrative'
Officials

2

Budget Planning 1

Education1. Policies 1

Evaluation of Faculty 1

,

1

Student Life 1

It is not necessary to find solutions to all the areas of desired
faculty-participation. Give consideration to the values.

.......



SCORING SHEET FOR

FACULTY-PARTICIPATION PLANNING
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Areas of Desir4
Faculty Particil
pation 1Va1ueiPres.1

!

....

i

Ruality scores assigned by
leach Administrator member

Average
QualitylQuality
Score

.

Average

iScore X
Value

Vice-
Pres

Dean Reg, Contr/Bd.of Tr.

College growth i

and development:1
goals, expansion 10

Curricular pro-
grmns and
offerings 9 .

Administrative
policies and'
major changes 7

Academic stan-
dards of the
college

Promotion and
tenure 1

!

1

4 1

........

Organization
of department:
election of
chairmen

.

I

Selection of
administrative
officials

.

.

2 .

Budget
Plannin:
Education 1
Policies

,

1
.

1

Evaluation of .

Facult 1 .

Student Life
.

411.1111.W

(Net Paculty-Participatian Product) TOTAL:



FINAL RETURNS FROY FACULTY TEAVS

At the close of the Simulation Session, the

Chairman of each Faculty Team will give to

the almulation Hostess:

1. One completed ppu_nlaticiati.ka....on
Planning Form ye ow sheet
liai-the Team solution to each con-
cern.

2. The half-page explanations for eadh
pwoposal.

3. The name of the person selected to
participate in Simulation Session II.
Mrite the name on this line:

Faculty Members are free to keep their packet
of materials; if they do not wish to keep them,
please return them to the Simulation Hostess.
Thank you.
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FINAL RETURNS FROVI ADMINISTRATOR-TEAY

At the close of the Simulation Session, the

acting chairman of each Administrator-Team

will give to the Simulation Hostess:

1. The individual scores that each Admin-

istrator assigned to each Faculty plan

and the averwged score. This is com-

pleted on the "Scoring Sheet for Facul-

ty-Participation Planning." (pink sheet)

The halfpaga written explanations of

why proposals were not quite acceptable.

3. The name of the person selected to par-

ticipate in Simulation Session II.
"'kite the name on this line:

Faculty Members are free to keep their packet

of materials; if they do not wish to keep them,

please return than to the Simulation Hostess.

Thank VDU.



AN OUTLINE SUMMARf

of the

1966 AAUP "STATEMENT ON GOVIDUMENT OF COLLEGES AND DNIVERSITIES"

A. The faculty has primary responsibility for:

1. curriculum

2. subject matter

3. methods of instruction

4. research

5. faculty status

6. aspects of student life which relate to the educational
process

(Possible limitations to the realization of faculty advice:

budgets

manpower limitations

time element

policies of other groups

bodies amd agencies having jurisdiction over the insti-
tutian)

B. The faculty

1. sets the requirements for the degrees offered

2. determines when the requirements have been met

3. authorizes the president and board to grant the degrees

C. Faculty status and related matters, primarily a faculty re-
sponsibility:

1. appointments

2. reappointments

3. decisions not to reappoint

4. promotions

5. granting of tenure

6. dismissal

Rarely and only for compelling reasaas would the presidsnt
and board fail to concur with faculty judgment,



SUMMARY OF AAUP "STATEVENT" - continued

D. Faculty should actively participa",,e in the determination of

policies and procedures governing salary increases.

E. Department chairmen should be either

1. selected by departmental election) or

2. by appointment after consultation with members of the de-

partment and related departments.

Department chairman should not have tenure of office, but

should serve for a stated term; re-election or re-appoint-

ment should be possible.

F. Agencies for faculty participation in the government of the

college should be established at eadh level where faculty re-

sponsibility is present:

1. agency representing total faculty

2. executive committees

3. senates or councils

G. reans of communication among the faculty, administration, and

governing board:

1. circulation of memoranda and reports by board committees,

the administration, and faculty committees,

2, joint ad hoc committees,

3. standing liaison committees,

4. membership of faculty members on administrative bodies,

membership of faculty members on governing boards.
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APPENDIX A. III

SIHULATION SESSION II



CONTENTS OF PACKAGE: FOR SIMULATION SESSION II

Individual Role Description (See Appendix A.k:')

Simulator Roles (See Appendix A.II, p. 119.)

Team Objectives

Starting Instructions for Faculty Team

or Starting Instructions for Administrator Teams

Simulator Sequence of Activities

Final Scoring Sheets for Team Chairman
Scoring Sheet for Simulation Session II

Final Returns

Two Plans: Faculty-Participation in Academic Governance

Name Tag

Paper

Pencil
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TEAM OBJECTIVES

Simulation Session II

Faculty Team

Achievement of the greatest "Plan-Scoren with-

in constraints imposed by the Administrator for the

plan chosen as best by the Faculty Team. Continue

to press for the best plan by those means which

seem appropriate. Try to accomplish your goals.

Administrator Team

Identification of the largest possible nuMber

of realistic objections or implausibilities in the

"Plan-Score" output of the Faculty input plans. To

discourage arbitrary and unrealistic disallowances,

and to dbtain a record of such disallowances useful

for post-session analysis, all disallowances will

be justified by a one-half page written argument.
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Starting Instructions to Faculty Team

Simulator Session II

Read the litle.jelsriz.....,tion statement of IstmOtives

and the table, Simulator Se uence of Activities. Examine the

blank Scoring Sheet for Simulation Session. 'four Team has a

half-hour to consider the plans acceptable to the "Adminis-

trator Team." Rate each plan on a scale of 1 -10 (ten is

high). Give badkup explanation for any lack of points, that

is, for scores less than 10. The Chairman mIll compute the

amerage faculty team score for each plan.

Consider the simulated college the same as the one in

which you now hold a position. A summary of the AAUP "State-

ment on Government of Colleges and Universities" is included

in your package.

To speed your planning effort, the simulator in the role

of S. 'White will act as team chairman. It is best to begin

with self-introductions; this might include a description of

your simulator-self.

See the simt.11,12La uerse. jse of Activitjes for the general

activity.
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Simulation Session II
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Read the Role Description, statement of Team Objectives,

the table, _Simulatox._g.'Seuerj2e2Lkt..viatt and the Scoring

Sheet for Simulation Session II* While the Faculty Team mem-

bers are considering the plans that are acceptable to you,

prepare any changes you will consider.

Rate each plan on a scale of 1 - 10 (ten is high). Give

backup explanations for any lack of points, that is, for

score less than 10. The Chairman will compute the average

Administrator Team score far each plan.

Consider the simulated college the same as the ane in

which you now hold a position. A summary of the AAUP ',State-

ment on Government of Colleges and Universities,' is included

in your padkage.

To speed your planning effort, the simulator in the role

of the Controller will act as team chairnan. It is best to

begin with self-introductions; this might include a descrip-

tion of your simulator-self.

See the Simulator Se uence of Activities for the general

activity.



SIMULATOR SEQUENCE OF ACTIVIT/ES

Simulation Session II

Period Faculty

136

Administrator Team

First Briefing; reading s1mula-
(2:00-2:15) tion materias /ntra-

Team introductions.

Salle

Second
(2:15-2:45)

Third
(2 :45-3:05)

Faculty team reads over Administrator Team
and considers proposals prepares criteria to
that are acceptable to evaluate faculty

Administration. Team de- plans taking into ac-
cides which proposal is count trade-offs,
best and which they will feasibility, and gen-
insist on or what changes eral objectives with
they are prepared to make'asespect to faculty

participation.

Team gives ten minute
presentation of its
final acceptable plan.

Fourth
(3:05-3:15)

Same

.1000~.41MOININIMINOW., ...11101111.1000011000.01141.000.01.1

*lite in final scores
for each plan an your
Scoring Sheet.

Same

11111011111=VOMMINUMMUMOMMUMUMUUMMIMAUWWWWWMUUMNIMUMUMUVUWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWM

Final plans from each team will be submitted to the Administration ofthe
College in which you hold a position.



FINAL SCORING SHEET FOR CHAIRMAN OF ADMINISTRATOR TEAM

SIMULATION SESSION II

Name of Simulator
Score for
Plan I

Score for
Plan IL,

President: S. Gray

Member of Board of Trustees: L. Person

Academic Dean: S. Mason

Controller: T. Max

Vice-President for Dcvelopment: L. Terry

Registrar: S. Data

TOTAL

AVERAGE
TOTAL vo...00.0.0.11...0.1.10,..e4mplammmo_*11
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FINAL SCORING SHEET FOR CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY TEAM

SIMULATION SESSION II

i

Score for
ni- T

Score for

M4We L.P.I. 4.1406LALUUVL i r4au J. KJAW4 .1.J.

S. White, Professor
.....

S. Blue, Instructor

we 0.0

P. Jones, Associate Professor
. .

P. Green, Professor

P. Brown, Assistant Professor

J. Doe, Instructor

J. Smith, Instructor

P. Black, Associate Professor

TOTAL

----------------1------

AVERAGE
.0MAWAY



ScorinAll_leet.,for Simulation Session 11

Plan

_.---.--...----_-____

1

Score (1 - 10 points)

_n

Reasons for Ladk of Total Points

-------

II

,......._______________.....................................

Simulator Name:

Please give this farm to team chairman at the close of the session.
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FINAL RETURNS

Simulation Session II

140

At the close of the Simulation Sesgion, the acting

chairman of eadh Team will give to the Simulation

Session:

1. The Scoring Sheet for Sinmiation Session,

II from each person on the Team and the

Final Scoring Sheet for Chairman.

2. Any written explanations and final plans

drawn up by the Team.

Team members are free to keep their packets of ma-

terials; if they do not wish to keep them, please

return them to the Simulation Hostess. Thank you.
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Included here are the two plans for "Faculty-

Participation in Academic Governance." A list

of Administrative Criticisms and Faculty Clar-

ifications are attached to the two Plans as

well as some suggestions not integrated in a

total plan.

It is up to you to either:

1. accept one plan as it is;

2. make changes in one plan to fit your
philosophy of college government;

3. integrate both plans and arrive at a
single plan; or

4. develop another plan.



PLAIT I
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I. College Growth and Development: Goals, Expansion:

1. Establishment of good, sound admissions standards.

2. More faculty-participation in forming admissions policies and also in
selection.

a. Every department elect a representative to be on this committee.

3. According to the nature of college, the college serves unique needs
of the community in which the college exists.

a. A volunteer committee to define the needs of the community.

b. A committee to work with the administration in charge of develop-
ment.

4. All departments receive the same kind of investment of energies from
administration.

5. Roles not to be over-lapped, i.e., between administrators and depart-
ment heads in work concerning college growth.

6. Avoid faculty concern for4' expansion at the expense of quality of ed-
cation.

II. Curricular Programs and Offerings:

1,, Faculty have a representative voice.

2. Senate be a more representativa body on a ratio basisriamber of fac-
ulty in a given department.

3. Rotation of members on committees.

4. More concern for committee members limitationse.g., number of years
required to be on faculty before allowed in a committee.

III. Salection of Administrative Officials:

1. Establishment of written criteria for the filling of administrative
positions and the way administr'iltors are selected.

2. That this written criteria be totally accepted and adhered to by all
including Board of Trustees, administration and faculty.
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PLAM I - continued

IV. Pressure and Administration:

1. Department Chairmen pressure administration for what department mem-

bers desire.

' Convincing logical argumentation with administrators.

3. Greater interactivity on educational level involving administrators

and department members.

4. Department members responsible directly to department head,

5. Administrators more open to the demands of department chairman,

6. Joint meeting of administrators and department chairmen at least

once a year--if discord arises, senate should step in.

7. Department head be vested with autonomy.

8. Chairmen of department represent consensus of department members'

opinions, not their own opinians only.



PLAN II 144

The activities of the college must be the concern of every faculty member.

Responsible judgment requires genuine and informed involvement. In order for

the faculty to discharge its responsibility for governance as outlined in the

1966 AAUP ',Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities,' which has been

endorsed by the American Association of University Professors, the American

Council on Education and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and

Colleges, we therefors propose that there be formed a General Faculty Assembly

(composed of both administrative and instructional staff) which shall meet at

least once a semester or more often according to need.

This assembly will be concerned with policies of governance which would, of

course, affect the growth and development of the college.

The assembly will elect committees to deal with the various areas of con-

cern such as those listed on the oFaculty-Participation Planning Forme"

These committees will work out proposals which will be submitted to the Gen-

eral Faculty Assembly, for approval or disapproval.

The recommendations of the General Faculty Assembly are, in turn, to be sub-

mitted to the Board of Trustees for concurrence. In the event of disagreement

by the Board of Trustees, its decision with carefully specified reasons for it

shall be returned to the General Faculty Assembly for reconsideration. If the

General Faculty Assembly persists in its recommendation, it will resubmit its

recommendations with any revisions and additional supportive arguments to the

Board of Trustees for final concurrence.

N.B. It is to be emphasized that the General Faculty Assembly in no way alters

the role of the present Faculty Senate.



CRITICISM OF ".ADMINISTRATORS"

1. Proliferation of needless committees.

2. Faculty Senate already has powers

suggested.

3. No provision is made for the Presi-

dent's interest and appro7al.

4. Subcommittees only complicate mat-

ters.
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CLARIFICATIONS BASED ON CRITICISMS FROM "ADMINISTRATORS"

1. "General Faculty" includes both the administrative and instruc-

tional staff. Therefore, the President's interest and approval

are taken into consideration.

2. This proposal would not multiply needless committees. It would

rather result in a consolidation of committees. Further, the

committees elected by the General Faculty Assembly* would be

policy-making committees. They should not be confused with the
committees of the College which implement those policies.

3. The Faculty Senate does not have the power to make policy, but

only the power to implement policies already established.

4. We are proposing the very procedure the "Administrators" are
following in rejecting our proposal.

FURTHER CLARIFICATIONS REGARDING THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS PROPOSAL

1. The number of committees on which one is allowed to serve will

be limited. It is necessary to get more members of the faculty
involved in the actual process of forming policy. There is a

need for even distribution of the committee work.

2. Eligibility for voting for, and service on, the committees is
restricted to those who have completed two years of service on

the staff of the College.

3. The structure of the committees includes an automatic resigna-

tion clause. At the discretion of the committee, three consec-
utive absences will be considered a resignation. The vacant

position will be filled by a special election by the General
Faculty Assembly, or by appointment.

4. All agendas for committee meetings must be published at least

one week in advance.

5. All minutes of a non-confidential nature shall be distributed

to all members of the General Faculty Assembly.

6. All major proposals to either committees or the General Faculty
Assembly* must be submitted and read at the meeting preceding

the meeting at which a vote is scheduled.

What kind c4...021§.LAt111.11011.0LITIngltto bear on the Adminictra-
rgrinhecontiriejecthe- proposal submitted?

(To begin with, it is to be stressed that the complete resolu-
tion with supportive argument would have already been given
to the administrators from the very start.)
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If this proposal is persistently rejected then the following could

bs done:

1. Bring all the possible moral pressure on the administration.

Stress what percentage of the instructional faculty are in

agreement with the proposal. (This would, of course, be mean-

ingful if there were the concurrence of a great majority of

the faculty.) Point out the problems which the administra-

tion's obstinance would involve.

2. Have representative members of the faculty meet with members

of the Board of Trustees individually.

3. Then, of course, there is the necessity of listening to al-

ternatives suggested by the administration. It may be neces-

sary to compromise. Above all, we must all reason Iss2tb_Ls.

4. Solicit the support of various academic and professional so-

cieties which are interested.

5. Enlist student support. If necessary, the support of the stu-

dent body, via the student council, regarding the faculty po-

sition on policy could be enlisted.

6. Arbitration--selection of arbiters agreeable to both sides.

7. Demonstrations, strikes,
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FACULTY TEAK-WORK NOT INCORPORATED IN PLANS

A. Promotion and Tenure:

1. A committee be composed of four faculty members
elected by the Faculty Senate and four by the fac-
ulty at large.

2. Faculty seeking promotion submits data together
with request.

The department head submits his recommendations.

4. The Academic Dean submits an independent appraisal
of each candidate.

5. Recommendations of the Committee and of the Academic
Deaa are given to the President who submits them to-
gether with his own to the Board of Trustees.

B. Academic Standards:

1. The Administration, with faculty participation, form
an Admissions Committee.

2. There must be concern for the MIRAGE of the College,
therefore, admissions standards must be high enough
to compare favorably with other institutions of
higher learning.

3. The College should attempt to distribute grades ac-
cording to normal curve. Establishing an intramural
standard seems necessary in order that grading re-
flect a common level of achievement.



APPENDIX A. IV

ACTION, DRAFTS, AND FINAL PLAN FOR
INCREASED FACULTY-PARTICIPATION IN

OOLLEGE GOVERNMENT



FACULTY-PARTICIPATION IN ACADEMIC GOVERMENT
(Revised Proposal)

I. College Growth and Development:

1. There is a need for the establishment of good, sound admissions

standards.

2. There should be more faculty-participation in forming admissions

policies and also in selection of students.

3. According to the nature of college, the college serves waive

needs of the community in which the college exists. Hence,

there should exist

a. A volunteer committee to define the needs of the community.

b. A committee to work with the administration in charge of

development.

4. All departments should receive the same kind of investment of

energies from administration.

5. Roles should not overlap, i.e., between administrators and

department heads in work concerning college growth.

6. Faculty concern for expansion at the expense of quality of

education should be avoided.

II. Revised Faculty-Assembly:

The activities of the college must be the concern of every

faculty member. Responsible judgment requires genuine and informed

involvement. In order for the faculty to discharge its responsi-

bility for governance as outlined in the 1966 AAUP "Statement on

Government of Colleges and Universities", which has been endorsed

by the American Association of Untversity Professors, the American

Council on Education and the Association of Governing Boards of

Universities and Colleges, it is proposed that there be formed a

General Faculty Assembly (composed of both administrative and

instructional staff) which shall meet at least once a semester,
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or more often according to need. (Lines of authority must be

drawn up.)

1. This assembly will be concerned with policies of governance

which would, of course, affect the growth and development of

the college.

2. The assembly will elect committees to deal with the various

areas of concern such as those listed on the "Faculty-

Participation Planning Form".

3. There should be greater concern for limitations for serving on

committees, e.g., the required number of years of service

before being allowed to serve on some committees.

4. These committees will work out proposals which will be sub-

mitted to the General Faculty Assembly for approval or

disapproval.

5. The recommendations of the General Faculty Assembly.aze in

turn, to be submitted to the Board of Trustees for concurrence.

In the event of disagreement by the Board of Trustees, its

decisions, with carefully speciftud reasons for them, shall

be reLurned to the General Faculty Assembly for reconsideration.

If the General Faculty Assembly persists in its recommendations,

it will resubmit them to the Board of Trustees for final con-

currence.

N.B. The Senate would be a sub-group of the "General Assembly";

however, it is to be emphasized that the General Faculty Assembly

in noway_ alters the role of the present Faculty Seaate.

III. Selection of Administrative Officials:

1. Written criteria should be established, in consultation with

the appropriate faculty group, for the filling of administra-

tive positions.

2. These written criteria should be totally accepted and adhered

to by all, including the Board of Trustees, administration

and faculty.

IV. Interacttve Coordination with Administration:

1. Department chairmen should represent the concensus of the
opinions of departmtnt members to the Administration, not
only their awn opinions.

2. There should exist means for convincing logical argumentation
with administrators.
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3. There should be greater interactivity on an educational level

between administrators and department members.

4. Department members should be directly responsible to the

department chairman.

5. Administrators should be more open to the needs of department

chairmen.

6. There should be joint meetings of administrators and depart-

ment chairmen, at least once a year; if discords arise, the

senate should step in.

7. Department heads should be more intimately involved in

decisions concerning their departments.

8. There should be close adherence to policies outlined in the

1966 AAUP "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities",
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Minutes of the Committee on Reorganization

of the Administrative Council

1. The Chairman called the attention of the Committee to the Message

from the President's Desk, dated April, 1968, in which excerpts of

the A.A.U.P. "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities"

appeared.

2. The Chairman informed the Committee of the Faculty Senate's recent

endorsement of the A.A.U.P. Statement. He stated further that the
Senate had directed him to request this Committee to consider

recommending to the President rapid implementation of the directives

contained in the statement.

3. The author of the Simulation Sessions joined the Committee and
explained the material circulated to faculty relative to the outcome
of the Simulation Sessions held during the past year. She stated

that specific suggestions had been submitted to the President of

M.C.D. They are:

a) That by April 16, 1968, letters should go to all faculty
explaining the proposals which came out of the Simulation

Sessions.

b) what by April 22, 1968, a committee should be formed to
examine further materials from the sessions.

c) That by May 1, 1968, a list of proposals which could be
implemented in 1968 be presented to the Faculty.

d) That by September 20, 1968, there should be final imple-
mentation of the proposals.

4. Discussion focused around the questions members were asked at the

last meeting to be prepared to deliberate upon at this meeting.
There was concensus that there could be no substantive change in the
definition of the General Faculty since this group is specifically
defined in the Faculty Manual. However, a General Faculty Assembly

could be more inclusive. The Committee was in agreement that the
following should be members of a General Faculty Assembly, in
addition to the General Faculty as defined in the Manual.

Dean of Women
Dean of Men
Director of Financial Aid and Placement
Director of Health Service
Director of Testing and Guidance
Director of Admissions
Director of Recruitment
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Supervisor of Student Residence
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises
Director of Student Center
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Budget Director
Accounting Director
Assistant Librarians (2)
Director of News and Information
Academic Counselor

The Vice-President submitted the premise that the Faculty Senate
should be concerned in academic matters, and that the General Faculty
Assembly should have two major functions -- deliberative and consul-
tative. He felt the General Faculty Assembly could be a powerful
force to get things through the President to the Board of Trustees.
He proposed an organizational structure through which matters origi-
nating in both the academic and administrative realms would be
submitted to the General Faculty Assembly for action. Deliberative
action would be taken on these matters and recommendations made to
the President, and when necessary, through the President to the
Board of Directors. Special Committees of the Assembly could be
established for consultative purposes when this would seem feasible
before action is taken by the General Faculty Assembly. It was also
proposed that the word "Faculty" be eliminated from the name of the
group and that it be known as the General Assembly. No action was
taken on this proposal.

5. The formation of a President's Council was discussed, including what
positions should be assured on this Council. One of the members
presented some thoughts on this and agreed to work on a plan and
submit in writing at the next meeting. The Vice-President also
agreed to present a written plan at that time.

6. Another member investigated a study done in 1963 and 1964 by the
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA)
concerning the role of students in college governance. This study
indicated a favorable attitude taward student participation in the
majority of colleges studied. Conclusions seemed to indicate student
participation to be beneficial to students, faculty, and administra-
tion. He recammended consideration of student inclusion on selected
college committees. The Registrar reported on a successful plan
presently in effect at Clark College, whereby students are members
of all committees except the President's Council, Board of Trustees,
and Admissions. There was a general feeling among members of this
Ad Hoc Committee that students should be judiciously placed on
selected committees, or at least that provisions should be made for
their inclusion at a later date.

7. It was moved by the Controller, seconded by a faculty member and
passed unanimously that the author of the Simulation Sessions be
asked to attend the next meeting of this Ad Hcq Committee. She
agreed to do so.
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S. The Committee agreed that an invitation be extended to the President
to attend its meeting on April 29, 1968.

9. Another member impressed upon this committee the importance of moving
toward something operational, since the Administrative Council has
been held in abeyance during the past academic year. He felt an
interim plan should be formulated for immediate use.

10. The author of the Simulation Sessions also agreed to bring organi-
zaLional plans to the meeting on April 29.
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First Draft of Proposal

There shall be a Council composed of the President of the College,
the Vice-President, the Acadenic Dean, the Registrar, the Dean of
Student Services, and the Controller, in addition to four faculty
representatives (five elected, one selected by the Faculty Senate),
and two student representatives as outlined below.

This body shall be a decision-making body, having responsibility
to make policy, subject only to the approval of the President and
the Board of Trustees, in all areas concerning the welfare of the
college as a whole. (These latter matters are to be handled by the
Senate, with the necessary concurrence of the entire faculty body
where indicated; e.g., Manual approval and the like, as provided in
the revised Manual.)

The student representatives shall be the President of the Student
Council and another student, or their designated alternate, who shall
attend and vote whenever the nature of the discussion warrants it.

Members of the faculty, the administration not represented on the
Council, and the administrative staff may also attend when they
request to do so or are invited because of the nature of the dis-
cussion.

Procedures and general guidelines regarding matters of jurisdiction,
monthly preparation and publication of the agenda, distribution of
minutes, the necessity of convening an entire college convocation
upon occasion, and related matters can be developed by the Council
as it begins to function over the next academic year.

Advantages:

This proposal, related only to the structure of the Council ands
incidentally, to its jurisdiction, relationships, and methods of
functianing, permits us to move away from the issue of community
assemblies in addition to faculty assemblies which have so far
delayed committee deliberations. In view of the fact that this
(the structure and function of the Council) was the specific point
to whidh the President, initially at least asked us to address
ourselves, this limitation has merit. The representation of non-
academic interests can be served by the non-academic members of
the Council and by the deliberations of that body (in which teaching
faculty representation is in a minority) as to whether all-college
assemblies should be convened either regularly or upon special
occasions. Retaining the name of "Administrative Council" should
simplify matters.
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First Draft - Cantinued

111.122implmEs:

This proposal begs the question of all-college assemblies, leaving that

decision up to the Council itself next year. The representation of

non-academic interests will have to be channeled through the non-academic

mmbers of the Cammittee, with participation by individuals concerned in

special problem areas as the occasion demands. (An elected representa-

tive, selected from the ranks of administration and staff members, could

be suggested, but would probably be countered with a request for increased

faculty participation, in all cambining to make for too unwield'y a body.)

This proposal also delays the question of full-time student participation

as well as the question of parity for students, but the same reservation

with regard to size of the body obtains here. The Council can decide

next year about increasing student participation, in time and numbers,

if it sees fit.
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FINAL PROPOSAL OF COMMITTEE USING MATERIALS

DEVELOPED DURING SIMULATION SESSIONS

The membership of the Faculty Senate voted tentative endorsement of

the following proposal. The proposal was submitted by the Ad Hoc

Committee of the Administrative Council, which was established to

study the organization of that body.

The Senate endorsement was given subject to an exact definition of

the authority and jurisdiction of the proposed council and its relation

to the Faculty Senate and to the Educational Policies Committee. A

revised organizational chart of the College illustrating these

relationships was deemed a pre-requisite for further endorsement,

which should not be construed as final approval.

The Proposal: There shall be a College Council
I

composed of the

President of the College, the Vice-President, the

Academic Dean, the Registrar, the Dean of Student

Services, and the Controller, in addition to six

faculty members (five elected, one selected by the

Faculty Senate), and two student members as outlined

below.

This body shall be a decision-making body, having

responsibility to make policy, subject to the approval

of the President and the Board of Trustees, in all

areas that concern the College as a whole.

lMembers of the Faculty Senate suggested "The Council of the
CrAlege" as an alternative and perhaps better title.
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Final Proposal - Continued

The student representatives shall be the President of

the Student Council and another student elected or

appointed by the student body. Student representatives

shall attend and vote whenever the discussion warrants.

It is strongly recommended by this committee
2
that full

student participation be implemented in 1969-70.

Members of the faculty, the administration not repre-

sented on the Council, and the administrattve staff

may also attend when they request to do so or are

invited because of the nature of the discussion.

Procedures and general guidelines regarding matters

of jurisdiction, preparation and publication of the

agenda, distribution of minutes, the necessity of

convening an entire college convocation upon occasion,

and related matters can be developed by the Council

as it begins to function over the next academic year.

2The Ad Hoc Committee of the Administrative Councils



ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

GENERAL COLLEGE ASSEMBLY

ADMINISTRATORS
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Officers of College

President
Academic Dean
V.P. for Development

Registrar
Librarian
Controller
Dean of Students

Administrative Team
(appointed)

Full-time Administrators

Part-
time

acult Admin
stra-
tive

taf

Faculty
Senate
(elected)
Full-time Fac-
ulty & Officers
of College

Education
et!?

STUDENTS

Student
Council
(elected)

tudent Govern-
ment
Full-time stu-
dents

Part-time Students

Adm. Staff

Dean of Men
Dean of Women
Dir. of Financial Aid

Health Services
Dir. of Testing & Guidance

Dir. of Admissions
Assoc. Dir. of Admissions

Dir. of Residence

Asst, Librarians
Accountant
Budget
Dir. of Maintenance & Grounds

Dir. of Auxiliary Enterprises

Dir. of Student Center

Academic Advisor
Chaplain



APPENDIX B. I

COLLEGE ORGANIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE (PRETEST)



December, 1967

Dear Faculty Member,

In an attempt to initiate activities and organization patterns

which will promote greater faculty participation in college

government, we ask your cooperation in completing the enclosed

instruments.

Please read the directions carefully; please complete all sec-

tions. One part is marked optional; you may choose not to an-

swer this one section. It will take about a half-hour to com-

plete the forms.

It is necessary to code the forms in order to keep all the data

from one person together on the computer, both from these forms

and the shorter ones to be distributed in May. In order to as.

sure complete anonymity, you are adked to choose any coMbination

of digits and/or letters and write these in the six spaces at

the top of the first sheet. Please make note of this code, so

that you can use it again in May. We suggest you avoid using

the codes (1 2 3 4 5 6), (6 5 4 3 2 1), (abodef)0 and
(fedcba); any other combination is fine. Duplication is

not too likely. You might elect to use the first six digiti of

your license plates, social securityrunber, etc., if this mill

be easier to remember than a random selection.

We ask you to complete these forms without consultation with

your colleagues in order to have independent data.

When the data are collected and sorted, you will be notified

of our next step. If you have any comments or suggestions, we

will be glad to hear from you.

Please return these forms at your earliest convenience. Thank

you.

Sincerely yours,

,

e ,

Sister Caro
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PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
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Please choose a six-digit number or letter
combination; please remember this code so
that it can be used again after the simula-
tion session.

Number of years of teaching at the college where you are naw teaching ( 7-8 )

Number of years of teaching at other private colleges ( 9-10)

Number of years of teadhing at public colleges (1142)

Total number of years of teaching in higher education (13-14)

Number of years of administrative work in higher education (15-16)

17. Sex: Male (1) 18. Member of Re- Yes (1) 19. Age:20-30 (1)

ligious Order: 31-45(2)
Female (2) No (2) 46- -73)

20. Specialization: Social Sciences (1) Professions (5)
Humanities (2) Administration (6)
Sciences (3) Other (7)
Fine Arts (4)

OPTIONAL: If you ranked yourself, where would you be in a scale of five between:

21. conservative

22. introvert

23. conformist

24. person-oriented

25.. dependent

26. management

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 4 5

4

liberal

extrovert

non-conformist

subject-oriented

independent

unions
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This is an attempt to define the organizational pattern of an "ideal" college.
Please read through the list of modifiers on the left of this page. Then place

the letter of the most important one in the first square at the right, then
place the letter of the least important one in the twelfth square of the right
column. Continue this process until you have the letters of the six most im-
portant characteristics in the first six squares, 1 - 6, and the six least im-
portant qualities of the "ideal" college written in the lower set of squares,
7 - 12.

vestvonlImomemonmommerrouwagr.d.rw...........

a) Clear-cut division of labor

b) Communication is informal

c) Purpose is "the graduate"

d) Faculty members usually knaw each other well

e) High degree of specialization

0 Hierarchy of authority

g) People are intrinsically important

h) Relationships are personal

i) Administrators are impersonal in their contacts
with other administrators and faculty

j) Faculty is group-oriented

k) Purpose is not easy to define; it's more than
producing "the graduate" or "knawledge"

1) Authority is clearly circumscribed

m) Faculty are self-oriented

n) Roles are not too differentiated

o) Community of scholars

p) Formally established rules and regulations
governing administrative decisions

q) Relationships are business-like

r) Bureaucratic organization

a) Feeling of togetherness

t) Tradition is important

u) Faculty are impersonal toward students

v) Consensus is important

w) Representative democratic structure

1. (27)

2. [7(28)

3. (29)

4. (30)

5.
I

(31)

6. (32)

7. (33)

8. 7(34)

9. (35)

10. (36)

11.

12.

(37)

(38)



COLLEGE DESCRIPTION PROFILE (B)
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The list below is the same as that printed on the previous page. This time you are

asked to pick the characteristic that best describes the organizational pattern of
the college in which you teach; place this letter in the first square in the right-
hand column. Then find the characteristic which is most obviously missing at your

college and place this letter in the twelfth square in the right-hand column. Then

find the next characteristic most descriptive of your college and place its letter

in the second square at the top of the right-hand column. Continue this process

until you have the six qualities most characteristic of your college's organiza-

tional pattern in the first six squares of the column on the right, and the six

least descriptive ones in the lower set of squares, 7 - 12.

a) Clear-cut division of labor

b) Communication is informal

c) Purpose is tithe graduate,'

d) Faculty members usually know each other well

e) High degree of specialization

f) Hierarchy of authority

g) People are intrinsically important

h) Relationships are personal

i) Administrators are impersonal in their contacts
with other administrators and faculty

j) Faculty is group-oriented

k) Purpose is not easy to define; it's more
than producing ',the graduateu

1) Authority is cleaay circumscribed

m) Faculty are self-oriented

n) Roles are not too differentiated

o) Community of scholars

p) Formally established rules and regulations
governing administrative decisions

q) Relationships are business-like

r) Bureaucratic organization

s) Feeling of togetherness

t) Tradition is important

u) Faculty are impersonal toward students

v) Consensus is important

w) Representative democratic structure

1.

2.

3.

5.

6

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

(39)

(140)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(1414)

I (45)

owliMmOVsl

(146)

(47)

(48)

(149)
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FACULTY PARTICIPATION PROFILE

Please comment on the following by checking the rating scale (one is low;

seven is high)

1. Degree of your participation
in college government

;2 :3 ; 4 ; 5 6 7;

2. Degree to which faculty should
participate in college government (52)1

_Degree to which you would like to
participate in college government (53);

You are asked to do three things in this section.

First: List five areas of college government in which you think the
faculty should participate.

Second: Then rank them by placing a number 1 - 5 in the box before each
statement. Use each number only once; one is the most important
in your list, two, the next in importance, and so on down to five.

Third: Finally, rate the degree to which the faculty are now involved in
these matters by checking the rating scale (one is low; seven is
high).

El

S66 78)
g '7I .... 40 I -I" %./ /

I
,

1

I

I

!
I
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Please read the statements numbered 1-12. Then decide at what point
your college is on the continuum. Circle that number. Circle only
one number. (79-80)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Little Much
Partici- Partici-
pation pation

1. No information given to faculty, either about current situations
or in advance of proposed changes.

2. Some information given about current situations, but never about
proposed changes until the change occurs.

3. Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the change
occurs.

4. Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the change,
along with a few reasons for the change.

5. Reports sought from faculty of problems they encounter in accomp-
lishing their role.

6. Notice of proposed change and full explanation for this change
given well in advance.

7. Faculty notified of a proposed change in advance, and an opportunity
offered to faculty to express reactions and suggestions on the pro-
posed change if they desire to do so.

8. Faculty's ideas or suggestions sought generally.

9. Faculty notified in advance of a proposed change, and group dis-
cussions arranged so that faculty can comment on whether the
proposed change is the best plan or whether some modification
would result in a better plan.

10. Faculty told of a problem, and group discussions conducted to
discover the best way to handle the problem, but the final decision
made by the administration in the light of the ideas and sugges-
tions advanced by the group.

11.. Faculty and administration tackle problem as a group and after
consideration and discussion decide upon solution, but the adminis-
tration holds right of veto power.

12, Administration and faculty functioning as a group tackle the pro-
blem and solve it, using tbe best available methods for group
functioning.
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ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION

As you read these statements, try to relate them to the organizational
pattern of the college in which you teach. Place an 'X' in one of the
seven spaces to show the nearness of your college organizational pattern
to either side.

Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

More men than women More women than
on the faculty : men on the faculty.

If, from your observation, you decide the two groups are about equal,
your 'X' would be placed in the middle space (4); if you decide there are
more men, you would have to decide on their approximate proportion and
mark an 'X' either in space 1, 2, or 3. If you decide there are more
women, you will place an 'X' in either space 5, 6, or 7, depending on
how you determine the proportion.

1) Administration
usually feels respon-
sibility for adhieving
college goals;
faculty usually feel
little responsibility
for achieving college
goals.

2) Favorable coop-
erative attitudes
throughout the
college with mutual
trust and confidence%

3) Dissatisfaction
to moderate satis-
faction with regard
to faculty status
in the college, and
one's own achieve-
ment.

4) Much interaction
and communication
with both individ-
uals and groups.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S

Faculty feel real
responsibility for
college goals and
are motivated to
act in ways to
implement them.

Competition for
status results in
a lack of trust
towards peers.

: (8)

Relatively high
satisfaction through-
out the college with
regard to faculty
status in the col-
lege and one's own
:achievement.

(9)

Little interaction
and communication
aimed at achieving
:college objectives.
(10)



ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION - continued

5) Information flow
is mostly downward.

6) Downward cammu-
nication may or may
not be viewed with
suspicion.

7) Upward communi-
cation is limited.

8) Faculty feel
relatively little
responsibility to
communicate up-
wards, usually
only upon request.

9) Good to excel-
lent faculty
communication.

10) Extensive,
friendly inter-
action with high
degree of trust
and confidence.

11) Substantial
amount of coop-
erative team-
work throughout
the college.

12) Policy..

decisions are
made at the top;
many decisions
within prescribed
framework at
lower levels.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Information flow
is down, up, and

: : . :with peers.
(11)

Downward communica-
tion is generally
accepted, but if not,
openly and candidly
:questioned.
(12)

I °41110111MI 2116 410 I

01MI OPIMUM UMW.ale 00.10110 111110

Good deal of upward
.communication.
(13)

Considerable respon-
sibility felt to
communicate, and
much initiative
taken in cammunicat-
:ing upward.
(14)

Fairly poor communi-
cation (adequacy
and accuracy) among
:faculty.
(15)

Little interaction
and usually with
same condescension
on the part of the
:administration.
(16)

Very little
cooperative
teamwork.

:(17).

Decision-making
widely done through-
out college, although
linking process
provided by over-
lapping groups.

: (18)



ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION - continued

13) Decision makers
are aware of some
problems, unaware
of others, at
faculty levels in
the college.

14) Decisions often
made at levels
appreciably
higher than
levels where
most adequate
and accurate
information
exists.

15) Decision-making
is based on group
patterns, encour-
ages teamwork.

16) Except in
emergencies, goals
are usually estab-
lished by means of
group participation.

17) Excessive turn-
over.

18) Fair to good
teaching.

19) Roles not too
differentiated.

20) Purpose is
more than pro-
ducing the
1 graduate' or

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Decision makers
are quite well
aware of problems
of the faculty.

: (19)

Overlapping groups
and group decision
processes tend to
point where infor-
mation is most
adequate or to pass
the relevant infor-
mation to the deci-
sion-making point.

. : (20)

Decision-making is
based on man-to-man
pattern of
operation.

: (21)

Policies issued,
opportunity to
comment may or may
not exist.

: (22)

Low turnover.
: (23)

Excellent teaching.
: (24). .

Clear-cut division
. . : of work.

(25)

Purpose is
the 'graduate.'

knowledge. .
0 : (26)



ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION - continued

21) Representative
democratic struc-
ture.

22) Administrators
come from the
faculty.

23) Consensus is
important.

24) Business-like
relationihips
between administra-
tion and faculty.

25) Company of
equals.

26) Faculty are
group-oriented.

27) Business-like
relationships be-
tween faculty and
students.

28) Rigid hierarchy
of status.

29) Faculty usually
know each other
well.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Formally estab-
lished ruAs and
regulations govern-
ing ldministra-

: : tive decisions.
(27)

4.111M

High degree of
specialization in

: administration.
(28)

Hierarchy of
. . . : authority.

(29)

Personal relation-
ships between
administration and

.

. . . . . : faculty.. . . .

(30)

Authority is clear-
. . : ly circumscribed.

(31)

111001110 *

Faculty are self-
: oriented.

(32)

Personal relation-
ships between
faculty and students.

Administrators come
from the faculty,
and after a period
of time, return to

: the faculty.
(34)

Business-like
relationships

.

. .
.
. . . : among faculty.. . .

(35)
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Briefly write a statement illustrating one time you leglxfds. you

participated in the government of the college in which you now teach.

(36)

Briefly write a statement illustrating one instance in which you felt you
should participate in the government of the college in which you now
teach, but were not allowed the opportunity. (37)

IMPORTANT: Did you code the data on the first page with a six-digit
and/or letter combination? Have you made note of it so
that you can use the same code in May? THANK YOU.



APPENDIX B. II

COLLEGE ORGANIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE (POSTTEST)



1

Dear Faculty Member:

To begin the comparisons for my dissertation experiment,
I ask you to please complete the attached abbreviated form of
the College Organization Questionnaire. This one should not
require more than fifteen minutes to read and fill out.

Please use the same code number that you used on the first
questionnaire. If you did not complete the first form, but
would like to respond to this one, please choose a six-digit
nuMber and/or letter combination and write it in the spaces
provided for the CODE. Please complete the form whether or
not you participated in the Simulation Sessions.

It is urggnt that I receive the completed forms as soon
as possib e. If you are not on campus dur g t s first summer
session, I hame included a stamped, self-addressed envelope
for your convenience.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sister Caroline Mary Gliliri

Please complete and return these forms even if you will not

.1.2n112:12.2922PALIERELITLImeE. Thank 7131"
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FACULTY PARTICIPATION PROFILE (2)

Please comment on the following by checking the rating
scale (one is law; seven is high),

l 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Degree to which it seems
you will participate in
college government

(38)

2. Degree to which faculty
should participate in
college governnent

(39)

3. Degree to which you
would like to partici-
pate in college
government (40) 1

(Please go on to the next page)



COLLEGE DESCRIPTION PROFILE (B-2)

To complete this form., choose the characteristic that seems to best descAbe
emerging organizational pattern at the college in which you teach; place
this letter in the first square in the right hand column. Then find the
characteristic which seems to be most dbviously missing in the emerging
organizational pattern at your college, and place this letter in the twelfth
square in the right hand column. Continue this process until you have the
six qualitias most characteristic of your college's emerging organizational
pattern in the first six squares of the column on the right, and the six
least descriptive ones in the lower set of squares 7-12.

a) Clear-out division of labo.

b) Communication is informal

c) Purpose is "the graduate"

d) Faculty members usually know each other well

e) High degree of specialization

f) Hierarchy of authority

g) People are intrinsically impovtant

b) Relationships are personal

i) Administrators are impersonal in their contact
with other administrators and facuny

j) Faculty is group-oriented

Parpose is not easy to define; it's more than 7, E2 (47)
producing "the graduate"

1) Authority is clearly circumscribed 8. (48)

ra) Faculty are self-oriented
9, 1.4 (49)

n) Roles are not too differentiated

o) Community of scholars 10. (50)

0 Formally established rules and regulations
governing administrative decisions 11. (51)

q) Ralationships are business-like

Baveaucratic organization 13. El (52)

s) Fecling of togetherness

t) Tradition is important

a) Faetulty are impersonal taward students

v) Consensus is important

w) RepreclIntative democratic structure

1. (41)

2. r-i 412)

Li (43)

tTi (44)

5. rf3 (45)

6. Ej (46)

(Please go on to the next page)



Please read the statements lettered 1-12. Then decide at what point

your College is now on the continuum. Circle that number. Circle

only one number. (53-54)

Circle only one number.

1 2 3 4
Little

Participation

177

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Much

Participation

1. No information given to faculty, either about current situations or
in advance of proposed changes.

2. Some information given about current situations, but never about
proposed changes until the change occurs.

3. Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the change
occurs.

4. Brief notice of a proposed change given shortly before the change,
along with a few reasons for the change.

5. Reports sought from faculty of problems they encounter in accomplish-
ing their role.

6. Notice of proposed change and full explanation for this change given
well in advance.

7. Faculty notified of a proposed change in advance, and an opportunity
offered to faculty to express reactions and suggestions on the pro-
posed change if they desire to do so.

8. Faculty's ideas or suggestions sought generally.

9. Faculty notified in advance of a proposed change, and group dis-
cussions arranged so that faculty can comment on whether the pro-
posed change is the best plan or whether some modification would
result in a better plan.

10. Faculty told of a problem, and group discussions conducted to dis-
cover the best way to handle the problem, but the final decision made
by the administration in the light of the ideas and suggestions
advanced by the group.

11. Faculty and administration tackle problem as a group and after consi-
deration and discussion decide upon solutton, but the administration
holds right of veto power.

12. Administration and faculty functioning as a group tackle the problem
and solve it, using the best available methods for group functioning.

(Please go on to the next page.)



Please check the correct response:

(55) I participated in the Simulation Session. Yes (1)

No (2)

If vou checked "Yes", please respond to these items.

On the scale of 1-9, please circle the number at the point that
you think simulations could be of value in effecting change.
Please answer this as it could be, not as it may have been
during the local simulation session.

LOW 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 HIGH (56)

Please rank (from 1-5) these values of simulation for promoting
change:

(57) Anonymity of each simulator

(58) Possibility for "way-out" thinking

(59) Safety of each simulator

(60) Other: please write in

178

(61) Other: please write in

Please check disadvantages:

(62) Too much time is needed

(63) Lack of true guarantee that results will be used

(64) Expensive (paperwork)

(65) Time consumed in preparation

(66) Other: please write in

(67) Other: please write in

Ammar

Thank you for your cooperation. Please be sure you wrote your
Code in the box on the first page of the Questionnaire. Kindly
return this form as soon as possible to Sister Caroline Mary
Gillin in the enclosed envelope. Thank you.



APPENDIX B. III

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
PROFESSORS (AAUP) CHECK-LIST



FACULTY PARTICIPATION CHECK-LIST

1. Person(s) who has primary responsibility for:

---- -,-----4----r...
of

ustees
,

Pres 1

:Dept.
Dean: Chairman

Faculty
Committee

General
Facult

:Board
AREA

Curriculum

Sub'ect Matter

Methods of Instruc-
tion

Requirement for
De:rees

Policies & Proce-
dures Governing
Salary Increases -----

Facult A. . ointments

Faculty Reappoint.,
ments or Non-reappoint-
ments ...-

Faculty Promotion

Faculty Tenure

"____,-._

2. How do these persons acquire their office?
iimoommIlalINIMIIIM

Opointed by
Fres., Dean,
:or Board of
'Trustees

some
Appointed
by Pres.
or Dean

bome
Elected ''lectedidEx

by
Facult

AIL

.y

acultxjcio

oome
'are

4Iffi-

racuity

Con-
ulted

President

Dean ,*.....,m........P.I.w.4.

De artment Chairmen

Committees

Senate
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APPENDIX C. I

CORRESPONDENCE : ADMINISTRATION



October 17, 1967

Dear Madam President:

In order to complete a simulation activity which hopefully could culminate

in purposeful plans and methodology for faculty involvement in adminis-

tration, these steps are necessary:

A. An instrument to obtain a college organization profile,

a faculty involvement profile, and a personal-professional
profile will need to be completed by the faculty. (rhis

is in the pilot stage now. You, of course, will see and
approve a copy before it is distributed.)

B. Three meetings must be scheduled, preferably during the
second semester.

1. A general faculty meeting, lasting about four to
five hours. It is at this meeting that the
simulation or college planning exercise would
occur. The faculty would receive a preliminary
guideline. (January)

2. A meeting of representatives from the simulation
teams to consolidate the work of the first teams.
(February)

3. A general faculty meeting at which the final sugges-
tions would be presented and commitments would be
made by the administration. This would not be
spontaneous. The deliberations would have been
sent to you for study and consultation with other
administrative and Board members. You would then
have to decide the critical issue: If faculty
participation is to occur, how many of their plans
can be implemented now or in the near future. (April)

C. Another instrument will be distributed to the faculty to
measure any differences of opinion about college description
and involvement.
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Letter - continued

You realize the risk involved. If simulation is allowed only to be a

game, with no tangible results, you could have a problem on your hands,

either openly or with the result of negativism in the future.

May I have a written reply giving your consent to the experiment, in

addition to your signature of approval on this letter. Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Caroline Mary Gillin,

SCM:dw

Approved by:

President

*Name is not included for reasons of anonymity.
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March 28, 1968

Dear Madam President:

Two phases of the study, "Simulation as an Innovative Practice
to Promote Faculty Participation in College Government," are
now partially completed. The instruments to obtain profiles
of college organization, faculty involvement, and personal-
professional characteristics have been distributed and returned.
Two meetings have also taken place (Simulation Session I and
Simulation Session II). A copy of the revised results of the
two meetings is enclosed.

If you will recall, in the letter sent to you on October 17,
1967, you agreed on a third meeting or response:

...A general faculty meeting at which
the final suggestions would be made by
the administration...(See the enclosed
copy of the letter.)

After that response, another brief instrument will be distributed
to the faculty, which would attempt to measure any differences
of opinion about college description and faculty involvement in
academic government.

I am prepared to mail these to the faculty any time in April or
May.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Caroline Mary Gillin

SCM:dw
enclosures

*Name is not included for reasons of anonymity.
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CORRESPONDENCE: FACULTY



December 4, 1967

Dear Colleague,

You will recall that at the faculty meeting on Monday, %vein-
ber 270 we announced a study on faculty participation in aca-
demic governance. This communication will further outline the
project.

Early next week you will receive measurement forms which you
will be asked to complete. Using the data from these forms,
simdlation sessions will be developed which will take place on
two consecutive days in January so that everyone vill be able
to participate. More information about these sessions will be
distributed eaay ia January.

Following this, a more definitive simulation session will oc-
cur in February. At this time faculty members elected during
the first sessions and the administration will participate in
similar activities which, will refine the decisions made in
January.

At the end of April or early in May, a shorter form of the
first measurement device will be distributed for completion.

Mb will be most grateful for your support, your questions,
and your suggestions.

S noerely yozra,

exotA,vuo
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January) 1968

Dear Faculty Member:

A great nuniber of the questionnaires designed to de-
scribe college governance profiles have been returned. There

are still several that have not been returned. I urge you to
do so at your earliest convenience. If u have lost or mis-
laid our copy, please let me know and wi;1 send you anot er.

If you have been hesitant about completing and returning
it due to the information asked for on the Professional Pro-
file page, feel free to answer only the items on tfigriage you
care to; however, please write in a code number.

As soon as possible, / will send a sample questionnaire
to those faculty meMbers who have asked for a copy.

You do not oblige yourself to participation in the simu-
lation sessions by completing and returning the questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperatiou,



January 15, 1968

Dear Faculty Member:

May I please have all the questionnaires on faculty views
of colle e or:anizational and :overnance atterns by thislri-
day, January If you have mislaid your copy, please let me
know and I shall send you a duplicate copy.

Early next week you will receive a complimentary copy of
the AAUP oStatement on Cove .nt of Colleges and Universities."
One section is devoted to the role of the faculty in academic
governance.

Later that weak you will receive a notice of the Simula-
tion Session which is tentatively set for the week of February

5. I hope you mill be able to attend,

Again, I urge you to complete and return the question-
naire by this Friday, January 29, If I can be of any assis-
tance to you, please let ma knows

Sincerely yours,

Box 113
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February 3, 1968

Dear Faculty Member:

As you will recall, the experimental portion of my

dissertation has three phases:

1. The completion of a College Organization guestionaise.

2. Simulation Session on Faculty Participation in Academic

Government.

3. Completion of an Abbreviated Form of the College

Organization Questionnaire.

Most of Phase I is completed; any faculty members who

have not completed the Questionnaire are urged to do so in

order that an integrated picture of college organization

will be possible.

Phase II: Simulation in educational planning can be

described as a "competitive" device used by planning teams

for maximum achievement of given objectives. In this case

the objectives have been determined by the faculty: the

areas of academic government in which faculty see a need to

participate.

The nature of simulation allows a person to assume a

role, and, therefore, assures great freedom in exploring

problems and solutions. This will be an opportunity for

you to work with interested persons in finding ways to

implement faculty goals. Only_asultynagmherlAlL_Rartk
cipate in Simulation I; they will assume faculty and

administrator roles. No administrator will be present.

ert

.+- -.11ftlims..11.



Letter - continued

In outline form the session looks like this:

Persons Involved: Faculty Teams
"Administrator" Teams

Time: Approximately three hours.

Period Faculty_ams

First

Second

Third

Each team proposes
ways of implementing
faculty participation
in college govermment
as suggested from the
lists provided to them.

Faculty Teams clarify
their proposals at
the requests for more
information.

Faculty Teams defend
and explain their
plans to the Admin-
istrator Teams.

Administrator Teams

Each team prepares cri-
teria to evaluate the
desirability and con-
sequences of the plans
which will be proposed
by the Faculty Teams.

Administrator Teams
evaluate the proposals
and introduce further
problems.

Administrator Teams
determine which plans
are better and why.

190

Finally, eadh Team chooses one person who will participate
as a member of Simulation Session II, which will be heid in
March; at that time actual Administrators will comprise one
Team. This second session would not take longer than an hour
and a half. The objectives of the second session would be
the presentation of the simulator objectives to the adminis-
trators with any necessary clarification. Finally, the
Administration would have to present (later in the semester)
its position on the simulator recommendations,



Letter - continued

In order trl plan for the Session it is urgent to know

who will attend.

Date: Thursday, February15, 1968

Time: 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Place: Student Center

Simulation Miss Elinor Gollay
Consultant: Abt Associates

Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Dean has said that anyone desiring to participate
may arrange his classes. I hope that an adequate representa-
tion from the various departments will participate.

Besides finding simulation as adequate for the resolving
of faculty wishes, you may find that simulation is a suitable
teaching technique. Many classes are being taught in this

manner. Miss Gollay will distribute materials that describe
simulation as a teaching technique.

Please complete the enclosed card and return it as soon
as possible.

If you have any questions or suggestions, please feel
free to contact ma.

SCM:nh

Thank you for your cooperation,

Siste: Caroline Mary Gillin
Box 153
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March 15, 1968

Dear Participant:

The materials to be used for Simulation Session II are

being sent to you today; participants of Simulation
Session I suggested that these materials be distributed
before the actual simulation.

If you have time, you might like to read part or all
of both sections. The first section describes the
activities for Simulation Session II; it includes
a description of your role and your name tag. The
roles are randomly assigned. The second section
contains the proposals, criticisms, and reactions
developed by the participants of Simulation Session I.

Please bring these materials with you on the day of
the Simulation. (TUESDAY, MARCH 19, at 2:00 p.m.)
If you have any questions or comments, feel free to
contact UR.

Thank you for the contribution of your time.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Caroline Mary Gillin
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April 1, 1968

Dear FacultyMember:

The two Simulation Sessions devoted to promoting faculty

participation in Academic Government have taken place. On

February 15, 1968, during the first Simulation Session, fac-

ulty members developed several compromise plans for faculty

participation in academic government. On March 19, during

Simulation Session II, elected representatives of the first

group worked with Administrative representatives on the first

set of plans.

This final proposal haa now been submitted to the Admin-

istration of your college for consideration and reaction. A

copy of the final proposal will be on reserve in the Learning

Resource Center for anyone who would like to review it.

If you recall, in my letter of February 30 1968, I wrote

that the "Administration would . present . . . its posi-

tion on the simulator recommendations." After that reaction,

you will receive an Abbreviated Form of the angiuranim.
tion Questionnaire.
eaol..monwilmwoownem~amelamoftrovere*

Thank you for your continued cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

'-Il

Sister Caroline Mary Gi R.S.M.

SCMG/Mjc
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